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I. The Great Cornfield Adventure
My big brother Billy showed me how to have orgasms once, but it
was stupid. “You gotta rub the TV remote against your schmeckle
and think about a woman’s ass,” he said. So I thought about
Grandma’s butt at the indoor swimming pool, then about Velma
Dinkley from Mystery Incorporated’s butt, but none of those gave
me orgasms once. Billy said to think about Samantha from Who’s the
Boss?’s butt, but that didn’t work neither. Nothing did to be truth. It
was all just stupid and a big waste of time.
Not everything Billy says is stupid though. Like the time he told
me about the ghost in the cornfield. The ghost was a girl who was
dead cause she’d got raped and murdered. Raped is when a man
shoves his pickle in a fanny boo that doesn’t want pickles inside of it.
A fanny boo’s this hole that girls’ve got instead of pickles. Billy says
they look a lot like the alien’s mouth does in Predator, only most of
them’ve got no teeth.
Ghost Girl was supposed to be in the cornfield haunting the
corn of the field and stuff. Billy told Rebecca Perkins about it first.
Rebecca Perkins used to be Billy’s girlfriend. She’s got yellow hair
and a nose like Foghorn Leghorn. Rebecca Perkins breaked up with
Billy on Valentine’s when she decided she liked Matthew Whitley
more. She didn’t believe Billy one bit about the ghost. She says
ghosts aren’t real, and neither are aliens, zombies, bigfoots or
vampires. She did say Jesus is real though, but that me and Billy
aren’t allowed to believe in him cause we’re Jewish. Then she called
Billy stupid, only instead of saying stupid, she said: jewpid.
Anyways, Billy decided he wanted to catch Ghost Girl to prove
Rebecca Perkins he was no liar. So he made us weapons. His being
two butter knives taped to the blade of an Oilers mini-stick, and
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mine a squirt gun filled with lemon juice. Billy said I could aim the
juice at Ghost Girl’s eyes, that way she’d spaz blindly not knowing
what way to haunt, and we could trap her.
We planned Ghost Hunting for Sunday once Dad’d left for the
Boonies. It was supposed to be secret, so we didn’t tell no one, except
I told one person, Sarah, who’s my best friend not including Billy.
She lives two floors above at the apartment that’s got dream catchers
on the door. But she’s no Indian. Her parents are white and freckly.
They got divorced when Sarah was young. She lives with her momonly now, and mom’s boyfriend Rust, whenever he’s not at the war.
Rust’s black, of the skin, so if him and Sarah’s mom make a baby
one day, it’ll be grey, according to paint.
Sarah’s really good at art and creativeness. She gets drawing
lessons after cooking lessons from Old Lady McGrady Saturday
afternoons. So I’d asked her to draw me and Billy a map of the
cornfield. She made one even though she’d not been there before,
only drove by it, such as when our class’d gone to Weisner Creek
Pioneer Village. Sarah’s map was good though. It had colourful lines
pointed everywhere like ghosts was this way and that. She asked if
she could come to the cornfield with us, but then I reminded what
rape and murder is, and then she didn’t wanna come to the cornfield
with us.
“Break a leg,” she said.
I headed back down to my apartment. Billy was in the kitchen.
He wore the soccer jersey Mom’d got him from the Goodwill. It was
green and said BRAZIL on the front and had 41 peeling off the back
in leather pieces. He told me to put on crummy clothes cause we
were gonna get dirty in the cornfield, but I already had on some
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cause most of my clothes are crummy. Billy lifted our cat Dink by
the armpits then.
“Dad Fuffled him,” he said.
Fuffling’s what we call it when Dad wraps a hand over Dink’s
face and shakes it meanly. Billy kissed Dink’s nose, put him on the
floor, then filled us two water bottles under the tap, and then Dink’s
bowl. He packed the bottles and our weapons in his backpack, along
with bread too, in case we got hungry, or Ghost Girl got hungry, so
we could feed her like a ghostly pigeon.
Dink licked his water. His tail’d curled behind his back pawpaws the way it does after he’s just gone through an extra bad
Fuffling.
I showed Billy Sarah’s map. He laughed saying, “What the
hell,” but then folded it in his pants pocket. “Tell her thanks.”

Dad left for the Boonies about lunch like always.
We left ten minutes after.
It wasn’t too hot or cold that day, the weather in April being
medium. We walked till we got to the Main Road. Then we walked
to the Bus Stop in front of the Laundry-Mat. And didn’t talk mostly,
but we talked a little bit. We talked about hitchhiking mostly. Billy
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said hitchhiking’s when you give thumbs up at the road till a car
stops to give you free rides. But to never get in trucks though, cause
truck drivers’ll make you blowjob their pickles while they drive.
“And people shouldn’t ever do that,” Billy said serious. “Only homos
and Rebecca Perkins do that.”
The reason we didn’t gotta hitchhike that day though’s cause
Billy’d got money selling comics to Mr. Fat Fuck at Collection Store.
Mr. Fat Fuck’s fat cause he’s got metagabism problems. He’s owner
of Collection Store, that sells stuff people collect such as Nancy Drew
books and wrestling figures. The store’s small and dusty, and smells
like bologna burps. Billy had to hold his breath when selling Mr. Fat
Fuck a box of his best comics. He got ten bucks, enough to buy two
large fries, ten nuggets, two orange juices and more. Billy said we’d
go to McDonald’s if there was money left after the hunt.
We waited at the Bus Stop bus shelter. There was swastikers
on the glass. I tried scratching them with a stone. Billy said, “Don’t
bother,” while counting his money. When the bus came he paid in
quarters cause that’s what Mr. Fat Fuck’d gave him. We sat near the
back. The seats were cushy and bended almost all the way back, so
it was like you were lying almost all the way down. It was comfier
than stupid bed! But there was two old ladies across the aisle who
kept giving us mean looks. They had puffy white hair and glasses
and pinchy little owl faces. I think they were giving looks cause I’d
been blowing my breath on the window, then writing POO on the
breath, and Billy was punching me for it. Not real punching though,
the kind that doesn’t hurt much. Still, one of the old ladies goes, “For
goodness sakes. Would you boys please, please stop acting so violent
towards each other. We beg of you.”
“We do beg,” said the other lady. “Be good to each other.”
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“It’s fine,” said Billy. “He’s my brother.”
But the old ladies didn’t care we were brothers. They kept
telling us to stop, brothers or not, didn’t matter, blah blah. They
were basically fogey-faced idiots, but Billy listened to them still. He
said in my ear, “No point fighting with a couple old bats who’ll be
dead soon anyways.” And while I didn’t like the ladies much, I also
didn’t like thinking about them dead much neither. Cause I don’t
like thinking about no one dead to be truth. Cause for the truth,
dead’s opposite of being alive, for infinity. Infinity’s forever.
Foreverness of being a dumb angel, which is people from heaven
who’ve got feathery wings and wear nightgowns nonstop, and play
harps nonstop. Heaven’s where you go when you die if you’ve done
charities and’ve confessioned for being homo, brown, or Jewish.
The bus ride was long, but not too long. Medium long. We got
off at Hedgehog Road, then walked the rest of the way there.
Hedgehog Road’s wide and gravel, and we kept kicking pebbles into
big dusty smoke. There was barns and cows one side, trees the other,
and wood fences everywhere with signs saying NO
TRESPASSING!,
PRIVATE
PROPERTY!,
UNDER
SURVEILLANCE!, and BEWARE OF DOG! Billy put his
backpack on the ground and unzipped. He gave me my squirt gun.
Then held his mini-stick like an axe murderer, high above his head,
the knives attached to it grey but still shiny in the sun. I asked how
he’d heard about Ghost Girl to begin with, and he said Courtney
Adams told Jordy Buchanan told Zeke Belanger told Fibber
Francine Johansson, and Fibber Francine never lied about nothing,
so it had to be real.
“Has to,” he said.
“I think it is,” I said.
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He swung his weapon wild a few times. “It has to!”

When we got to the cornfield, the corn didn’t look much like
corn at all, at least not the kind Mom made. Cornfield corn’s green
and leafy, much taller than the top of a guy’s head. Billy tried
swinging his weapon at it, but the corn didn’t cut.
“Bastardized corn,” he said.
We stepped inside it. There was corn plants everywhere. I
asked Billy to take out Sarah’s map but he said the map was
motherfucking pointless. So we walked a long time in the corn with
no map. It was aimless. Billy kept stopping, turning in circles, saying
stuff like, “So I see,” then walking again. The corn crackled under
us. It was coldish to touch. Billy stopped a hundred times, scratched
his hair and spat. We walked and walked in the corn. I shot lemon
juice at the leaves of the corn.
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Billy called out, “We’re not gonna hurt you, we just wanna see
you!”
“We’re nice!” I added.
Billy told me to shut my mouth and keep it shut. We walked
and walked some more and more and it got boring soon. I asked
Billy if I could hold his weapon a minute, but he said I was too
spedalicious to handle knives. Then called the corn sped,
complaining it kept getting in his sped way. He was saying
everything’s sped cause he was angry we’d still not seen the ghost.
We hadn’t even spotted any clues of a ghost.
I got hungry soon, so asked if we could eat the bread he’d
brought. Billy sighed saying, “Oh good, Piglet’s hungry for a
change,” but took the bread out right after. We sat on the dirt in the
cornfield and ate. Billy gave me his crust, he hates crust. The sun
was orange hot but it was cool in the corn shade. I was wearing
sports shorts. I held my arms around my legs and shivered greatly.
Billy saw me cold, so got out a box of matches and lighted one and
held it close as I ate more crust. The fire went out fast. He lighted
another. He kept lighting matches. I liked the smell of the smoke.
“Ghosts glow green in the dark,” he told me, pressing a smoky
matchstick to the ground. “They glow green like Emerald City, only
hazier, and a lot more scary.”
“Why’s Dad hurt Dink so much?” I said.
“Ghosts appear extraterrestrial in the dark, but are essentially
spiritual,” he said.
“Why’d Mom used to let him?”
He asked me to squirt lemon juice on his crustless bread. I
dunno why he’d been talking ghosts in the dark all a sudden, cause
it was afternoon, and bright out, but it got me thinking about
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nighttime then, being in cornfields at night, when everything’s black
but the ghosts’ve gone hazy green. I didn’t like it, the idea of seeing
Ghost Girl emeraldy in the shadows with murdered visuals and a
blood-spilled fanny boo. Billy said she wasn’t gonna be gory, that
ghosts aren’t gory, but still, I felt too scared all a sudden. So told him
I had to go. “Gotta go home please, Billy. Right now please, Billy.”
He shaked his head, but not to say no, more he was just let down. I
told him we’d forgot to shut the kitchen window. Billy said Dink
wasn’t sped enough to jump out no window. “But Dad’s been
Fuffling him lots recent,” I said, “enough so Dinky’s not been
himself.”
Billy looked at me a long time after I said that, like he was
trying to see something in me that was really hard to see, maybe not
there.
“K,” he said finally, and put the twisty on the bread bag, then
put the bag in his backpack and pulled me up. He probably knew I
was scared but didn’t say nothing. We walked again quiet for a while.
Even tried using Sarah’s map to find our way back to the road, but
it didn’t help. Billy said the sun was north so we needed to head
south. No matter what way we went though, the sun looked in front
of us.
“I can feel she’s out here,” said Billy one point. “I feel it in my
blood and bones.”
“It’s in my bones too, Billy.”
He looked at me like he hated me. “No it’s not.”
We got to the road what felt like a really long time later. The
sky’d gone purpler, and sun, much closer to the ground. Billy
smelled stinky after all that walking. He sniffed his armpits, then
sniffled, then falled to his knees, started hammer-punching the grass
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at the side of the road. And he was crying too. His whole body was,
especially the shoulders, sad shoulderly sobs. It scared me to see a
little, so maybe I started crying with him.
“We shut the window you idiot,” he said, words squeaky
screaming out. “It’s not open, liar! You’re a sped fucking liar,
Brunswick!”
I think I was making sobs too now, not so much cause of what
he said, more cause I knew he was feeling crap enough to be saying
it.
“I hope he jumps!” Billy screamed. “I hope Dinky dives and
dies in the goddamn fucking alley, that stupid fucking dumpster cat!
I hate him!”
“He’s our family!” I yelled, on my knees, punching grass the
same as Billy. Both of us were punching now. We punched and
punched till we’d got too tired to punch.
Then stood up, all out of breath, dirt stains on our hands and
knees, and Billy blowing his nose on a corn leaf plant before helping
me wipe mine on the bottom of his jersey, patting the back of my
head, telling me he didn’t mean it.
“I know,” I said.
We headed back down Hedgehog Road.
We found a duck halfway down the road. Its neck’d got flatted
by a tire. It was gross, but kind of made me feel happy all a sudden,
cause I started thinking how the duck might be a Ghost Duck now,
so maybe Ghost Girl’d have a new Ghost Friend to play with.
Billy ripped his knives off his mini-stick, chucked the stick into
the cornfield, then put the knives in his side pants pocket.
He spat on the duck.
Said, “We’ll have enough for McNuggets if we hitchhike back.”
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I wasn’t in the mood for McDonald’s anymore, though. I’d
ruined Ghost Hunting by being pansy and making us go home. So
didn’t much feel like I deserved it. I told Billy I wasn’t hungry, we’d
just ate bread anyways. But Billy told me to get hungry cause
McDonald’s is where we were going. He also told me to tell Sarah
her map’d helped us lots even though it’d helped us none. I think he
was trying to be extra nice cause he’d called me sped fucking liar and
was feeling regretful.
“Billy,” I said, to change subject. “What do orgasms feel like,
even?”
He shaked his head, told me, “A dick sneeze.” Then asked what
size fries I was gonna get. I told him Biggest. “Thought you weren’t
hungry,” he said, and punched me in the nipple. It wasn’t real
punching though, it was the kind that doesn’t hurt, the brother kind.
I wondered then if Ghost Girl’d had a brother like Billy one point,
such as when she was alive. Cause not many people do, but maybe
some people do.
I also thought maybe Ghost Duck could be her brother now.
Like maybe the two of them might find Billy’s mini-stick and go hunt
with it themselves awhile.
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II. The Nazi McDonald’s
We got picked up by the Nazis. They were cousins, a boy and girl
Nazi, both teenagers. Everyone in Town knew them as Nazis cause
they’d vandalized the synagogue out of Town with toilet paper and
pigs’ blood. They had to clean garbage in the parks after, as
punishment. It was all on the News, they were kind of famous. No
stuff for vandalizing was in the truck that day though, just me and
Billy in back, and lots of wood planks with us.

The boy Nazi drove. He speeded down Hedgehog Road, then
slowed some turning onto the Main Road that took us back to Town.
There was a slide-window between us and them they yelled
questions through. “What’chu kids doin all the way out in
Farmland?” the boy said. He was skinheaded, same as his cousin,
both them, skin-bald. To show how Nazi they were. Had on
matching pants too, and wife-beaters, spiky bracelets, silver chains
around their necks. The girl lighted a cigarette. She had a scab on
her cheek she picked as she smoked. The boy spat gunk in a red cup
in the holder and said louder, cause Billy’d not answered,
“WHAT’CHU KIDS DOIN OUT HERE?”
“Picking corn,” I told him.
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“Ha!” he said. He turned to his cousin. “Liz, y’hear? Kid said
they were pickin corn. That’s fuckin retarded.”
Liz looked back at us. “Why don’t you have any?”
Billy sat facing me, but his eyes were on the planks. They had
like forty of them back there, splintery with breaks and chipped
paint, bended nails coming out the ends. He turned to the window.
“Drop us off at the McDonald’s on Desario,” he said.
“Y’got it, boss,” said the boy, and footed the gas to go faster.
Billy’s hair whipped wild in the wind. It was getting long, past
shoulders-long. He hadn’t cut it since Mom. She used to. She’d sit
him on the toilet lid and use the same scissors she did scrapbooking
with. Sometimes Billy’d get glue in his hair. He’d look himself
nonstop in the mirror after, practice neat faces to go with his new
hair.
Me myself though, I don’t care about hair, so just get my friend
Elliott to shave it. Billy says I’ll care more once girls get important.
He says girls get guys caring about all kinds of stuff we don’t give
craps about, such as hair, breath, colours going good with others,
dancing, how it’s not good to just chuck things at stuff, mining
manners, going to malls, too much stuff to even remember.
The sun was seeable now, but so was the moon, one left, the
other right, in the big darkening sky. The cornfields on either side
the truck’d turned to farmlands soon, then those into flat fields, then
stores and school and stuff appeared, as we were back in Town.
The boy parked at the corner of the McDonald’s lot, which
was empty, except for one car, some garbage, and a bike tied to a
hydrant.
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Billy grabbed his bag and hopped out the side of the truck not
bothering to wait for the back door to be yanked. Liz yanked it open
for me.
“You’re free now, fly little birdie.”
I got out saying, “Thanks.”
She laughed. She had a very scratchy laugh. She looked like a
Transextraterrestrial, cause was bald-headed, but had boobies on
the chest. Her eyes were bloodshot, and she had pimples on her chin,
and some jewelry poked through parts of her pink face. And much
hair on her armpits, which my Aunt Beth says is Feminemism, which
is when ladies act hairy and say they wanna do stuff such as work in
mineshafts and pay for food on dates. Liz was ugly, I thought, but
then felt bad for thinking it. So tried to think nicer thoughts too, such
as: Liz is unique. Billy says girls love being called Unique.
“Hey Lou,” said Liz, and the boy, whose name was Lou then,
poked his head out the window. “Might as well grab a bite since
we’re here, no?”
Lou turned the truck off. “M’k.”
It wasn’t till then I saw Billy’d already made his way to the
front door, was standing there, a butter knife in each hand.
“Dumbswick,” he called, “let’s go!” He hit the knives together how
drummers do to start a song: ding, ding, ding.
Liz laughed. “Did your brother just call you a dumb bitch?!” She
lighted a cigarette. Then tossed the lighter to Lou, who lighted his
own. And not sure why, but I sort of just stood there watching them.
I was basically zoned-out. I was thinking all about how their
smoking’s very dangerous, could give them cancer. That’s what
happens. Smoke gives a guy cancer. That’s when the lungs rot till
you can’t breathe proper, and you get chest pains nonstop, and
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headaches nonstop, tummy aches and neck aches, and throat aches
nonstop, and your brains and face’ve gotta be cut off in pieces, and
you cry and feel pain and blow chunks nonstop, saying you wanna
die, again and again, till you do.
Billy’d come back over, two knives in one fist. He asked the
Nazis if he could bum a cigarette and Liz laughed and asked, “How
old are you even, kid?”
“Almost thirteen,” said Billy.
“Almost thirteen,” said Lou, in a high voice to sound more like
Billy. He was doing Billy impressions, making a face, going, “I’m
twelve, I’m almost thirteen, goo-goo gah-gah, what is kissing, what does beer taste
like?” and Liz was laughing hysteric, holding her fanny boo so to not
pee. “I’m almost thirteen,” said Lou again, in his normal voice.
“Holy-majoly that’s a little kid thing t’say.” He handed Billy a
cigarette though, none-of-the-less, and lighted it for him, and Billy
smoked it easy, such as maybe he’d done so before. Both his
shoulders were way high up though, how he stands when
embarrassed or sad about something, and it kind of made me feel
sad and embarrassed too, seeing him there like that, holding butter
knives while smoking a cigarette.
I looked at the sky so to catch my breath I think.
Billy had his eyes on me when I looked back down. He stepped
forwards and sort of held his knives in front of my face, so close my
eyes crossed to see them.
“You tell Dad and I’ll kill you in your sleep,” he said.
“OK,” I said.
“I could kill easy,” he said. “I’ve got one crazy mind.”
“You kids are a riot,” said Liz.
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Lou agreed, me and Billy are riots. Then explained the two of
them’d stoled those wood planks off an old barn on Hedgehog Road,
told us they go sell the planks to rednecks in Melton County, who
turn the planks into benches and boats.
“Yer turn now,” said Lou. “How come you two were out there,
and don’t tell me it was t’pick fuckin corn. That I ain’t buyin.”
Billy spoke the truth. “We were hunting a ghost.”
Liz laughed again, it was basically constant. I basically hated
her.
Lou said, “Well well well well.” He looked at Liz. “They were
huntin the ghost.” He looked back at Billy. “The girl who’d got
burned alive there, yeah?”
“Sure,” said Billy. He slid his knives in his back pocket. “I
thought she’d got cut-up, though. Someone told me she got raped,
then cut-open to death. And then burned.”
“There’s a stone planted for her. It’s in the ground at the side
the road. Y’see?”
Billy shaked his head.
“It says her name.” Lou looked at Liz. “What was that girl’s
name again, Liz? Her picture was everywhere fer a long while.
Bucktoothed picture.” Liz shrugged. Lou looked back at Billy. “We
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can’t remember her name, but there’s a stone, In Memory Of, she was
a bucktoothed girl.” Then he looked back at Liz, he was looking this
way and that, but yeah, was looking at Liz now. “Am I right, Liz?”
Liz was too busy peeling a pimple to answer. Lou looked back at
Billy. “I know people who’ve seen her,” he said, quieter, much like
a whisper. “They’ve seen the ghost of the girl sat upon that stone.
She’s got no fingers, nor facial features, they’ve bin melted.
People’ve tried sayin things to her, but soon as she sees em comin,
she ignites! Darts into the cornfield! On fire! But the corn doesn’t
catch. The fire on her’s fire of the After World, y’understand?”
Billy’s eyes’d grown gigantic. “Serious?” he said.
The Nazis burst laughing, eyes wetted from how funny they
thought telling Billy about ghosts was. I didn’t get it. I could see his
shoulders’d rised up all embarrassed though. He tossed his cigarette,
stepped on it, grinded his shoe on it, sort of curling hair behind his
ears and grinding, blinking his eyes angry. He hates when people
poke fun at his spedness, extra-so since failing grade six last year.
That’s why Billy’s only one grade above me when he really should
be two. He should’ve been in grade seven this year.
“Billy?” I said.
He ignored, shaked his head at me to shush.
My tummy was mooing loud though. I was starving. I could
smell McDonald’s fries from the lot. They smelled of heavenly
miracles. I wanted to run in there, eat them till I grew fat as Mr. Fat
Fuck. But I waited patient, for the Nazis to finish smoking, cause
that’s what Billy was doing, some reason, us watching the smoke
twirl ghostly till there was none left and we headed to the front door.
Billy whispered as we went, “The girl’s stuck there cause she’s yet
to’ve been set free. The dead stay put, until their death location’s
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been altered some way, and made ready to let them go. I’ve read
books, Brunswick.”
“Makes exact sense,” I said.
“Do you believe I’ve read it in books?”
Inside McDonald’s an old man mopped the floors in the
Ordering Area, while an even older woman with shaky hands
worked the Cash. They both looked sad. If only they knew how lucky
they are to be working at the greatest restaurant in the world.
The Nazis went to the counter, me and Billy behind.
Lou ordered, then turned to us. “What’chu boys want?” His
smile was full of weird beige teeth. “How bout a Happy Meal? Y’get
a toy. Sippy cup of milky-milk and a Happy Meal toy for you two
boys?”
Liz laughed loud and hard and stupid and dumb and
annoying. But unique.
“We got money,” Billy told them.
“C’mon, kid,” said Liz. “Let it be on us.”
“What’chu boys want?” said Lou.
“Really,” said Liz. “On us, we insist.”
Billy ordered hesitilliently, a Big Mac meal with root beer and
apple pie, and I ordered ten nuggets, big fries, orange juice, and cup
of ice cream I made sure to eat first so there was no melt. We’d chose
the table near the back. The Nazis on one side and us on the other,
and Lou set his wallet on the corner of his tray. There was a swastiker
sewn to the front. The wallet was fat with money. I wondered if he’d
got that money selling wood planks. I didn’t ask though. I asked what
grade they were in. Both said they’d been in grade twelve but’d
dropped out recent. I told them I was in grade five. “Do you have a
girlfriend?” Liz asked with chewed hamburger in her mouth.
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“No,” I said.
“He’s like two,” said Lou.
“I’m ten,” I said.
“I’m ten,” he said.
“I had my first crush when I was ten,” said Liz. “Daryl
Bardwell. He was in a wheelchair. The poor kid had nothing below
the knees.”
“I remember him,” said Lou. “Playin basketball at recess, he’d
be wheelin with the ball on his lap, then like, stop, and dribble beside
his chair a couple times. Then put the ball on his lap again and wheel
around some more.”
“Oh Daryl,” Liz laughed.
“They even let him play on the school team,” said Lou,
shaking his head like he just couldn’t believe. “What’s next then,
huh? Chubby supermodels?”
“Daryl loved books about maps,” remembered Liz.
“What happened to his legs anyway?” said Lou.
“Sometimes the ball would roll off his chair, and I just had to
go get it. I’d fetch the thing going, Here you go Daryl, I got it for you, here
you go. I was such a tool,” she said with a big smile.
“Wish there was a way we could know what he’s bin up to,”
said Lou.
“I’d bet he’s even handsomer now,” said Liz.
And I was like: what the heck? Cause sitting there, listening to
them, while eating my wonderful nuggets, I kept having to remind
my memory they were even Nazis. Cause me and Billy’d been taught
by Dad: beware of Nazis. Cause Nazis hate us. They murdered
Dad’s own grandad, grandma, uncle and two aunts, and three
second cousins, using gas and guns, in the Hall of Cost. Cause Nazis
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make violence on Jews. Also, Blacks. Also, Chinese, cause Chinese
get jobs Whites can do fine, so why give Chinese the jobs when
Whites can do them just fine? But Lou and Liz weren’t doing any of
that that night at McDonald’s. They weren’t killing, they weren’t
complaining about Chinese plumbers, nothing. They ate burgers,
and talked about kids in wheelchairs, in nice ways, so it got easy to
forget they were even Nazis some of the time.
Me personally though, I never forget who I myself am, which
is a Jewish boy. I’m not supposed to tell no one. Only people that
know are Sarah Butterbean and Rebecca Perkins. Since Mom’s pale
blonde, mine and Billy’s appearance is not much Jewish compared
to most. And we don’t wear yarmulkes or got curly hair neither, or
talk like we’re trying to get peanut butter off the roofs of our mouths,
neither. Dad says it’s a good thing people can’t tell we’re Jewish,
cause some, such as Nazis, a.k.a. Lou and Liz, have got bigots in
their bones and only wanna be causing trouble for people like us.
Us being: religion minorities.
Bigots in their bones being: the cause of wanting to cause
trouble.
Billy sat waiting, already done his food, while me, I had a
barbeque dip and a sweet’n’sour dip, and I was double-dipping my
last few nuggets slow, so to make them last forever, and ever,
foreverly-ever-after. Wish I could marry McNuggets.
The Nazis were on to their fish burgers. They’d got them to go
after their cow burgers. They’d also got two big fries each, a
raspberry pie each, and a container of apple slices to share. Lou can
afford as much food as he wants cause of all that wood plank-stealing
money he’s made.
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Liz saw Billy’d finished, so offered him some fish burger. Billy
said no. “You’re too skinny, kid,” she said. “Maybe you’d look
twelve, or thirteen or whatever, if you ate more.”
Billy ignored.
Lou asked Billy if he wanted a pie or apple slice. Billy said no.
Liz told him he looked like those African kids on TV who’ve got
pregnant bellies and flies in their nostrils. You could tell Billy didn’t
like being compared to pregnant kids with bug-filled nostrils, so said
he’d had pie and hamburger already, so back off, why couldn’t the
Nazis just back off and shut it and mind their business, punching the
table as he said it.
“Whoah, fine,” said Lou. “Cut the sissy fit, Billy.” He pinched
the sides of his bottom lip then, folded his lip to show the inside, and
inside his lip, in black letters, it said: relax

Billy couldn’t not smile at that, making Lou smile also.
“Y’like?”
“Did it hurt?” said Billy.
“Nah,” said Lou.
“My old man did it,” said Liz. “He learned how in prison.”
“Served eleven fer dullin some guy with a pipe,” said Lou.
“The lip’s a neat place to get a tattoo,” Billy said admittingly.
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Lou was smiling still cause he was happy he’d made Billy smile.
“So yeah, anyways, you want an apple pie, Billy? Yer too skinny.
Y’look like those kids on TV. But fer a dollar a month, they’ll no
longer gotta have flies on their faces. Whaddya think?” said Lou as
he pulled a buck from his wallet.
Billy smiled, and laughed a bit, and took the dollar, and
everyone laughed. In a way, it was a greatly fun dinner. My cheeks
hurted from smiling even, by the end of it. I peeled the skin off my
final nugget then, double-dipped the skin and ate it, then doubledipped the chicken part and ate that too, so that way, my last
nugget’d been turned into four separate bites.
“Ready?” said Billy, giving me napkins.
I napkinned my mouth. We got up to leave. Billy lifted his root
beer off the table. The sound of ice against the lid showed me the
cup was still all-the-way full.
“Saving it so we got something good to drink at home,” he
said.
“The fuzz’ll go away,” I said.
“It’ll still have flavor, fuzz or not,” he said.
Liz laughed, such as she always does.
“Wait fer us to finish and I’ll drive you,” said Lou.
“We’re OK,” said Billy.
“Y’sure?”
“We live close.”
“Thanks anyways,” I told them. “And thanks for McDonald’s,
it was good.”
Lou winked. He had tartar on his mouth. He chomped green
apple. Liz said, “Take care, little dudes,” as Lou gave us the peacefingers with his non-apple hand.
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The old man was still mopping the floors in the front Order
Area. We shuffled across the wet and went outside. It was a cool cold
night. There was many stars. I liked seeing them so bright, and tried
spotting constemations of them, such as Orion, which looks like a
no-headed lady shooting a bow and arrow, but couldn’t.
“Wanna run home?” said Billy. “I’ll race you.”
My belly was too full. “I’ll cramp,” I said.
“To the creek,” he said. “You beat me, I’ll give you the dollar
Lou gave me.”
I thought about it. I could buy one whole thing from the Dollar
Store with a dollar.
“Fine,” I said.
“OK,” he said. “To the bridge at the creek.” He put his root
beer on the ground, unpocketed his knives, put those down also. He
kept his backpack on. “I’ll give you a ten-second head start cause
you got small legs. Go when you’re ready.”
“Now?” I said.
“Sure.”
I ran fast as I could. So fast I could feel the juice and nuggets
slosh inside me. I was almost half down the street before I turned to
see where Billy was. But he wasn’t anywhere. So I slowed then,
started to stop. I stood there in the dark, looking back at the bright
McDonald’s M, then I saw Billy, who was in the parking lot still. He
was squatted in back the Nazis’ truck. And it was dark, and I was
far, but could see his pants’d been pulled to his knees, and maybe it
looked like he was squeezing a brown on top of all those wood
planks. But like I said, it was dark, so I can’t say with sureness.
All I know’s he hopped out the truck then, lifted his root beer
from the ground and chucked it hard inside the passenger window.
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I started running again, even faster than before.
Billy still caught up.
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III. The Cat on the Fridge
When we got home the apartment was dark and empty cause Dad’d
still not got back from the Boonies I guessed.
“Dink!” Billy called.
We couldn’t find Dink at first. He wasn’t in any of the places
he normally is, such as the chemical cupboard, behind the toilet, or
asleep in his litter box.
Billy clicked his tongue how he does when about to fill the cat
bowl. Dink meowed then. His meows came from the kitchen. I saw
his eyes glowing through the kitchen hatch. He was on top the fridge.
“Billy,” I pointed.
“What the hell,” said Billy quiet.
We walked to the kitchen, turned the light on and stood under
the fridge. Dink lied sluggy, hanging his head off the side. Billy
picked him down by his chest. “How’d you get up there y’dirty little
slut nugget?” Dink yawned back, his ears wiggled yawning, his
tongue pink and spade-shaped. Billy put him on the floor. Dink
scratched behind his right ear with his left foot, one eye blinky with
brown gunks. He looked mangier than normal. He smelled like eggs.
Mom’d found him in a dumpster when I was in grade one. He’s
four-and-three-quarters old now, and’s got grey fur, white paw-paws
and belly, and a red, heart-shaped nose. He’s basically my best
friend not including Billy and Sarah.
We noticed there was paw prints on the tiles around him. Same
as on the walls, and ceiling too. “How the hell’s that possible?” said
Billy with his head bent back.
“He probably got dirty playing in the plants,” I said.
“You see plants around?” said Billy. “And even so, up there?!
There’s paw prints on the ceiling. You ever heard of gravity?”
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I was too embarrassed to say no, I’ve never heard of gravity. I
looked down at Dink. “How’d you get up there, Dinky?”
“Feed him,” said Billy, already bored by the mystery. “I’m
gonna watch TV a minute. Leave me alone a minute.”
“Why’s Dad not home yet?” I said.
“In the Boonies.”
“He’s normally home now.”
Billy ignored. He sat on the couch in the living room, I
watched him through the kitchen hatch. You can see everything
through the hatch cause our apartment’s just a kitchen, living room,
two tiny bedrooms and a bathroom, that’s it. Billy turned the TV
on. He found a show about ladies doing exercises. He bent his legs,
stretched his soccer jersey over his knees. I could tell he was gonna
get orgasms under there cause the remote was under there, and so
was his pickle. “Leave me alone a minute,” he repeated.

So I fed Dink some dry food. Then sort of felt like calling
Sarah. I wanted to tell her her map’d helped us lots in the cornfield.
I spun her number, listened to the ring while Billy concentrated on
the ladies on the TV. They wore tight turquoise clothes and pink
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headbands, and Billy had a very angry look on his face as he watched
them exercise.
No one answered Sarah’s phone, so after seventeen rings I
hung up. But was in a major mood to talk to someone, so called
Juice’s number next. His real name’s Steven, but we call him Juice.
He’s in my sped classes at school. He’s got big cheeks and diabetes.
He’s always asking people to give him juice so he doesn’t die from
too much, or not enough, diabetes. Juice is my fourth best friend
behind Billy, Sarah, and Dink.
I fiddled magnets on the freezer as the phone rang. The palm
tree used to hold a drawing Mom’d done of her and Dad’s first car,
but Dad’d gone two days no sleep recent, so lighted it on fire in the
sink. Then cried almost an hour. He can get Impulsive when
undersleeped. That’s when you do stuff for no reason all a sudden.
Juice’s mom answered. “Hello.”
“Hi may I please speak to Juice?”
“I’m sorry?”
“May I please speak to Steven, please?”
“Steven’s in bed. It’s almost ten o’clock. Is this Brunswick?”
“Yeah.”
“Steven’s in bed, Brunswick. Can this wait until tomorrow?”
“Yeah.”
“OK, Brunswick. Goodnight.”
She hung up before I could even say it back, that’s bad
manners. I looked through the kitchen hatch. Billy’d got done
having orgasms already, he wasn’t there. The ladies were on the TV
still though. I thought about rubbing my own pickle a minute but
didn’t feel like it. I major felt like telling someone about my big day.
So called Tall Brandon next. I don’t even like Tall Brandon, but
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know his parents don’t give a crap about him, so assumed he’d
probably be awake.
Of course he was the one that answered. “Yep?”
“Tall Brandon?”
“Don’t call me that.”
“It’s Brunswick Stuhlberg.”
“I know, you’re the only person who calls me that. Don’t call
me that.”
I wanted to call him it again just to show I could.
“What’re you doing?” I said.
“Nothing. I’m playing Mega Man.”
“What one?”
“Dr. Wily’s Revenge.”
“On the Game Boy?”
“What do you want, Brunswick?”
“Nothing,” I said. “I wanted to see what you’re doing.”
“I just said. I’m playing Mega Man.”
“I know. Mega Man’s a really good game.”
“What do you want, Brunswick? I got it paused.”
“I had adventures with Billy today,” I said. “We took a bus out
to Hedgehog Road. We were looking for the ghost of a girl who’d
got murdered there. She haunts the cornfield. It was scary, but I
wasn’t scared. We ate McDonald’s after. I got ten chicken
McNuggets. I’ve only ever got four nuggets before, or one time the
six nuggets, but I most liked having the ten pack today. I was
starving, so ate them easy.”
There was a long silence. I could hear beeps and boops in the
silence.
“Brandon?” I said.
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“I unpaused,” he said.
“Talk to me a stupid minute,” I said.
“I don’t care you ate McDonald’s,” he said. “Everyone eats
McDonald’s. No one gives a crap.” He was being a jerk some reason.
He’s not even in my Top Ten of best friends, if being truthful, he’s
probably my forty-billion millionth best friend.
“Hang up then if you don’t care!” I said.
“Fine,” he said.
“Tall Brandon!” I said. “I’ll never stop calling you that! You
idiot, you’re taller than a brock-o-saurus! How’s it even possible for
an idiot to be so tall?!”
“My parents are tall,” he said. Then hung up, so I did too,
pretty much slammed the phone to the wall in anger and rage. My
eyes were burning, and so was my guts. Sometimes I get pain like
fire in my guts and the only way to make the fire burn less is to curl
in a ball. So I curled. I lied on the kitchen floor on my side, curled
and moaning. Dink came quick. He curled also, sort of staring at me
with the tip of his tongue out while I moaned.
Billy came not as quick as the cat, but still quick.
“What are you doing?” he said. I hugged my legs tight to my
chest. “You got cramps again?” he said. I nodded. “It’s because
Dad’s not home yet,” he said. “You’re nervous. Don’t be nervous.”
“Wanna prank call Grandma?” I said in a pain-filled voice.
“No,” he said. “Not right now.”
“Or play marbles?” I said pained.
“I’m tired, Brunswick.”
“I understand,” I said.
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Dink rolled onto his back. I rolled to my back also. We were
both on our backs on the kitchen floor looking up at his paw prints
on the ceiling.
“How?” I said.
Billy looked down at us. He was in bare feet, t-shirt and tightywhities, his hair ponytailed cause that’s what he does at night, he
ponytails it.
“Why’d the girl get lighted on fire?” I asked him.
He scratched his hair. “What’re you saying?”
“Lou said the girl’d been lighted on fire after getting murdered,
and now the ghost version of her lights on fire when she’s seen. She
turns into ghost-fire in the cornfield.”
Billy made a face like he’d just ate a lemon. “What?” He shook
his head. “What’re you even saying right now? What you say never
makes sense, Brunswick. You’ve got zero understanding of what
you’re saying. So just shut up about it.”
“Sorry,” I said.
“I’m going to bed now,” he said.
“OK,” I said.
He didn’t move a second. “We’ll prank Grandma tomorrow,”
he said, then left. “There’s no such thing as ghosts,” he said as he
left.
I lied curled on the floor another minute. Tried to think of
more numbers I know by heart. Aside from Grandma’s, there’s
Uncle Harris and Auntie Anne’s, Pizza Pizza, Nine-One-One.
People aren’t supposed to call Nine-One-One though unless it’s
emergency, such as Juice not drinking proper amountages of juice
so’s needing diabete needles from the hospital.
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I checked the microwave clock. It said 10:33PM, which is five
and a half hours past when Dad normally comes home from the
Boonies. I hoped he wasn’t in a car crash. I whisper-prayed he be
OK. I also whisper-prayed for Dick Tracy figures. Then whisperprayed forgiveness for being selfish for praying for figures.
Dink got up then to go eat more food. I felt like eating too, but
only stuff in our cupboards ever is coffee and non-cooked noodles. I
stood. I drank some water from the tap. I scooped the pee chunks
out Dink’s litter box to kill time, then sat at Dad’s desk to kill more.
Dad’d stoled the desk off the end of a person’s lawn. It faces the big
window. There’s a lady that lives in the building across the alley from
ours who Dad says is Generation X. That means she’s middletwenties, with nice-messy hair and nice-ripped jeans, and cigarettes,
and cynicism. She never shuts the curtains on her window poles so
it’s easy to see her doing stuff, especially at night.
One time Billy shouted out our window, “Take it off, bimbo!”
The lady looked over at us seeing her, and called our building’s
Super, and the Super called Dad, and Dad pinned Billy to the rug
giving him whacks to the side of the head till Billy’s screams got so
loud neighbors started banging.
I sat at the desk watching the lady read a magazine about
People. She lied on her couch with legs under a blanket, her hair
ponytailed same as Billy’s, only hers was much longer, and she had
a lighted cigarette on her lips. She was smiling too, like what she was
doing made her real happy. I wanted her to see me some reason.
She took a drink of red stuff from a fancy glass. It was probably wine,
but I don’t think she was alcoholic. I’ve seen alcoholics.
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I fiddled the lamp making it go on-off-on-off on the desk. The
lady looked up soon. I wanted to do Hello in Morse code, but I
dunno Morse code, so shut the curtains quick.
My guts felt ablaze. Dink was under the desk biting some fur
off his skin. “Dinky,” I said angry. He licked his lips. I slapped the
desk to show him he was being bad biting himself. It made him
scared. He sprinted into a wall.
“Quiet out there!” Billed yelled.
It was getting late, anyways. I took a big pee. Then drank more
water to try and wash out the ablazeness in my guts. Then turned
off all the lights in the apartment but for the lamp on Dad’s desk.
I left a post-it on the desk. It told him Goodnight.
Me and Billy share a bedroom. We each got a blow-up bed
pressed to opposite walls. I put my pajamas on in the dark,
whispering, “You awake, Billy?”
“No,” he said.
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I got in bed. There wasn’t much air in mine, but putting the
air in it gets loud, and Billy’d get pissed, so it looked like it was gonna
be another crap sleep for me.
“Billy,” I said quiet. “Can I pray?”
“I don’t care,” he said.
“Now I lay me down to sleep,” I said. “Pray to lord my souls
to keep. God bless: Mommy, Daddy and Billy, Dinky, my grandmas
and my grandpas, my uncles and my aunts, Sarah, Juice, Kofi,
Elliott, Puffer Perry, Skippy, Tall Brandon, Bruce Wayne, Beaver
Cleaver, Larry, Curly and Moe, the Ninja Turtles, and everyone else
I love and care about and who loves and cares about me. All men.”
“What the hell’s wrong with you?” said Billy.
“See you tomorrow, Billy,” I said.
I must’ve falled to sleep immediate, never mind the non-flated
bed, cause I don’t remember one thing after saying See you
tomorrow, Billy.
Then I woke up. It felt like it’d been a millisecond but was
actually a few hours. Our alarm clock said 3:43AM. The fire in me’d
gone out. It was dark but I could see Billy’s bed was empty. I went
to the living room. The desk lamp I’d left on still was. Billy sat crosslegged on the floor between the TV and couch, his head down,
hands in his hair.
“Billy?” I said.
“Dad’s still not home,” he said.
He brought his head up. His eyes were kind of puffy. He
pointed towards the kitchen hatch, and through the hatch I saw
Dink, back on top the fridge.
“There’s strange things happening again,” he said.
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IV. The Tale of Stormy Sarah and Her Seven Worms
I woke again at morning. My bed’d unflated full by then. Dink was
at my feet. I petted him with my foot. He bit my toe. I think he
thought my toe was a mouse. Once I found him giving nuzzles to a
mouse in the closet cause he must’ve thought the mouse was my toe.
I rubbed the tired out of my eyes remembering stuff that’d
happened the day before: Great Cornfield Adventure, Nazi
McDonald’s, Cat on the Fridge. I headed out to the living room.
Dink followed. Billy was on the couch writing in his agenda on his
lap. His hair was in his face. “Dad’s still not back,” he said, not
looking at me. I turned the Weather Channel on. It was gonna be a
rain and lightning-filled day. I asked what we should do. “Don’t tell
anyone,” he said, “I’ll figure it out. I refuse to sit on my ass this time.”
He was full-dressed, he was even already in his shoes. I looked out
the window, tried to see the lady across the alley, but the before-rain
sun shined too bright.
Billy shut his agenda. His clothes were the same ones from
yesterday, corn dirt on his pants and shoes, and it’d tracked across
the floor as well. A baker’s dozen butter knives sat on the cushion
beside him. He grabbed them, shoved them inside his side pocket,
blades-down. I wondered why so many weapons.
“Do you think Dad got in a car crash?” I said.
“Sure Brunswick, he’s dead, we’re orphans now, I’ll change
my name to Oliver and you can be Annie, and we’ll fly away to
Neverland, OK?” he said, with much sarcasticness, which is when
you fake agree with something stupid someone’s said to show them
how stupid it was and what a stupid piece of crap they were for
saying it. “Everything’s gonna be OK,” he told me, and got up, and
tossed me his key. “I’m leaving early, so you’re gonna have to lock
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the door. You’re gonna have to not lose that key for a few hours. Can
you do that?”
“OK,” I said.
“What’re you gonna have to do?”
“Not lose key,” I said.
“It’s the only one we got for now,” he said.
“OK.”
“Come straight home after school so you can buzz me in.”
“OK.”
“No playing at the train tracks, or at Juice’s or Perry’s. Straight
home.”
“OK, Billy.”
I felt the fire back inside me then. Billy walked to the door,
fixed his hair in the mirror beside it. I didn’t even know what time it
was.
“What time’s it even?” I said.
“Look yourself,” he said, and we both looked at the circle
clock. “Almost seven-ten,” he said, which meant fifty minutes earlier
than our normal Leaving Time. I didn’t ask why or where he was
going, just curled in a ball on the floor. He stayed at the door with
his backpack on one shoulder. “You need to learn to be tougher,”
he said. “You can’t get so affected by things. Being affected is for the
weak. Strength equals No Emotion. It’s not caring whether you live
or die.” He pulled a butter knife from his pocket, crouched and gave
it to me. “Here. This’ll make you feel protected.”
I took the knife. It did make me feel a bit more No Emotion.
“Don’t lose the key,” he said.
And left.
And I thought: better not lose this key!
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Dink was clawing his dish. I uncurled myself and threw the key
on the desk, then went to feed him. Then looked for something to
eat myself, but there was nothing. The fridge was empty except for
mouldy sauces and an orange juice with extra pulp. I’m racist
against pulp. Billy’d left yesterday’s bread on the counter though, so
I buttered some cat food on that, then used imagination to pretend
it was Human Food.
Then barfed. Then brushed my teeth, peed, made a brown,
blew some snot, wet my hair. I tried to not think about the apartment
feeling bigger and quieter and scarier. I tried getting ready like
normal. My clothes from yesterday was on the floor in the bedroom
still, but I put on new ones none-of-the-less: brown shorts, white
socks, and Bat Symbol sweater. Returned to the living room, but
kept my eyes away from the kitchen hatch. I was scared I’d see Dink
on the fridge again. I dunno why that scared me. I hammer-punched
my legs as punishment for being so affected.
There was knocks at the door.
“Come in,” I said. I knew it’d only be Sarah.
Sarah came in. Dink ran to her. She knelt and put her hands
out. “Come my baby, I birthed you,” she said, and scooped Dink off
the floor. “Twinkles!” she called him. Dink’s claws came out, in a
happy way. “Morning nuzzles?” Dink meowed. The two of them
rubbed their faces together. “Oh Twinkles, I love my morning
nuzzles!” Dink was spazzing-out, while Sarah sang Twinkle, twinkle,
little cat/How I wonder why you’re fat. She put him down, looked around
and said, “Where’s Billy?”
I shrugged, got the key from the desk. I could see the lady
across the alley now. She had on a bra (boob underwear), and jeans,
and her hair was wavy in a fancy way. She watered her plants with
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a little green pail. She had lots of indoor plants, such as small trees,
which Dad says is Hippy and Gratuitous.
“Do you got food I can have?” I asked.
Sarah unbuttoned the pouch of her backpack and handed me
a baggie of nuts she said was called cashews. “Cash-loving Jews!?” I
said as a joke, cause Jews love cash, according to bullies who bully
Gary Feldstein for being Jewish at my school.
“Shut up,” said Sarah.
We left the apartment into the hall. Dink tried coming but I
shut the door on his face, remembered to lock it. I put Billy’s key in
my sock then. Sarah asked why’d I do that. I told her I wasn’t gonna
be taking my socks off before home later so that way I knew I’d not
lose it. She asked if I was gonna take my shorts off, why not just put
the key in my pocket like a normal person, and I said, “Cause the
knife’s in my pocket,” then ninja-kicked the fire extinguishinger at
the end of the hall.
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There’s no elevators in our building and my apartment’s third
floor, so we gotta take stairs. The stairwell’s always skunky cause the
teenagers smoke on weeds in there. I held my breath as I ate the
delicious cashews. What I learned that day is that I love cashews.
They’re the size of jellybeans and smell the same as Mom did on
days she had things together.
“These smell like my mom did, sometimes, I think.”
“Did you sleep last night?” Sarah asked.
“Yeah,” I said, “I always sleep.”
“Did you have the dream again?”
Cause I’d been having reoccurring dreams the past few
months, about Mom, who’d disappeared December. And it’s boring
to tell dreams, but I’ll tell it. The dream’s me on a bus, in back the
bus, not a Town bus, more the kind you take out of Town, such as
what me and Billy took to Hedgehog Road. Two seats by two seats
all the way, an aisle between the rows. I’m in back the nice bus, and
it stops, and people get on, and the last person getting on is Mom.
She gets on the bus and looks down the aisle, right at me, doesn’t
smile, she doesn’t even make any sort of facialized impressions, just
looks.
That’s when I wake up like it’s been a nightmare. I’m so scared
I can’t even move. Sometimes I gotta pee but can’t cause I’m too
scared to leave bed. I whisper to see if Billy’s awake but he tells me
no. My heart pounds and I pee the bed, then Dad comes and yanks
me to the bathroom, puts me under the cold shower to scrub the
dirty sheet till it’s been cleaned perfect.
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“No dream last night,” I said, then ninja-kicked the exit door.
Sarah asked me to please stop randomly kicking things. We headed
for the Bus Stop. The sky’s light was lowing, a few lines of lightening
but still no rain. Sarah asked if I was sure I didn’t dream, to think
about it hard. She was trying to force talk about dreams cause she’s
obsessed with dreaming. She says dreams are but one of several keys to
life’s most-ethereal lock, the others being: crystals, meditation, astrologics, good versus bad luck vibes, indigo kids, Buddhism, feng shui,
and pretty much anything else that doesn’t make sense the more you
think about it.
“Dreams make you wise if you pay attention,” she told me.
“I’m a little bit more wise than you this morning because I pay
attention to my dreams while you write yours off. You need to pay
attention, Brunswick.”
“I’m wise,” I said, and did a jump kick. “I didn’t write nothing
off, just didn’t dream last night’s all. Not my fault sometimes I
don’t.”
Sarah’s called a Redhead cause she’s got orange hair. It spirals
like Slinkies this way and that. She’d made the spirals a side-bun that
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day. And was wearing clip-on earrings, a candy cane-striped
backpack, and yellow rain boots up to her knees, plus, purple
overalls over a white long-sleeve shirt too long for her arms, her
hands getting lost in the sleeves, and a fake-gold necklace holding a
tiny globe around her neck.
She asked how much I loved cashews on a scale of one to ten,
and I said eighteen-thousand-googolplex-bajillion. She giggled.
“We’re so similar,” she said. “Actually, no, we’re different,” she
corrected. “We’re simillidifferent.” She smiled teethy. She has big
teeth, and big eyes and big ears. Sometimes her ears and cheeks and
nose get redder when she feels emotions. She has many freckles on
her face, and even more on her shoulders, I’ve seen them, but only
a few on her knees, I’ve seen those too.

The sky boomed of thunder. It got dinnertime dark even
though it was only morning. The rain sprinkled. Sarah took off her
scrunchie. Her ears, cheeks and nose, kept getting redder, cause of
many many emotions. She smiled, bent her head back, stuck her
tongue out to drink rain. Me too. I was thirsty from the cashews.
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By the time we got to the Stop, the sprinkle’d turned full storm.
Sarah’s hair grew when watered. It turned into an afro. She looked
like a red-faced black person. She had an umbrella tied to her
backpack but didn’t bother. We stood getting soaked.
“This is how bums take showers,” I said.
“Don’t say bums,” she said. “They’re human beings,
Brunswick.”
When the School Bus came we took seats at the middle. Sarah
sat next to the window, and me beside her. The bus smelled like
cheese butts and wet people. I hated sitting wet. I hate the feel of wet
underwear on my family jewels. I kept it to myself though, since
Sarah doesn’t like complainings of non-important stuff, such as
wetness, her being a Buddhist. She took her book out of her
backpack. She likes to read on the bus. She was reading Dawn and the
Older Boy, which is about a babysitter named Dawn who falls in love
with older boys. Sarah tells me about her books sometimes but I
mostly don’t listen cause I mostly don’t care. I like to think on the
bus, it’s my Thinking Time. I got lots of thoughts! I think about
ninja-related stuff, food that’s delicious, video games, Dink, Price Is
Right prices, things I wanna draw. That day I was thinking about
dreams though, and Mom, trying to remember what she wore in my
dreams. Such as clothes. Her pajamas, or work clothes, or funeral
clothes, I wasn’t sure.
She’d got a black dress when Al Segechie died from too much
bee stings. Mom knew Al’s parents cause she got cold cuts from their
Butchery. We had to go to the funeral. It was probably the prettiest
Mom’d ever looked. She’d combed her hair nice, and wore
sunglasses, put powder on the scars on her cheeks. The Segechies
buried Al in a fake Ghostbusters uniform. Even stuffed the proton
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pack inside the coffin, sort of to the side of him. Whole thing was
homemade, you could tell cause the logo was wonky, and the suit
was part potato sack. Still good though. But it was weird seeing a kid
be dead. Someone’d painted his face kind of chalky white, which
was Irony, cause Al’d been dressed like a Ghostbuster but looked
more like a ghost, and also, was probably a ghost now for real.
(Irony’s when things are contrary, Contrary’s when things are
opposite, and Opposite is stuff such as dead and alive, up and down,
cat and dog, rain and dry, chips and dip, Hitler and Jew, Mom and
Dad, ec setra.)
“If you were a food what food would you be?” Sarah said,
snapping me out of my thoughts. She used her finger as a bookmark.
Raindrops dripped from her afro.
“What do you mean?”
“I mean: if you were a food what food would you be?”
“You mean what kind of food I act like?”
“What food do you believe you most resemble,” she corrected,
“as in physical appearance.”
I thought about it. I must’ve thought long cause Sarah’d
turned back to her book, bored waiting. I couldn’t come up with
foods for some reason. I also couldn’t remember what I looked like
for some reason neither.
“A bun?” I said.
She nodded, pinching her chin nodding. “Interesting.”
“What about you?”
“Bowl of All-Bran,” she said. “With almond milk, and
strawberry slices.”
The bus stopped at our Get Off Spot in front of school. Sarah
hopped into a puddle. I jumped over it. The sky rained meanly.
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Sarah picked some worms off the sidewalk naming them Snacky,
Gassy, Peewee, Coffee, Hotty, Moody, and Anxious. “I’m Stormy
Sarah and these are my Seven Worms,” she said, cupping them in
her sleeves. The thunder thundered thunderously. I wondered
where Billy might be. I wondered if he’d found Dad yet, or’d gone
to hire detectives to do the findings for us.
That’s when I remembered Sarah’s map. “Oh!” I said. I forgot
to tell you your map was a good map, it was a really helpful map.
Billy said to say Thanks.”
“Did you guys find the ghost of the girl who was raped and
murdered?” she asked.
“Not yet,” I said. “But we hardly got lost once.”
“Ghosts can be summoned, so I’ve read, by the introduction
of an item of significance,” she said. “Say a knife, if the dead had
been stabbed, or a chemo machine, if the dead had had cancer.
Produce said item, connected to their death, and the dead may
materialize to share a moment with it. So this is the mushroom that
poisoned me, I understand now, and accept, and am ready to move on to heaven
now. Thank you for helping me make peace, kind mortal, is what a ghost
who’d died from eating a poison mushroom might say if you were to
present them with the remainder of said mushroom, telling them:
Make peace, dearest spirit. Maybe consider The Item Method if The
Hunting Method didn’t work.”
“OK,” I said.
We headed towards the school. Sarah placed her worms in a
grass puddle. “You’re free now, my sweet worms. Go on, live your
damn lives.” Her voice shaked cause the rain was cold even though
the air was thick-warm. I looked down at the grass puddle. Billy calls
them Bum Bathtubs, but that’s not nice, they’re human beings, those
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bums. Sarah stretched her arms towards the sky, her face bright red
with stormy emotions. I sort of wondered what colour mine was
then. It’s funny you never know what colour your own face is unless
you’re looking at a mirror. You could be a bun-faced idiot with red
or rainbow skin all you know, not even know it most the time.
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V. The Floor of Many Many Warts
Sometimes I can be major sped. That’s why they put me in the sped
classes at school. I get to be with my normal class for the pointless
crap such as Gym, Art, Library, and Language Art, but am stuck
with other speds in sped classes for pretty much all else.
Sped means Special Education, meaning education for Special
People, meaning Stupid People. Juice and Tall Brandon are both
speds. And there’s fourteen others in our class as well, mix of speds
from grades three, four and five.
People aren’t supposed to use the word Sped. It’s derogatory,
meaning, it’s mean to say to speds. But speds say it way more than
non-speds. It’s more allowed for a sped to say Sped, cause we
ourselves are the speds. Sort of how Kofi Duckworth says N-word,
only he doesn't say N followed by the word Word, he says what N
stands for, and gets in trouble, but lots less trouble than when people
like Cricket Dunn say it. Cause Kofi’s black. So’s more allowed.
Cause N-word’s meant to make Blacks feel bad, so Kofi saying it is
him taking the word away from mean people to make it into his own
less mean thing, such as snatching a bad guy’s weapon then turning
it into a flower. And me saying Sped is me turning my spedness into
a flower, I think.
First class Mondays is Gym. Our teacher’s Mrs. Hunter. She’s
lesbian, which means she hates pickles. Her hair’s short like a man’s,
and her voice is low with lots of mucus. Her chest though, very
ladylike. One time, me and Juice saw it naked. We were peeking
through the blinds into the Gym Office and saw Mrs. Hunter with
two clear-blue tubes attached to her nipples. Juice said they were for
sucking the milk out. It wasn’t till that day I even knew ladies’ve got
cow-like features.
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The school played the piano version of the anthem that
morning. Mrs. Hunter doesn’t care about the Country, she hates
who’s in charge, so lets us be in the change rooms when it’s on. Most
of us guys were already in shorts and t-shirts that day though, so
there wasn’t much changing to do. We were killing time basically.
Perry found a spider, basically, and we were taking turns squeezing
the rain out our shirts to drown it.
When the anthem and announcements’d finished, we gathered
with the girls on the gym floor for attendance. Mrs. Hunter held her
clipboard staring at us a minute. “Warts,” she said. “Who’d like to
grow some good, hard, warts today?”
No one raised their hand cause no one wanted good hard
warts.
The blotches on Mrs. Hunter’s face darked bigly as she began
a speech about plantar-warts. The week before, Krista Flannery’d
forgot her gym shoes at home, so Mrs. Hunter’d made her do Gym
in bare feet. But then that morning, one I’m talking about, lots of
the girls’d wanted to be barefoot I guess, cause they’d forgot their
gym shoes on purpose, so about half of them was sitting there
barefoot and Mrs. Hunter wasn’t too happy about it. She made a
What-chu talkin bout Willis face, staring at all the feet, like What-chu
talkin bout, Feet? while going on about plantar-warts being across the
floor, how if skin touches them, warts’ll get on the skin, and then the
skin’s gotta get burned off.
A lot of the girls started screaming then. They rolled to their
backs, with feet, arms, and hands in the air. Mrs. Hunter asked, “Is
this ever going to happen again, ladies? You ever going to forget
your shoes again, yes or no?” and the girls screamed, “No!”
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Sarah was one of the ones who did have on shoes. She sat close
to me and Juice on the wart-covered floor, tightening her laces in
double knots. “There’s more ocean than there is land,” she told us,
“but all we care about, really, is where our feet are planted.” I never
know what she’s talking about, that’s how wise she is.
Juice ignored her wisdom, though. He was pointing to Lacey
Genet. Some of the barefoot girls were crying, but Lacey was by far
loudest. She was on her back, both arms out, kicking her legs like on
an invisible bike. Tall Brandon walked up to her slowly. He hates
Lacey. Everyone knows, cause Lacey used to make fun of him
constant for One) being tall, and Two) having parents that’re both
alcoholics. Once, Brandon’s Mom’d stumbled around our school’s
Pizza Lunch calling Mr. Plunkett, the one-eyed janitor, edible as
pizza, over and over, in a loud, mushy, drunken voice, while, also
once, his dad’d got famous on Channel 11 News for ramming his
jeep into a Slow Children Crossing Sign. Lacey thought it was funny
to make fun of their alcoholicness, so joked about it often. “Why did
the Brandon’s parents cross the road?” she’d say. “To go drink
beer!” Tall Brandon’d had enough, though, I think, cause that day,
took advantages of Lacey being trapped in invisible biking position,
by squatting over her head, and farting on her tear-covered face.
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“An eye for an eye will make the whole world go blind,” said
Sarah.
Lacey screamed like a train whistle then. Tall Brandon kept at
it though, much gas inside him, his belly being taller than most. He
farted till Mrs. Hunter grabbed him by the ears, stood him tall, and
they were meeting eyes to eyes. It looked like she was gonna head
butt him, but instead yelled, “Are you kidding me?! You kidding me
right now, Brandon?!”
Mrs. Hunter yanked Tall Brandon by his ears out the gym
doors.
So the rest of us made a big circle around Lacey. Even the
barefoot girls’d got to their feet now, and were telling Lacey not to
worry, everything was gonna be OK. But Lacey just kept crying,
“Kill me, I wanna die, I just wanna freaking die.” It was funny, but
got boring soon, so me, Juice, and our friend Elliott, went to play
Bouncy Balls of Death in the wheelchair elevator at the side of the
gym stage. The elevator’s got four glass walls and zero ceiling,
enough room to fit maybe one wheelchair and three medium-sized
dogs, or a wheelchair and five really big-sized cats. It’s pointless
though for doing anything except Bouncy Ball of Death cause it’s
not like students who can’t use steps (there’s only one) ever do the
presenting at Assemblies. Our school just built the thing so they
could tell the newspaper they did.
Bouncy Balls of Death’s a game Juice invented. How you play
is the three of you got a handful of balls each, and there’s a
countdown: three, two, one, and on one, you whip the balls hard as
you can, and they bounce and smack you in the face and arms and
butt. It hurts like hornet stings on the butt!
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Juice pulled balls from his pockets. He always wears khakis,
which are beige and’ve got massive pockets for fitting many balls in.
He handed us balls. Elliott never gets much cause her hands are so
small, her fingers are like penne rigate, which is Dad’s fourth
favourite noodle. Elliott’s first name’s Julie-Anne, but likes to be
called by her last name, Elliott. Elliott doesn’t talk much, but when
she does, it’s mostly on the phone to her parents in a language she
won’t say what it is.
Juice handed Elliott balls. She right away dropped them cause
they slipped through her penne rigate fingers, except one, she stood
holding, a brown ball like a meatball or Whopper. She looked at me
with this weird look. Her pupils kind of turned in differing directions,
neither at me. I looked to Juice like What’s with Elliott? and he
shrugged like I dunno. I looked back at Elliott and said, “What’s with
you, Elliott?” She swung her arm back, then whacked me hard with
the ball right in the front of the face.
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That’s when I’d falled, landed on top all her other balls. My
lips got cold from blood bleeding on them. I touched the blood. I
smeared my nose blood on the glass wall of the elevator. Juice told
me to plug my nostrils or else I’d faint and get coma toes.
I turned to my side, sort of how I like to sleep. My nose was
gushing. Through the glass I saw some of the girls helping Lacey
Genet off the floor. Then Mrs. Hunter came back and was helping
Lacey too, rubbing hand sanitizer over Lacey’s fart-covered face.
Then all the girls started taking turns using the sanitizer on their feet.
I rolled onto my back. “Why’d you do that for, Elliott?”
Her face looked like worry. “I don’t know,” she said. “It was
like phantom. It was like it was not me.”
“Now that’s sped,” said Juice.
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VI. The Serendipitous Happenings of Destiny and Fate
Fate is when stuff happens that was gonna happen no matter, it’s
beyond people’s control, you can’t change it. Destiny is fate but
before fate happens, such as, stuff of the future that’s meant to
happen, like if fate’s the happening, then destiny’s the happening
before it happens. Serendipity is when the stuff that happens adds
up to good happenings, such as finding buried treasure or a gold
ticket in your Wonka bar. Does that all sound right?
I was in the hall, about to pass Rebecca Perkins, Billy’s old
girlfriend, the one that didn’t believe him one bit about the ghost.
She was with Matthew Whitley. They were being flirty, which is
when you laugh at stuff that’s not funny. Rebecca Perkins was
laughing at Matthew Whitley doing things not funny. He was sort of
humping the drinking fountain talking in a Terminator accent. I
speed-walked past, in rush to the janitor’s closet to see if they had
soap to wash the blood off my shirt.
The two of them quit being flirty to watch me go by. Neither
said nothing, not even to ask if I was OK. For all they knew I’d just
got shot with a bazooka.
I was a mile past when Rebecca Perkins decided well actually
maybe she did wanna say something. “Little Stuhlberg!” she called
me. I turned. She lifted her arm to show me her pit, and in her own
Terminator accent she goes, “Tell your brother to use deodorant.”
I stood there.
“B.O.,” she mouthed quiet. “Seriously.”
Matthew Whitley chuckled in agreeance. “Billy smells,” he
said.
It’s weird what happened next, cause next thing, I found me
running. Not to the janitor’s closet, but in direction of the exiting
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doors. It was like my body was magnets, and those doors a powerful
fridge. I got pulled by invisible forces! I tried ninja-style-spin-kicking
the door open but it didn’t. I pushed the door open then, such as
with my hands, how people who aren’t ninjas do it, and stepped
outside. Then I was outside.
The rain poured. Thunder and lightning exploded electric
across the skies. I headed into the schoolyard, then stood there
thinking: What the heck am I doing?
Cause I didn’t know it then, that, from the girls not having
shoes, to Bouncy Balls of Death, to my nose being bloody, to me
escaping Rebecca Perkins and Matthew Whitley and winding up
outside, all that, and stuff next, was actually, destiny.
Someone came out the school after me. I couldn’t tell who it
was at first, too much rain across the universe, plus in my eyes. It
looked like a teacher maybe. Mrs. Hunter, maybe. My guts flooded
with scolding lava of nervousness. I crouched in a mud puddle, the
whole schoolyard’d turned mud puddle. Muddy water squished
inside my shoes. I was gonna have to go back and do Gym in bare
feet, get damn warts.
“What are you doing?” the person said. I looked up, up, up,
all the way up to Tall Brandon’s tall face high above, small blue eyes
and white blond hair and smile of sharp-looking teeth like a
pumpkin. He folded his arms inside his t-shirt, shivering.
“What?” I said, trying to pretend it was perfectly normal to
crouch in a mud puddle in a rainstorm during Gym. “Leave me
alone.”
“What are you doing, though?”
“What’s it look like I’m doing?”
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“I’ve got no clue what it looks like you’re doing. Being an
idiot?”
“Go away!”

My voice was squeaky with wild abandomens. It’s true what
Rebecca Perkins’d said, Billy does smell sometimes. After she’d
breaked his heart originally, he didn’t shower for two and a half
months. The smell was cheddary, it made you wanna glue shut your
nose. Billy stoled coins from Dad’s Secret Money Jar to buy Rebecca
Perkins an Oh Henry so to try and win her back. She threw the Oh
Henry in bushes. Billy stuck his arms in the bushes crying. Rebecca
Perkins and Mathew Whitley watched laughing. Billy found the Oh
Henry and tried returning it to Convenience Store but there’s a No
Returns rule for stuff with bush dirt on it. Billy ate the Oh Henry
then told Dad he’d took the money but was gonna pay him back.
Dad still beat Billy in the back of his legs with a wood spoon though,
then made Billy take a long cold bath.
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I blew my nose in my hands. There was snot and even more
blood that I rubbed onto the wet grass.
“Ew,” said Tall Brandon.
“This weather’s same as my feelings,” I said to be poetry.
He brought his arms out of his shirt, held his hand out to hoist
me.
“Let me just sit here,” I said.
“Grab hold,” he said.
“Your hand’s gigantic,” I said.
“No it’s not,” he said. “I’m not even that tall. I’m like fiveeight. My hand is an average-sized hand.”
I grabbed his massively humungous hand and got hoisted.
“I saw you when I was coming out of Principal Reeves’s
office,” he said.
“Did you get in trouble?”
“Mrs. Hunter told him I’d expelled gas on Lacey’s face and he
was like, ‘That’s disgusting,’ but you could tell he was trying not to
smile. He likes me fine. He feels sorry for me because he knows my
parents are pieces of shit.” Tall Brandon looked back at the school.
Then past my shoulder to the rest of the yard. “You ditching?”
“Yeah,” I told him. Don’t think I knew I was till I’d said it right
there.
He nodded. “Can I come?”
“Fine,” I said.
“Where are we going?”
“I dunno,” I said.
“We can go to my place,” he said. “We can go play Mega
Man.”
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I’d been to Tall Brandon’s twice before. His family lives in this
dirty apartment on top Wagner Key Cutting. I don’t like it there.
His mom and dad are alcoholics, as said, so they’re home constant.
Doesn’t matter the time, they’ll be there sleeping, or eating, or
throwing vases at each other. One time I had to pee and found Tall
Brandon’s dad in the tub. There was no water, just him and a pillow,
and pop bottle filled with stuff you knew wasn’t pop. He was in his
underwear, socks, no shirt, and had no skin on his chest, he didn’t
even have nipples or nothing, it was just wet-looking pink stuff, wetlooking white stuff, and blood. He told me he’d been in a motorcycle
crash and stayed bathtubbed making pain-filled sounds as I peed
there beside him. I asked Tall Brandon after if he’d ever rided on
the motorcycle with his dad, and Brandon said, “My old man’s never
ridden a motorcycle.”
We’d started heading farther into the schoolyard when yelling
came from behind. We turned a one-eighty. Saw Juice and Elliott
running towards us, the field splashing under them. They had on
their gym shoes. It was funny, all us crudding-up our shoes.
When they caught up they bent to catch breath. Juice was
especially gasping, as he’s what his mom says is Pleasantly Plump.
That means of a pudgy shape, with more weight to carry and upper
legs that chafe on-the-go, but in a pleasing way.
“Where’re you fellas off to?” he said.
“We’re going to play Mega Man at my place,” said Tall
Brandon.
“Can we come, fellas?” said Juice.
“Stop calling us fellas,” said Tall Brandon. Then looked at me.
“Can they come?”
“It’s your place,” I said.
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Tall Brandon told Juice and Elliott they could come. “But I’m
not going to entertain you,” he warned. “Don’t expect me to feed or
entertain you.”
“Your nose OK?” Juice asked me. I nodded. “She’s crazy,
she’s got mental problems,” he said, pointing an over-the-shoulder
thumb at Elliott.
She shrugged like What less do you expect from me?
We started walking then, the four of us now, off to Tall
Brandon’s. I kept thinking: Who’d’ve thunk it’d be such a cinch for
us kids to just leave school like this?

We didn’t bother with the bus cause Brandon’s place wasn’t
too far. We took Backstreets, and walked in quiet mostly, except
Juice, who was listing games he thought we should play once we got
done Mega Man. Games are Juice’s passion. He’s invented many,
such as Bouncy Balls of Death, but also, other classics such as Bottle
Smash, Soap Catch, Punch the Pigeon, Spin the Cat, Poo
Pictionary, Knives, Who Can Throw Up the Fastest, What the Heck
Is In My Mouth. What the Heck Is In My Mouth is probably my
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top favourite not including B-Balls of Death, Snakes and Ladders,
and Mouse Trap. Juice didn’t invent those last two, though.
“We could play Couscous Baseball,” he suggestioned. “All we
need’s some uncooked couscous and a bat. You got couscous and a
bat at your place, Brandon?”
“No,” said Tall Brandon.
The sun’d gone bright yellow by the time we got there. It was
raining still, but a sunny rain. Wagner Key Cutting’s part of a plaza.
We walked around back, to where the stairs lead to puny apartments
on top all the shops. Tall Brandon opened his front door, which’d
not been locked, of course. Inside was dark. Cardboard and a
towel’d been hanged to cover the front window. Tall Brandon
turned a light on. Half his place was TV area, other kitchen,
separated by a line of green tape on the floor. There was a pot of
chili spilled across the tape. The spillage molded. Brandon’s mom
was asleep at the kitchen table with her face in her arms. She wore
a dirty pink bathrobe with patches of grey crusties. She made
sucking-sounds as if dreaming about caramel sweets.
Me, Juice, and Elliott, took off our muddy shoes,
meaningwhilst, Tall Brandon took off almost everything. He got
down to his tighties (that’s being a Stripper) and started opening
cupboards in his kitchen like a crazy hungry naked animal. We
watched as he pulled crackers down from a shelf but didn’t offer us
any. He sat on his knees on the kitchen floor, dipping the crackers
in a jar of mustard then chomping them.
Me, Juice, and Elliott, headed to the TV area then. There was
too much stuff on the couch though, such as baby potatoes, bubble
wrap, a volleyball, dead leaves, a million Garbage Pail Kids cards,
so we had to sit on the scratchy orange carpet.
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Juice turned on Quantum Leap.
Tall Brandon’s mom talked in her sleep saying, “I’m no loser,
man, yer the loser. Yer a dumb. You are.” Brandon got up to go sit
beside her. He dipped the crackers in mustard and was sort of
petting his mom’s hair as he ate. The mustard looked brownish.
Maybe it was honey mustard. Juice says, mix mustard in water,
you’ll hundred percent throw up drinking it. He also says getting
punched in the armpit’ll make a person brown their pants no matter.
And also, that seagulls explode if you feed them rice. Juice, not only
an Inventor of Games, but Knower of a Thousand Interesting Facts.
I stoled the remote from him to look for something better to
watch, such as Saved by the Bell or Simpsons or Family Ties. Nothing’s
on on school days, though, except Morty Pauvick and baby shows.
Juice told me he and Elliott’d been sent by Mrs. Hunter to go
check on my bleeding nose. They’d passed the fountain—no
mention of Rebecca Perkins or Mathew Whitley—when Elliott’d
spotted me and Tall Brandon out the window.
“So I says to Elliott,” Juice explained, “I says, ‘You wanna go
see what the fellas are up to?’ And she shaked her head to say We’re
not allowed. And I says to her, ‘Suit yourself, Sergeant Nerd, and I
headed out anyways not caring about being not allowed, cause I’m
bad to the bone. And I was running after you guys, and then I looked
to the side of me and guess who’s there sprinting full-speed like
Roadrunner? Elliott! Road-Elliott! She’s in a mood today.” Juice
looked at her then, spoke loud and clear like she was deaf and dumb.
“You’re in a mood today, Elliott.”
Elliott’s eyes were glued to Sesame Street on the TV, and she was
nodding, but more to agree with what the Count von Count was
counting, not so much what Juice said.
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Soon Tall Brandon came to join us. He burped mustard. I sort
of wished he’d put on some clothes. He lied on the couch on top the
potatoes and leaves and used the bubble wrap as a blanket. He also
drank from a High-C Ecto Cooler can, but no way Ecto Cooler was
in it. One day Tall Brandon’ll be alcoholic same as his parents. The
more he drank, the more his eyes got tired and neck turned Jell-O.
His head rolled like his neck was made of skin and blubber, no bones.
I thought about telling them Dad hadn’t come back from the
Boonies last night, but also wasn’t sure I should. Cause Juice is a
Narc. A Narc’s a guy who tells his mom everything, so she’d call our
place likely, and Billy’d find out I blabbed, then give me purple
nurples till my nipples turned nurple.
“What happens when kids don’t got parents?” I said.
“They don’t get born,” said Juice.
There was bursts of hacking then, which made us jump. It
came from the bathroom. I’d forgot Tall Brandon’s dad’s always in
there till that’d happened.
“Children?” he called. “One of you, please, come here now.”
He had a voice like the Dr. No-version James Bond, but much
drunker. “Come, please, to the bathroom.”
“Ah leave the kids alone, Randy,” said Brandon’s mom, who
had a voice like Archie Bunker’s wife, but much sleepier, drunker,
and more confused. She’d woke up. She was bunching her hair in
an elastic, telling us, “Hi kids.”
“Hi,” we said.
“Hungry?” she said.
“Yeah,” we said.
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“I’ll make dinner,” she said, even though it was morning. She
got up, sort of wobbled next to the table, her legs Jell-O as Brandon’s
neck. “Pizza?” she said.
“Yeah!” we said excited, cause Pizza Lunch only happens one
time a month normally, so this was gonna make it two. Two times
the amountage of pizza of a normal month’s worth of pizza. That’s
double the pizza we’re used to. That’s twice as much pizza.
“Coming right up,” she said, and smiled pretty. “Randy, I’m
gonna make the kids pizza pies! You want a pizza pie?!”
“Nah!” Brandon’s dad called back from the bathroom.
She turned to us and said, “Oh he does, just doesn’t know it
yet,” and winked.
Elliott winked back. It’s true she was in a mood.
Tall Brandon’s mom took the pizza box out the freezer. She
opened the oven and slid the pizzas inside then shut the door and
turned it on, and turned the stove light on, then kitchen light. Fruit
flies was all over their kitchen, some dead in Tupperwares of vinegar,
but most flying about. Brandon’s mom wore purple slush pants
under her bathrobe. She had on socks with holes in the heels. She
was very, very, very, very tall. She leaned against the counter
pressing three fingers to each side of her head making circle-motions.
Her face was the emotion of Simply Beat. She didn’t pay us attention
the whole time the pizza cooked, she just stood rubbing her temples,
or sometimes killing flies in her clap. We sort of watched her instead
of the TV now, as the apartment delicioned with smells of pepperoni
and cheesy crust warmth.
I tried not to smile too too big.
Juice held his belly in both hands, ready. Elliott stared at the
lines on her own hands, while licking her lips. Tall Brandon snored
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on the couch, Hi-C Ecto Cooler can on his tummy going up-downup with his drunken breathing.
Brandon’s dad barked from the bathroom, “Franny, no
cheese!”
“You know I scrape the cheese off for you, Randy!”
“Don’t scrape the sauce though, I like sauce!”
“I know you like the sauce, Randy! Always with the sauce, the
sauce.”
“It’s my favourite!”
“I know it’s your favourite, Randy, you don’t gotta remind me
every time we have pizza you like the sauce, I don’t got Alzheimer’s,
I’m not your mother, I can remember you like the dang sauce. I
mean why not marry the fucking sauce, you love it so much!”
“I would if I could, bitch! Sauce knows not to nag me to death!
It treats me with some respect!”
“Shut up!” Tall Brandon screamed. “I’m trying to sleep.”
Brandon’s mom said sorry to him, then told us to come wash
our hands at the sink. We used dish soap as hand soap then took
seats around the table. Except for Tall Brandon, who’d falled asleep
again on the couch. Kind of funny cause it was his home we were at.
His mom told him, “Brandon, come eat with your friends,”
but Tall Brandon grunted then rolled deeper into the bubble wrap.
I had to pee extreme bad but was holding it. I didn’t wanna go
to the bathroom and see Mr. Fisher with no skin on his chest again,
or whatever other weird thing was happening to his body that week.
I remembered then, Billy once telling me that it’s impossible to pee
if you’ve got a boner. That’s a bone that grows inside your pickle to
block the pee. It grows when you think about sex, which is pickles
shoving inside fanny boos that want pickles inside them, so opposite
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(a.k.a. contrary) of rape. So I tried picturing a pickle inside a fanny
boo but couldn’t, cause I’ve never seen a fanny boo. Brandon’s dad
kept making these moany pain-like sounds from the bathroom
though, and I kept getting scareder and scareder I’d have to go in
there eventual.
We got served one small pizza each. They were covered in
white cheese, pepperoni, and pink crumbs Juice said was ham.
Ham’s a pig’s meat. Jews aren’t supposed to eat it cause pigs play in
their brown, but such as I’ve said, I’m not supposed to let no one
know I’m Jewish, so ate the pizza like crazy. We all did. Burning our
mouth roofs like crazy. Even Elliott, who’d asked for a fork and knife
(she eats pizza with a fork and knife like some kind of rich
millionaire), forked and knifed that pizza like crazy. Even I pulled
my own knife from my pocket and started stabbing the pizza for
some reason. We were just that much hungry!
Brandon’s mom’d scraped the cheese off one to bring to her
husband in the bathroom, then’d come back to pour us glasses of
milk. It was the most non-kosher meal ever, plus I’m racist against
milk, it’s gross, but chugged mine cause my mouth was burning hot.
Brandon’s mom took a seat at the table. “What’re you kids doing
out of school so early?” she said. She must’ve found out it wasn’t
dinnertime, not even lunchtime, really.
“There was a gas leak,” said Juice. “They dunno from where
or what made it, but fellas started getting seizures and bloody noses,
even Brunswick.” He pointed at the blood on the Bat Symbol of my
shirt. “Ambulances came and fellas got carried on stretchers. They
closed the school so they could search to see where the gas is.”
It was a very good and randomly specifical lie.
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Brandon’s mom put her fingers to her lips. “Oh my,” she said.
She turned to the couch. “Brandon, are you OK my baby?” Tall
Brandon slept. The High-C Ecto Cooler can’d spilled on the floor.
She looked at me saying, “You Brunswick, are you OK?”
“Yeah,” I said.
She reached for Elliott’s milk and poured some to refill mine.
Elliott made a face. Brandon’s mom called to her husband, “Randy,
you hear?”
“Sure could use a beer,” he said.
She hurried to the couch to look at her Tall Brandon, knelt
there, rubbed his head till he woke. “You OK my baby?” It’s funny
she calls him baby, cause he’s so tall, and also can be such a mean
stupid bastard sometimes, but moms never see the tall bastard parts
of their kids, only the small baby ones. She put a hand on his cheek,
other on the remote, and was switching channels to Channel 11
News. I’d noticed her hands when she was at the table. They pudged
a little, and some grey veins bulged out the back. In that way she
looked more mom, how mom-hands are a certain way. But there’s
something non-mom about her too. She’s younger than most. And
her hair’s a nice yellow, and if it was combed, and if her face was a
bit less tired, and her legs was a bit less under slush pants, she could
be pretty as a supermodel maybe, whose jobs are to be pretty and
get paid for it. Then Tall Brandon wouldn’t have to live above a key
cutting shop.
Soon a phone rang from under all that stuff on the couch. It
was school. Tall Brandon’s mom talked to them angry cause she was
upset about the imaginary gas leak.
“Yes, yes,” she said, “he’s fine, he’s here, they’re all here.” She
looked at us then so to get our names.
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“Steven Powell,” said Juice.
“Julie-Anne Elliott,” said Elliott.
“Brunswick Stuhlberg,” I told her.
“Steven Powell, Julia Nellia, and Brunswick Something,” she
said, “and Brandon Fisher, yes, my Brandon, they’re all here, OK?
So please, we’re trying to eat some pizza, so I’m going to hang up.
And hear you me, school is supposed to be a place for learning, not
getting poisoned. Shame on you. Shame on all of you!”
We all laughed. We’d finished our pizzas already, while
Elliott’d only got half-done hers. She slid her plate to me and Juice.
Juice cut the half in half. Elliott got up to use the bathroom. The
door’d been cracked open the whole time, a small glow from inside
like there was a nightlight on in there. Elliott walked to the door with
much hesitilliency. I watched as I ate. She hooked her thumbs in the
waist of her gym shorts. Brandon’s mom yelled, “Shut the curtain,
Randy! Young lady a-coming in!” There was the sound of rings
sliding across the shower pole. Elliott stepped inside, shut the door.
Seconds later the door swung open so hard the knob punched
a hole in the wall. Elliott darted like Dink when he sees a mosquito.
I caught sight of Brandon’s dad’s sock-feet kicked on top one end of
the tub. Elliott’d exited straight out the front door.
Brandon’s mom didn’t budge, she kept next to Tall Brandon
on the couch. She had a hand on his back and was watching him
play Game Boy now. I’m not sure either of them saw Elliott go.
Probably cause Mega Man’s such a good game.
Me, I stood fast myself, only half-done my half the half-pizza,
so quarter left. Juice pulled the quarter to himself as I went running
after Elliott. She’d forgot her shoes. I put mine on then picked hers
up and was out of there, faster than the speed of lights. I sprinted
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down the steps, around the front of the plaza, then down the garbagy
street.
I got run-cramps immediate cause the pizza. It slowed my
speed. Elliott leaped puddles like Mario over spiky shells. Super
Mario: fantastic game. I yelled her to slow. She must’ve cause she
started getting bigger, such as the distance shrinking between us, till
finally she’d stopped full, in front Supersonic Café and Lanes, a
bowling alley with blue-painted bricks and no cars in the lot.
I gave her her shoes, fake Air Jordans with gold laces. She sat
on the sidewalk to put them on. I put my hands behind my head so
to open my lungs. No sounds of balls rolling or pins dropping came
from inside Supersonic. The Town’s dead at lunch. Elliott doubleknotted her neat laces.
“What’d you see?” I asked.
She looked up like she’d forgot I was there.
“Brandon’s dad got skin, or no?”
She shrugged her shoulders.
“Was he gross?” I said.
She blinked.
I pulled her up.
“Tell me,” I said. “I dunno why but I wanna know.”
We headed more down the street we were on. Sky-water
flowed such as rivers in the gutters, worms everywhere. The sun
blurred. Elliott kept her eyes on the sidewalk so to dodge the worms.
She wore a long sleeve shirt, always, every day, even in the hot. We’d
started noticing a few months back that we’d not seen her arms
before. Juice’d brought it up originally. He suspected non-suicided
cutting as the cause. Some people cut to kill themselves (that’s being
Suicide), but others, Juice explained, cut when feeling sad-to-levels67

of-not-even-sad-anymore, such as their feelings of sadness’ve got so
sad they don’t even feel it, really, instead they feel nothing. So cut to
feel something (such as the feel of a cut) cause a cut is better than
nothing. Juice says his older sister started cutting after turning into a
goth last summer. She cut her legs and arms and lower tummy with
a piece of metal she’d breaked off the inside of an old clock. She
made scars such as the question who am i? on her wrist. Now she’s
got who am i? on her wrist forever.
Anyways, point is, during walking with Elliott I brought it up.
I asked if she’d ever turned into a goth, and was there a question on
her arm, and if there was, what was the question, did she know the
answer, what the heck’s a goth, and was any of these the reason she
was wearing long sleeves constant?
I was just trying to make a conversation, but it was obvious she
didn’t wanna. She tucked her chin down and walked faster. So I
dropped it, I hardly cared to begin with. I changed subject. I told
Elliott that when people get stabbed with random metal (such as
broken off the inside of an old clock), that’s called Shanked, but if
stabbed with normal stabbing objects (such as knife or harpoon), it’s
plain Stabbed.
“Where are we?” she said quiet.
I looked around not knowing exact, but saw some black people
sat on crates under a shop’s outside roof, so assumed we were on
West End. The men were bulky and had hair like Eraserhead and
some of the ladies wore windbreakers and fancy necklace chains. I
tried being calm. I get nervous around black people, which is racist,
but the reason I’m nervous is cause I just think they’re really, really
cool, so it’s racist-in-a-nice-way.
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It started pouring again soon. Elliott pointed to a deli up the
road. It was called The Delicious Sandwich Experience. We headed
there, went inside to wait out the rain. The front counter had
windows either side with baked yummies in them. We stood on the
entrance mat dripping. An angry old lady with mega melons and
bags under her eyes stood at the cash register watching us drip. She
made a nasty face. The place was cramped. Only a few tables and
there was grandmas and grandpas at all of them.
“Can I help you?” she said.
“Can we use your toilet?” I said.
“Customers only,” she said.
“I’m gonna buy a muffin after,” I said, and nudged Elliott to
just go. The bathrooms were in the back. We sort of ran to them.
Neither of us’d gone pee all morning, my pickle felt ready to explode.
Elliot went in the Lady bathroom and me in the Man’s, and Cash
Register Lady was yelling, “I’ll hold you to that muffin, boy.”
The bathroom had a stall and two pissers. Someone was in the
stall, I’d checked, so used the pisser. So I was peeing at the pisser
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when, above the flusher knob, I saw something greatly mysterious: a
phone number. It was scribbled on the wall. I didn’t got something
to write it down, so stood repeating the number till my memory’d
memorized it. The man inside the stall went, “What’s going on out
there?!” and I said, “Nothing of it to your business,” then repeated
the number again, again.
I met Elliott outside the bathrooms once done. Her hair was
exploded cause she’d put it under the hand dryer. Her hands were
dripping wet.
We saw Cash Register Lady’d put a muffin on a napkin on the
counter, waiting for us. Neither of us had money, though.
“We’re allergic,” I told her.
“You’re little troublemakers is what you are,” she said.
“Can we have it for free?” I said.
“You just said you’re allergic,” she said.
“Go, go, go!” I told Elliott, pushing her towards the door.
Outside we got soaked again for the one-billion-trillionth time
that day. Elliott’s teeth chattered. We walked farther down West
End. I whispered the phone number a bunch more times so to
remember it better. Elliott didn’t ask why or what the number was,
her being the kind of person who doesn’t care enough to know more
about things, which a guy can appreciate. We journeyed in quiet
then. We crossed many streets, went down many glass and graffitifilled alleys, through a tunnel, a playground, a hole in a fence,
hopped other fences, cut through fields and yards and Pip’s Junk
Site, Elliott leading the way. One point she admitted, “My arms are
hairy, it makes me embarrassed.” Her voice was shaky. The rain
came and went, coming and going. What a day.
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Eventual though, we got to McDonald’s, the one from
yesterday, neighbourhood of my building. We’d done a loop-deloop, so back on East End now. The air smelled delicious. I made
huge inhales. There was no cars or Nazi trucks in the parking lot,
only a grey rat drowned in a puddle. Elliott looked at me blank.
Raindrops in her eyelashes.
“Can I see your arms?” I said.
She shaked her head no.
“I don’t care about hair on arms,” I said. “Show me.”
She rolled her sleeves up then, her arms weren’t even hairy.
No cuts neither. Moles, though, one mole had a hair on it. She put
her hand up to say bye, crossed her arms and walked across the lot
to the intersection. I felt kind of bad for asking to see her arms.
Really, they were none of my business, and also, it’s douche to
pressure girls to do stuff they don’t wanna. I tried giving myself a
Chinese sunburn as punishment for pressuring, but couldn’t, cause
you can’t give a sunburn using just one hand.
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When I got back home I took my shoe and sock off, shaked
Billy’s key out, hoping Dad’d returned. He hadn’t. Our apartment
was the empty I’d left it. Dink loafing in a laundry basket. I chucked
my shoe at the basket. He hopped out, looked at me with ears
perked, chased his tail in circles like a NASCAR, then looked again.
I was maximum drenched, so took my clothes off, got naked
like a perv in front of the cat. I felt so tired I couldn’t even think. So
left my puddle-clothes in a pile on the floor and headed straight for
the couch. And maximum collapsed. I lied naked on my tummy
repeating the number till I’d falled asleep.
I woke when slamming was on the front door. I got up quick,
grabbed the footstool out the closet, checked the peephole. It was
Billy. I let him in. His face was wet and not too happy. “What the
hell,” he said. “Put on some fucking clothes, you asshole!”
I speeded into my clothes. They were cold and heavy, still.
Billy kicked his shoes off in anger, walked past me in rage, to
the kitchen in anger and rage. Yanked the fridge open and
screamed, “Gah,” then slammed it shut.
“Billy?” I said.
He death-stared me through the kitchen hatch. I was in the
living room holding Dink, knowing exact what he was gonna say.
“Why didn’t you buzz me in?”
“I falled asleep,” I told him. “I’m sorry.”
“How’d you not hear the buzzer?”
“Dunno,” I said. “I just woke up. I slept by accident.”
“I had to climb the fire escape. Three storeys. I banged till Mr.
Tipton let me in the emergency door.” He pointed at the window,
raindrops rat-it-tat-ing on the glass. “I had to climb out there in the
rain, Brunswick! It’s slippery!”
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I shivered in my cold wet clothes trying not to cry.
He turned the tap on and put his mouth under to drink, his
long wet hair covering his face. “I don’t know where Dad is,” he
choked into the stream, twisting the tap to make the water louder,
hide his angry rage a bit. “He wasn’t anywhere I looked.”
“I went to The Delicious Sandwich Experience today,” I said.
He turned the water off.
“Don’t be angry,” I said. “Listen. Today the girls in my class
didn’t bring their gym shoes to Gym. So Tall Brandon farted on
Lacey Genet. We played Bouncy Balls of Death in the elevator then.
I got whacked in the face by Elliott, so left the gym, so saw Rebecca
Perkins and Mathew Whitley being flirty in the hall. They’re stupid
butt-cream idiots. I ditched school then. Me and my friends ate pizza
at Tall Brandon’s. His dad’s gory and lives in a bathtub. Elliott got
scared and ditched. We ended up on West End. There was a group
of cool-looking black people and much rain falled from above. I took
a pee at The Great Sandwich Experience. I think I found a clue
there, Billy. A number’d been wrote on the wall above the pisser,
right in front of my face, like put there for me to find. I think it was
fate for me to find it, and to do so was my destiny, as the many weird
happenings of today I’ve just gone through is all examples of
serendipity, I think. The number’s a phone number, Billy.
Everything happens for reasons.”
He shaked his head. “What the hell are you talking about?” he
said. But I could tell he was in deep thinking of the things I’d just
said. “Did you write it down?”
“Five-five-five, two-seven-two, seven-six-six-three.”
“You know it by heart?”
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“Five-five-five, two-seven-two, seven-six-six-three. It’s in my
heart, Billy.”
We stayed opposite sides the hatch, he in the kitchen, me in
the living room, Dink under the couch now, scratching the springs.
Billy lifted the phone. He put his finger to the dial as I told him the
number a third time slow. He held the phone to his ear. Ten
seconds, or minutes, or hours. Time turned into mashed potatoes,
us waiting for an answer.
He hung up, his eyes bulged pug-like and alive, him shaking,
but smiling shaking.
“It’s the Animal Hospital,” he said. “Where Mom used to
work.”
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VII. The Animal Hospital Showdown
The next morning, we woke to Billy’s alarm clock grringing. The sun
was rising, but not full-circle yet, it being earlier than normal for us.
The plan was to go to the Animal Hospital to interrogize Dr.
Wiggins into telling us all he knows about our parents. Cause he’s
the man Mom used to work for, and they were very very close. Dad
didn’t care though cause Wiggins is gay. That’s a pollic-a-lil erect
way of saying he’s homo, which is men wanting to canoodle with
other men. Billy told me to dress extra sexy, so to seduce Wiggins into
spilling the beans. I wore my cleanest jeans and a t-shirt that said
CHOPPER above a motorcycle and flames, and Billy put on his
tightest shorts and one of Dad’s sleeveless shirts. He combed his hair
nice for the first time in forever, too.

I called Sarah to tell her I wasn’t going to school that morning.
She asked why. I told her there was important stuff on my plate. She
asked what. I said the truth: Dad’d disappeared same as Mom, and’d
been gone two days now, but this time, me and Billy weren’t gonna
sit around letting him stay gone, we were gonna find him!
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“I don’t even care if I get in trouble,” I said.
“It’s true one must travel through the jungle to discover the
open meadow,” she said. “Be careful, Brunswick.”
“I will,” I said. “Fate. Great fate,” I said also. Dunno why I’d
said fate great fate there, but did. Maybe it’s cause Sarah’d been the
one who’d told me about fate originally, so I wanted her to know I’d
been taking it serious, that I knew neat destinies existed outside of
me. “The greatest of fates!” I exclamationed.
“As determined by a spiritual and or supernatural power,” she
said.
“I’m gonna reach my fate!”
“There’s no end point,” she said. “We just stop living one day.”
I put the phone on the wall, thinking end points now, how
there’s none. Billy boiled water at the stove. He wanted us to eat
pasta so to get endurance and cadriovasticular strength.
“I ate spaghetti before Track,” he explained. “It helped. I was
a bullet that morning.”
I got ketchup for the pasta and we ate at the table. Billy sort of
looked like Keith Partridge, his hair combed the way it was. He had
his fork in one hand, pen in the other, and he was taking notes in his
agenda. Dink sat on the table between us, chewing his paw. Billy
told me to let him do all the talking once we get to the Animal
Hospital. “Wiggins is a smart man,” he explained. “The gays are
highly intelligent, but evil, best not forget, as evidenced by the
movies of Hollywood.” He counted gay bad guys on his fingers then.
“Norman Bates. Jafar. Ursula. Joel Cairo. Buffalo Bill.” Put his fork
down. “Mr. Wint and Mr. Kidd. Professor Ratigan. The blonde
crotch-flasher. List goes on.”
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Before heading out, Billy stoled from Dad’s Secret Money Jar.
The rule’s only take if an emergency. Billy scooped two handfuls of
money and put them in the front pouch of his backpack, a third
handful, gave it to me. I dropped some coins in all four pockets of
my jeans, then checked across the alley to see if the lady’d seen us
rob, but no, she wasn’t there.
There was a mix of fears and excitements inside my heart. I
didn’t know what to feel. Cause doing stuff with Billy’s my favourite
thing in the world, but doing stuff I’m not supposed to’s my
unfavouritest thing. I’m not a guy who likes to get in trouble.
Especially by Dad. Such as one time, stupidly, out of anger and
spedness, I gave Dad two middle fingers, one off each my hands. He
chased me to my room. I jumped on my mattress. Dad climbed on
top and pinned me to my back and put his knees on my arms and
said, “You know what the middle finger means?”
I didn’t wanna say.
“Tell me you little faggot!”
“Sorry,” I said.
“Tell me what it means!”
“A-word,” I cried.
“What?!” he cried also. “You don’t even know?! It means Fuck
Off! You telling me to fuck off then are you? That what a son tells
his father?”
“Sorry,” I cried more. It was embarrassing, the two of us crying
like spaz idiots, while Billy sat across the room on his own bed doing
a Rubik’s Cube.
Outside was nice and not raining, but the streets were still
dark-wet from the day before. Grey birds sang on the pole wires and
there was smells of upchuck in the air. We saw one mental lady
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pushing a watermelon in a stroller, a mailman calling a squirrel NoGood Narbo, a drug dealer drug-dealing down Drug Alley. Nothing
out the ordinary.
We headed for the Bus Stop, and talked serious for the first
time about what it’ll really mean if Dad’s not coming back. We
talked orphanages, foster caring systems, becoming kid bums, even
getting put down like non-wanted dogs, maybe.
“World’s harsh,” said Billy.
“I know,” I said.
“And it’s gonna keep getting harsher. This is the easiest we’ll
ever have it.” He looked me in the eyes. “Isn’t that screwed? Today’s
the youngest we’ll be for the rest of our lives. You realize once you’re
a grownup, you’ll never get to be a kid again?”
I thought about it. Thought about Ghost Girl being a girl
forever and never a Ghost Lady. I wondered if in forty years she’ll
grow a lady’s brain while still being a girl visual-wise, or if ghosts
never really learn more than what they knew the age they died.
“Sarah told me something about something called The Item
Method,” I said then.
“Huh?” said Billy.
“It’s when you catch a ghost by using the item that killed
them,” I said. “Like having a bunch of bees, and then Al Segechie’s
ghost comes to see the bees and make peace with the bees, and
before Al can move on to heaven then, you catch him!”
“Jesus,” said Billy. “It’s not about ghosts anymore. We’ve
moved on from that.”
The bus came quick. We got on. Billy paid for us both so the
money in my pockets could stay pocketed. It was heavy. I kept
having to hoist my pants. There wasn’t much people on the bus that
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early. We sat at back where the engine’s booming. Billy pulled his
agenda from his backpack and started writing. The agenda papers
wasn’t lined. Days of the week’d been printed on each. Billy
scribbled notes across April. His writing was hard to read same as
mine, as being extreme sped runs in our family.
The bus passed the Get Off Spot at school. Also, the plaza
where Tall Brandon lives. Then Supersonic Café and Lanes. It was
déjà vu. That’s French for: I think I’ve seen this already. But the bus
didn’t go to West End, it headed North. Billy turned pages moving
backwards in his agenda. Like going back in time. He’d drawed
many maps and diagrams since Mom’d disappeared. Had much
much theories. Some of them was paranormal, others
extraterrestrial, but most, realistic. One page he’d made a list
THINGS DAD SAID THE DAY MOM DISAPPEARED and
page beside that, another list, THINGS DAD HAS SAID THAT
CONTRADICT THE THINGS DAD SAID.
The bus stopped at Home Repair. We got off, cut through the
store’s parking lot, Billy making monster-sized steps. Dad says Billy’s
good at running cause his strides are same as a greyhound’s, which
is a kind of bus.
There was plastic chairs for sale in front the store, stacked
outside the front doors. Billy told me to watch. He went to the chairs
and yanked a stack so they came crashing down. He did it again, to
a second stack. The stacks breaked on the pavement. Chairs spread
across the road. A car came soon and stopped and honked like that’d
get the chairs out the way. I dunno why Billy does stuff like that
sometimes.
Anyways, we had to run then. It feels like I’m always damn
running.
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I ran fast as I could, but Billy’d got miles ahead still, cause of
his greyhounded strides. We were on a street of houses soon. He
used his agenda to smack the side mirrors of cars parked to the curb
till I yelled him to stop.
He stopped at a mailbox. Once I’d caught up he said, “We’ve
got the rights of grownups now.” I could tell he was proud of himself
for yanking those stacks of chairs. I told him not to smack anymore
mirrors, and he sang back at me, “It’s driving me out of my mind,”
which is words from a song on the radio, but’s also something people
just say sometimes. Billy did look a bit out of his mind though. He
breathed rapid. He opened the mailbox and took envelopes out,
then slipped them down a sewer drain.
We continued down that street we were on. It had no cracks
in it, North End being the richer part of Town. They got green grass,
houses with garages, a tennis court. It can really show a guy what a
dumb poor loser he is, seeing others who’ve got little white dogs and
CD players, and who get haircuts by barbers instead of their Mom.
Dad says cops take care of North End better than the other
parts of Town. That’s why there’s not as much spray paintings, or
pregnant teenagers, or broken windows, or stoled tires, or ladies
pushing watermelons in strollers, and their diner’s not filled with
mean guys from the Half-the-way House asleep in all the booths.
Billy’s hair’d got messy from running. He patted it nice. I
wondered what was gonna happen once we got there, if Billy’d
mention I saw Wiggins’s number on the pisser wall or not. I
wondered if Wiggins’d been made to leave it there by strange
serendipitous forces too ghostly and unexplainable to explain, or if
it’d been purposed and in logic.
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Last time I’d saw him was two years ago. I’d been at the
grocery store with Mom and Dad. We’d been in line when Wiggins
joined. “Fancy seeing three-quarters the Stuhlberg clan,” he said
smiling, and Mom nodded, sort of laughing, and Dad picked a
magazine off the rack to read while waiting. Wiggins is very tall, and
not fat, but his belly sticks out. His hair’s straight-black and looks wet
constant. Mom asked him about a hamster or something, and
Wiggins said the hamster was gonna make it. Dad took stuff out our
cart and put it on the counter, also dropping the magazine he’d been
reading. Wiggins asked Dad how he’d been, how work was, and Dad
said, “Fine. How’re you, Todd?” and Wiggins said, “Well, as you
might know, complaining’s for the complainers, so I guess I’m swell,
thanks,” and Dad didn’t smile, he just kept looking at the stuff on
the counter like to check if it was all there. The magazine he’d put
there had a picture of a lady crushed dead to a metal fence on the
cover. Wiggins nodded towards the magazine, and when Mom saw,
she moved a bag of milk on top the dead lady quick. Too late though,
I’d already seen her, was already gonna have many, many scary
nightmares.
Dad paid the cashier a fifty. Then lifted our bags and we were
leaving when Wiggins called, “Mr. Brunswick.”
I turned to him slow. “What?”
“Always a pleasure,” he said, and gave his hand to shake.
I shaked it. His skin felt like cold chicken cold cuts.
I let go but he wouldn’t. I tried pulling away but he squeezed
harder. Not hurting-kind of hard, but enough so I couldn’t escape.
My arm turned numb and noodled. Wiggins laughed like he was
being funny, and Mom did too, but not Dad. When Wiggins let go,
I didn’t feel like talking to no one. In the car Mom asked if I wanted
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a slice of bread. I didn’t answer even though I always want bread.
I’d just got in such a bad mood all a sudden. I couldn’t stop thinking
about Wiggins’s handshake, or the picture of the dead lady crushed
against that stupid fence.
In the lot outside the Animal Hospital, Billy bent his neck side
to side. It cracked loud. “Remember, I do the talking,” he said.
“You do the talking,” I said.
“I do the talking,” he said.
Inside the Animal Hospital fire inflamed my guts. There was
cats everywhere. It was like the play Cats, only these cats was real,
not scary people-looking-cats. One cat had no hair except on its face.
Another had no eyes. There was many framed pictures of cats on
the walls with Thanks for saving me, Dr. Wiggins written on the glass.

The lady behind the desk got excited seeing us, saying, “Well
would you look what the cat dragged in!”
“Hi,” said Billy.
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“Long time, no see,” she said. “I think I might have forgotten
your names. Help me out. They start with the letter B, I know that
much. Bucky? Brewster?”
“Billy and Brunswick,” said Billy.
“I know!” the lady snorted. “I’m just playing. I’m Amanda. Do
you remember? We met that one measly year Todd decided not to
be cheap and throw us a dang Christmas party.”
“Was I a baby?” I said.
“No, it was like two years ago,” she said. “It was ridiculous. We
were served duck. It was like hilarious. Because who eats a duck?
They’re literally puppies.”
The Animal Hospital’s lots smaller than normal hospitals. Dr.
Wiggins is the only doctor that works there. Then there’s helpers like
Mom’d been, who do stuff such as cut nails, and desk ladies such as
Amanda who’s barely a lady, she looked so young. She had chubby
cheeks but the smallest mouth I’d ever seen. She sucked a lollipop in
her small mouth. Pointed to a basket of lollipops on the desk.
I took four, one to go in each pocket. Then a fifth to eat. Billy
hadn’t been bothering with candy lately, says it gives him pimples,
which interferes with getting girls to kiss you. He asked to talk to
Wiggins. Amanda asked us to wait a minute please. I sat on one of
three chairs in the Waiting Area. In the others was an old man beside
a green bird in a lamp-shaped cage. Billy stood at the desk as
Amanda dialed her phone to call Wiggins. I watched the old man
diddle his bird. The bird was on a wood rod. The old man had his
gun-finger poked through the bars so the bird could peck him I
think, but the bird wasn’t budging. You could tell the old man really
wanted the bird to peck him though. The bird was sick, like it had
feathers missing and it looked weak.
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“What’s its name?” said Billy.
“Night Wing,” said the old man.
“What’s it got?” said Billy.
“Got?” the old man said. “Bad luck.”
Amanda told us Wiggins was in Surgery and was gonna be a
while and did we wanna come back tomorrow? But before Billy
could answer, Wiggins appeared, through a side door, and stood
himself in front of Billy. I think he’d got taller since our handshake
but maybe it’s cause I was sitting. He had a doctor cap on his wet
hair, and doctor clothes, and all of it was splattered in blood. His
face was very shiny, and his belly bulged.
“Well if it isn’t the Stuhlberg boys,” he said out of breath.
“First, let me apologize for my appearance, as well as demeanor, as
I’m a tad exasperated at the present moment. Secondly, how’s it I
can help you? Can it wait until tomorrow? Can I call you later
tonight? Is everything OK with your cat? What’s the scoundrel’s
name again?”
I was glad Billy’d told me not to talk, you couldn’t keep track
of the idiot’s bajillion questions.
“Scoundrel’s name is Dink,” said Billy.
“Oh that’s funny,” said Wiggins.
“It’s not supposed to be,” said Billy.
“So sue me,” said Wiggins. “I happen to find the name Dink
rather droll.”
“I find you droll,” said Billy.
“Excuse me, Billy?”
“I find you droll, Todd Wiggins.”
The old man and Night Wing and Amanda and all the cats
were watching like what the heck’s going on? Billy untucked the sleeveless
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shirt from his shorts slow, as Wiggins adjusted his glasses to see him
better. It was quite the seduction! I stared at the blood on Wiggins’s
clothes. Imagined him doing surgery, like slicing a dog’s face open,
cutting its eyes out, and tongue, and cutting off its nose, and skinning
its face till there was none. I pictured Wiggins petting the skinned
dog with his weird-feeling hands.
The two of them looked each other in the eyes a long time
trying to figure what the other was thinking, I think. Meanwhile, I
was thinking: glad no one’s trying to think what I’m thinking, or else
they’d see the messed-up-with-no-skin dog in my head.
“I’ll be tending to the needs of an injured beagle another
couple hours or so,” said Wiggins. “You gentlemen are more than
welcome to stick around, or, revisit another day, if that’s more
convenient. Or I could just as well call your home tonight, if it’s a
matter you think can be settled over the phone. Did you say it is in
fact regarding Dink?”
“No,” said Billy. “We’ll wait here, thanks.”
Wiggins nodded. “OK. OK, boys. Fine.”
So we waited there, in the Waiting Area, with Amanda, the
old man and Night Wing, watching all those creepy cats poke
around the birdcage, till finally the old man’s daughter came to pick
him up. She honked from the lot. The old man said, “Toodles,” and
walked slow out the door, hugging the cage to his chest.
“Poor thing,” said Amanda.
The old man put the cage on the hood of his daughter’s car,
opened the cage and set Night Wing free. The bird took off like it
was nothing, not scared one bit of how big and filled of lightening
the sky can be sometimes. We turned from the window to Amanda.
“What’s wrong with it?” said Billy.
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“Self-mutilation. A tumor. Self-mutilation, on account, of said
tumor,” Amanda read off a paper.
“Gnarly,” said Billy.
Amanda shrugged and tongued her lollipop one cheek to the
other.
The three of us turned back to the window to watch the old
man blubber into his daughter’s shoulder. Night Wing was nowhere.
The daughter patted her dad robotic. Told him stuff we couldn’t
hear, but I’d bet was: There there, Dad. There there.
The sky above was sad blue. Zero clouds or birds, only an
airplane line.
The two of them got in their car and pulled out. The birdcage
slided off the hood onto the pavement. It rolled a sec, but then
stopped rolling against a clump of garbage. It’d been Night Wing’s
home a minute ago.
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VIII. The Artistic Vision of Doctor Wiggins
I sat beside the birdcage inside Wiggins’s van. I wasn’t sure how we’d
got there, the van. I’d been shaked awake by Billy at the Animal
Hospital, him saying, “Rise and shine, we’re going now, so get up
and keep shut,” then Amanda telling us, “Take care, handsomes,”
as we followed Wiggins out the door.
I’d rubbed my eyes in the sun then, wondering: this a dream?
Wiggins picked the birdcage off the ground, brought it to a big white
van that had windows of dark reflections. Billy calls those Pedophile
Vans. Pedophile’s a grownup that wants to canoodle with small kids
inside a van. Sarah’s granddad used to be a cop, and he says
pedophiles were best to arrest cause other people never gave cares
or questions. All crimes, such as killing, robbing, fire-making, have
got details—contextualisms—that can make them more complicated,
but no one wants to complicate a pedophile. People hear a
grownup’s canoodled a kid inside a van, they want that grownup in
jail, no matter. Pedophile’s the only kind of person zero percentages
of other people’ve got empathies for. Empathies are pretending to
put your feet in other people’s shoes. No one wants to be putting
their feet in pedophile shoes, though. And while I’m not sure
Wiggins is for sure pedophile, he’s sure got the van.
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Wiggins’d changed into a clean t-shirt with Bugs and Taz
dressed as Jamaicans on the front. There was dog blood on his shoes
still, though. And his hair looked wetter than ever. He slid the side
door of his van open, put the birdcage on the far seat, then swept
crumbs off the seat beside.
“Hop in,” he told me.
So I got in, I guess, and that’s how I’d ended up there, I guess,
in Wiggins’s Pedophile Van. It happened so fast, I really hoped we
weren’t gonna canoodle. Billy sat with Wiggins up front, kicked his
shoes to the glove box. The van smelled both bad and good, like
dogs and peppermint. There was pink dice on the mirror, and two
blue rabbit foots dangled from Wiggins’s keychain. He turned the
car on and drove out the lot.
“Would you like to listen to the radio?” he asked.
“Nah,” said Billy. “I don’t like music.”
“What about you, bud?” said Wiggins, eyes on me in the
mirror.
“I don’t like music neither,” I said.
Wiggins giggled girly. “Fair enough. The sound of silence it
is.”
I wondered where the hell we were going but didn’t ask. I
wondered what’d been talked about between the two of them at the
Animal Hospital when I’d been sleeping.
We drove up North End. I looked around the van. There was
some popcorn on the floor. And fur bunches. And also, paintings,
signed by Wiggins, stood on the seats behind mine. The paintings
was different than Sarah’s art in that these’d been done on wood
things and was real-life-looking. They were of stuff such as old barns,
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an old door, no-leaf trees, a wrinkle-faced granny with no mouth
under her nose.
“Decrepit landscapes of sorry constituents,” said Wiggins
when he saw me seeing his paintings. “Fashion yourself an art
connoisseur, Mr. Brunswick?”
Sometimes Wiggins can talk like a real freak of nature and you
can’t tell what he’s meaning. “There’s no mouth on the lady’s face,”
I said.
“Mother’s mute,” he said, and winked at me, then turned onto
the Main Road. His van drove lots quieter than Dad’s car. I asked
where we were going. Billy looked at me with a face that screamed:
I TOLD YOU NOT TO TALK! but out loud said, “Dr. Wiggins’s
house.”
The Main Road was smooth on North End. 3:32PM on the
car clock. We passed some kids walking home from school. Billy
scraped his shoes from the glove box to the floor. It left smears, but
Wiggins didn’t care. He was humming Brady Bunch, and tapping
his thighs like a bongo. His van didn’t even need a stick to shift.
Billy wrote something in his agenda. The agenda was turned
so to block Wiggins from peeking. Maybe he’d made a note about
No Stick.
After some time, we drove past the sign Mom used to tell us
never to pass. It’s a t-rex on a pole on top a gas station. The station’s
called Tyrannosaurus Gas. Past the sign and station’s The Next
Town Over, buildings and people and other things mostly not
known to us, which is reason for Mom’s rule. Sometimes I’d bike to
the t-rex on weekends though, before Dad’d selled our bike for extra
Boonie money. I’d stop under the t-rex tail, pretend it was real, like
I was a cave boy living in prehistory. Then I’d look into The Next
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Town Over. It’s bigger than Town. Our family’s drove through it,
so I’ve seen its bigger features, such as outlet mall, movie theatre,
lake, even a forest. Then I’d go inside the station store to buy a
strawberry marshmallow with coins if I had.
“Brunswick,” said Wiggins.
“What?”
“Tell me how you’ve been, dude.”
“Fine,” I told him.
“Just fine?” he said, then waited for more. “K. I’ll accept fine.
How’s school?”
“Fine,” I said.
“Remind me, dude, what grade are you in?”
“Five.”
“Five. Very nice, very cool.”
“Yeah,” I said. I wasn’t saying much. I knew Billy’d get pissed
if I did. “School’s boring and makes me wanna go suicide myself,” I
told Wiggins, to get him to shut it for good.
He giggled though. “You shouldn’t joke,” he said. “Ay
caramba, you shouldn’t joke about stuff like that.” He elbowed Billy
but not hard. “You hear your brother referencing suicide? How does
he know about that?” Wiggins looked me in the mirror. “You’re not
old enough to know about things as gloomy as that, dude. Not yet.”
I know about suicide cause my sixth best friend Puffer Perry’s
dad did it. He’d drove deep into South Ruins with a generator, used
it to fill his car with poisons till he’d died inside. After, I wasn’t sure
if we were gonna be allowed to say stuff like I wanna kill myself
anymore, cause us guys say it lots, as a joke, at times when we’re not
too happy about what’s happening. Puffer Perry told us he didn’t
care though. He said it’s dry pussy to change what’s OK and not
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OK to joke about just cause the joked-about thing’s affected you
some way. Then said, “My dad killing himself makes me want to kill
myself,” then pretended to stab himself over and over with a circlemaker till the teacher came to take it away.
Billy turned from Wiggins, handed his agenda back to me
between his window and seat. It was bookmarked by a bent page.
The page was empty but for one line: Do what Wiggins says when we get
there. Trust me.
“I trust you, Billy.”
“What’s that?” said Wiggins.
“Jesus Christ,” said Billy.
“Blasphemy, Billy, please,” said Wiggins.
Billy leaned his forehead to the window exasperationed by my
spedness.
I flipped to the start of his agenda.
The first line on the first page said: Mom (aka Lindsey Klein
Stuhlberg)
Second line: disappeared Fri Dec 13 1992 approx 6PM
Third line: at which was when she said she was going to do laundry
(machines being in basement of building)
Fourth: then never returned!
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I remember like it was yesterday. A cold and snow-filled
winter. Much icicles. There was no school cause Christmas break,
even us Jews get to stay home. Me and Billy’d gone to the Square
Plaza that morning with five bucks Mom’d gave us to get Dad a
present even though Hanukkah’d ended the week before. We got
him a bag of pretzels then spent the rest on hockey tall boys.
Later we wrapped Dad’s pretzels in newspaper, then built card
castles on the living room floor. Mom watched through the kitchen
hatch, she was making sausages and potatoes on the stove. Dad’d
been asleep in their room cause he had Graveyard Shift later. When
his alarm rang, Dink hurried to scratch the bottom of Dad’s door.
Soon he came out the bedroom saying, “Smells good, Linds.” He
had bedhead and five o’clock bearding. He sat at his desk, shut the
curtains to the big window. Mom brought him coffee and whispered,
“The boys picked you up a belated gift, for Hanukkah. Be nice.”
Dad unwrapped the newspaper careful not to rip. He looked at the
pretzels.
“K,” he said.
He read the paper we’d used as wrapping. Mom set the table.
I watched Billy build a card castle high to his belly. “No heavy
footsteps,” he warned. “This’ll be in Guinness, you’ll see.” Mom
sniffled cause of a cold. She called us to eat. Dad scraped his desk
chair back hard and the card castle falled. Billy held his breath
angry. We took our seats at the table. Dink made friends with a
Band-Aid beside the fridge. Mom knelt to scratch his chin. She was
sniffling lots. She refilled Dad’s coffee.
“Actually,” she said then, “I’ll run the laundry down now, that
way it’ll be ready to be switched over by the time we’re done eating.”
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No one said nothing, I don’t think. We were busy eating. Mom
walked to the door and put her shoes on (she normally did laundry
in slippers or socks-only). She lifted the laundry bag she’d packed
and set there earlier.
“Be right back,” she said.
Except in Billy’s agenda he’d wrote it B right back cause the e in
Be is silent.
I snapped shut the agenda as Wiggins drove us onto a Ushaped street of houses that looked the same one to the next. They
were all double-floored, pink-bricked, brown-roofed, flowergardened, rich person-owned. He parked on the driveway of one.
There was a basketball net above the garage. It had a Chicago Bulls
bull on the backboard.
“Home sweet home,” said Wiggins.
“How much did that net cost?” I said.
“Can’t remember,” he said. “It wasn’t cheap, though.”
“I’d kill for a basketball net,” I said.
“Shut it,” said Billy.
“Be nice,” said Wiggins to Billy.
“My friend Juice’s got a peach basket,” I told him. “Sometimes
we’ll throw dirt clods in it. It’s not as fun as basketball. Juice calls it
Basketdirt.”
“Juice?” said Wiggins.
“His real name’s Steven,” I explained, “but we call him Juice.
Juice’s got—”
“Shut it!” said Billy.
“Whoa, dude,” said Wiggins. “Take a chill pill, Bill.”
We got out the van. Even the weather felt better in The Next
Town Over. Wiggins twirled his keys on his gun finger, walking fast
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towards his front door. We followed, me giving Billy his agenda
back, and Billy giving me a look I’m not sure was meant to say what.
“I apologize in advance for the mess,” said Wiggins. He unlocked
the door, then opened the door smooth, not a creak.
The house smelled same as his car: dogs and peppermint. But
worser, such as dirtier dogs and pepperier peppermint. Was no mess
though. We took off our shoes. Wiggins put his feet in slippers that’d
been waiting inside the door. I could smell his feet soon as he took
them out of his shoes. They smelled same as Elliott’s earlobe when
her piercing got infected. Sarah’s grandad told us the worst part of
being a cop was having to smell everyone’s feet. Bad guys gotta take
their shoes off when they get to the jail station, and everyone’s feet
smelled like Parmesan Cheese from Hell, he’d said.
“Hungry?” said Wiggins.
I nodded like crazy. Billy shaked his head angry at me nodding,
but what’s a hungry guy supposed to do? We followed Wiggins
through the house, down a long dark hall towards the kitchen. Billy
flicked the back of my head once Wiggins’s head’d turned. The hall
was wallpapered and covered in pencil drawings of animals with big
pink hearts painted around them. Most the drawings was of
Wiggins’s Great Dane, Jeff the Dane, who we knew well cause
Wiggins paints paintings of Jeff the Dane constant, and mails out
copies of the paintings as Christmas cards every year. Mom’d put
some on the fridge in the past. But there was drawings of cats, ducks,
cows, and also, a white horse, there in the hall as well.
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I didn’t know we were there to be painted till we’d got to the
kitchen and Wiggins poured us a bowl of non-milked Raison Bram
saying, “Satisfy your appetites now, my dudes. Because there’ll be
no budging once painting is in process.”
“He’s gonna paint us,” Billy repeated, to show me I’d heard it
right. “So we’ll have something good to give Mom for her birthday
coming up.”
I looked from Billy to Wiggins, then between Billy and Wiggins
out the window to the backyard where there was tall trees, a tire
swing, and out-the-ground pool.
Next thing, I was curled on the floor, belly-skin in my hands,
guts torched by fiery flames of worry. I didn’t wanna be painted. I
had bad feelings about it, I dunno why, but sometimes that’ll just
happen, a guy’ll get feelings so bad his body tells him better get
curled on the floor lickety-split or else.
“Brunswick,” said Billy.
I looked up at Billy, and he back at me, with his eyes and nose
and mouth non-in-motion, but head nodding, like again to say:
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Trust me. I nodded back, to show we were on the same page, even
though I wasn’t sure what page that was.
Wiggins’d poured me a glass of iced tea, and’d crouched, was
putting the cup by my face on the floor. There was a straw inside.
“To protect those pearly whites,” he said. “Sip it through the straw,
onto your tongue. Don’t allow any drink to touch your teeth.”
I sat up.
Wiggins asked Billy if I was gonna be OK.
“He’s fine,” said Billy. “He just gets lightheaded.”
“You OK little dude?” Wiggins asked me.
“Yeah,” I said.
“You need to be tickled?”
“No,” I said.
“It’ll make you laugh,” he said, wiggling his fingers.
“In a bad way,” I said.
“There’s no such thing as laughing in a bad way,” he said
“He doesn’t wanna be tickled, Wiggins,” said Billy. “Give it a
rest.”
“Hey!” Wiggins said snappy. “Watch how you speak to me,
Billy.”
“I’m fine,” I told them. “Truthly.”
Truth of it was though, on Scale of One to Ten Fine, I was
only Two amountages Fine. There was Mega Inferno inside me.
That’s when the fire’s at its most pain-filled. I sipped the iced tea
through the straw. I had awful feelings inside my soul. Specifical
feelings. Feelings I’d had before, such as in grade one, after I’d gone
swimming in a mud puddle at recess on accident, then got sent to
Principal Shaver’s office for being muddy. Principal Shaver stared
at me from behind his big desk. He told me to pull down my pants.
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Then he told me to pull down my underwear. I asked if I had to. He
said, “Yeh.” I pulled my underwear down to my shoes. Then yanked
them back up. Then Principal Shaver told me to follow him to the
janitor’s closet, which wasn’t much a closet, more a small room. My
insides turned to Mega Inferno as Principal Shaver said to take my
clothes off and hang them on a broomstick. I got naked like a perv.
He told me to stand in the corner where there was a drain on the
floor. He sprayed me with a hose.
That night I told Dad with much tears. Dad nodded quiet,
then left our apartment carrying Mom’s rolling pin. He came home
wearing a wrist brace and gave me a Hot Wheel and told me I’d
never have to see Principal Shaver again.
Billy hoisted me. I put my cup on the checkerboard counter.
Wiggins’s kitchen was real nice. So much was white where stuff’s
supposed to be white. Ours is more potato chip colour. His window
was non-spotted, and curtains ripless. The microwave clock even
matched the time on Wiggins’s watch exact. There was a cookie jar
that said Naughty Jar, and pictures on the fridge, one of Wiggins
brushing a pony, another of him smiling against a lady’s cheek. The
lady had curly hair and a butt like an avocado, which is Mom’s
favourite fruit, which lots of people think’s a vegetable, that Dad says
we can’t afford cause we’re not goddamn Donald Trump, who’s a
hotel-maker.
“Babs,” said Wiggins. “That’s my Babs, in the pic, the old ball
and chain. Barbara, my sweetie. Been married to her a decade this
August.”
I looked at Billy, who shrugged.
We headed back down the hall again, then up to the second
floor. I wondered if Babs cares her husband’s gay. I also wondered
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if I’m gay. Maybe I could grow up to be a gay movie bad guy. You
never know. Bad guys are my favourite parts of movies to be truth.
I love Captain Hook. I love Jareth. I barely understand the
difference between men and ladies and what that difference means
when wanting to canoodle, anyways. Everyone basically looks the
same. Most of us’ve got the same facialized features, such as two
eyes, two ears, a lip-surrounded mouth, nose between cheeks, hair
of the head, one chin, unless pleasantly plump such as Juice, who’s
got two.
We passed Jeff the Dane sleeping on a beanbag in the upstairs
hall. I asked how old Jeff is but Wiggins said it makes him too sad to
say.
He opened a door at the end of the hall. It led into an almostempty, non-carpeted, too-much-air-conditioning room. The walls
were white as his kitchen. There was a rectangle window looking to
the street of clone houses below. “Billy, help me with this, will you?”
There was a tarp bunched into a corner of the room that Wiggins’d
started unbunching across the floor. Billy got to his knees and tried
smoothing the tarp with his hands. It’d been white originally, you
could tell, but’d since been splattered rainbow.
We stood on the tarp waiting as Wiggins got his stuff set, such
as canvass, and paints, jar of water, brushes. I had Mega Inferno as
said, but also, was kind of excited to see how we’d look painted.
Painting people can get tricky I’ve learned. In Art, for example, I
painted me and my friends, such as Juice, Elliott, Puffer Perry, Tall
Brandon, Small Brendon, Francisco, Skippy, Medium-Sized
Landon, and Kofi. Kofi’s skin’s brown (him being black), so I used
the brown paint. Soon though Mrs. Haywood swiped the brush out
my hand telling me it’s racist to make Kofi focal point of me and my
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friends by exhibiting that which makes him different. I wasn’t trying to
exhibit no one! But painted him white then, so to not be racist. But
then Mrs. Haywood said that was even more racist cause racism’s
not just showed through the exhibiting of people’s differentness, but
also, the failing to recognize it. Point of the matter’s though, that no
matter what you do it’s gonna be racist, so if you’ve got a black
friend, just don’t put him in nothing, not worth the trouble.
Wiggins had his stuff set fancy. His canvass was on a wood
stand, and paints and all that was on a little half-circle table. There
was even a beautiful stool for him to lean on. So much fancier than
when me and Billy used to make art on the floor using Mom’s
eyebrow pencils to draw on the back of old receipts.
“Socks off, please,” said Wiggins, on his knees, sliding a foam
mat under the tarp in the spot we were gonna be painted from.
“Why the hell,” said Billy.
“I’d like to paint you barefoot, please,” said Wiggins.
“The hell you would,” said Billy. “That’s not gonna happen
weirdo. Don’t treat us like we’re goddamn hippies, Wiggins.”
“Hippies?” said Wiggins. He stood tall. “I’m not treating you
like anything, Billy. I have been treating you with respect, however.
How about you return the favour? I’ve invited you here, into my
home, to paint your portrait, for your mother, as a favour.”
Billy stood tall too. “We don’t wanna be barefoot is all.”
“That’s fine. I used to work at Sears Portrait Studio, we took
photographs of our clients barefoot. It was an aesthetic choice, does
not have to become a point of contention, nor call for further
blasphemy, OK? Keep your socks on if you’d prefer.”
“I’m gonna,” said Billy angry. “This isn’t The Flinstones,
Wiggins.”
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“End of discussion, Billy.”
So Wiggins set us in position then. I got posed basic, mostly,
such as cross-legged and facing forward, while Billy was more
model-like, lied on his side, sort of leaned on one elbow, legs
longated, reminded me of a mermaid on a rock.

“And we’re off!” said Wiggins.
He started painting. He’d look at us five seconds, paint for
thirty, look five, paint thirty, ec setra. He said it was gonna take two
hours to get what he needed, then he’d finish on his own. Two hours
is a long time, it’s like four TV shows. I’m not sure how much time
was going by as it was going, though. I’d got lost in thoughts. It was
comfy as heck sitting on that tarp and foam. It was good Thinking
Foam. Wiggins asked questions about how stuff was with our family,
such as how Mom’d been recent. He didn’t know she’d disappeared.
No one knew but me, Dad, Billy, Dink, Sarah, and God.
“When’s the last time you talked to her?” said Billy.
“Oh it’s been some time,” said Wiggins. “We miss her at work.
She got on with the other ladies fine, really well, really. I mean she’s
missed by all.”
“You seen her since you fired her, Wiggins?”
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Wiggins’s brush stopped moving. He looked at us again. “I
didn’t fire her, Billy. Your mother quit.” He smiled. “Mailed me a
solid, handwritten, no-day notice. Ha.”
Billy wrote this in his agenda. I wondered if the agenda’d be in
the painting with us. I could tell Billy was pondering greatly. I’d
heard it too, Mom telling Dad she’d been fired, Dad sitting stresslike at the desk, Dink scratching the hamper, Dad Fuffling him.
Billy got up to use the bathroom. Wiggins sighed,
exasperatingly, at the movement of model positioning, but kept
painting me-only for the minutes he was gone.
“Do you think your brother is all right?” he said eventual.
“Billy?” I said.
“Yes. Your brother. He’s been gone some time.”
I hadn’t really noticed. I’d been too lost in the pictures of my
thoughts.
Wiggins set his brush in the water jar. He leaned up off the
stool and walked out the room saying, “I’ll go check on him. Why
don’t you take a minute to stretch.”
I got up and did a Jesus-stretch, then a punch, then a spin-kick.
Then a jump-kick. It’s boring getting painted, but I wasn’t bored, I
got too much thoughts on my mind!
Wiggins came back. It felt like he’d been gone a long time too.
He stood next to the stool with his hands on his hips a minute. He
was staring into space.
“I believe your brother has left us,” he said then.
“Left us where?” I said.
“Here,” he said. “His shoes are gone, the front door left ajar.
It seems as though he’d rummaged through the drawers in my
bedroom before departure. And our closet, Bab’s things in the walk101

in. As well as gone through some boxes under our bed.” Wiggins’s
stare came down from space, to the painting a second, then me.
“What’s the story, Mr. Brunswick?”
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IX. The Money Castle
As said before, Mom’d gone missing Friday December thirteen
(that’s four months ago) during the meal of dinner. Dad did
Graveyard Shift that night, then slept through Saturday, then a
Graveyard Saturday night also. Sunday morning he drank coffee
still in his work clothes asking us, “Where’s your mother?”
“She took the laundry to the basement,” said Billy.
Dad had to think about that a minute, his thinking being
slower-moving after a Graveyard. He walked to the kitchen window
taking a gulp of coffee then saying, “She just did laundry, no? Couple
days ago.”
“That’s what I’m saying,” said Billy.
Dad thought about that a minute too. He looked at Billy, who
was at the table in long johns eating oatmeal, and me, who was sat
on the counter cutting a Jamaican patty, and set his coffee on the
windowsill, went to put on his boots, and left.
That morning, a bit later, Billy went out too.
So I went upstairs to play with Sarah.
When I got back home later, shiny things’d been spread all
over our living room floor. Such as jewelry. The circle part of a
watch. And spoons, fancier than normal ones, these had landscapes
on the scoops. And Dad was on the couch in his funeral clothes
staring at the mess. He didn’t look up. He just said, “Get dressed.
We’re going on a field trip. Entering a new section, Brunswick Isaac
Stuhlberg,” saying my name full how he does when what he’s
saying’s gonna happen’s gonna happen no matter.
I changed from my crummy clothes into my funeral ones,
which Dad’d spread on the mattress for me. Mom’d got them for me
when Al Segechie’d died. The jacket’s a lighter-coloured maroon
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than the dark maroon pants. They both got pinstripes though, and
are made from material that smells like dust and relish. And the
button shirt that goes under the jacket’s green like Slimer.
“Dad? I said.
He leaned in the doorway holding a wastebasket he’d put the
shiny things in.
“We’re on a tight schedule,” he said.
“Is Mom gone for permanent?”
He squinted. “Hm?”
“She gone permanent? You gonna get divorced?”
He squinted so hard his eyes’d shut full. He pinched his nose
bone.
“Sorry,” I said.
“That suit is ridiculous,” he said. “Tuck the shirt in.”
I tucked it in.
“That suit’s ridiculous,” he said again.
Dink started spazzing then, his paw-paws clippety-clopclicketing across the wood floor. His nails’d got too long. Billy hadn’t
cut them good, never does, he’s always scared to snip too close to
Dinky’s cat toes and hurt the nervical endings. Dad hates when Dink
makes racket cause the Ocampos beside us start banging the walls
yelling they’ll call the cops in their thick Spanish accents.
“You kidding?” Dad said ragely.
“It’s OK,” I told him.
We heard Dink jump into the kitchen sink, I think. The dishes
made noise, something smashed maybe. Dad whispered, “Son of a
pig fucking cunt.” That’s what he says when Dink’s bad, or lottery
numbers don’t match his own, or when a lady can’t drive good. He
told me to go wet my hair, make it nice. “Wet it so you don’t look so
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raggedy,” he said. “Today’s important. Today’s an occasion for
looking decent for a change.”
I went to the bathroom to put some water on my head at the
sink, even though I got this buzz cut, so no difference. Dad’d gone
to the living room. I heard him snatching Dink from under the
couch. Dink yowled cause Dad grabs him too hard. Dad hissed back,
“Shut it you little fuck.” Then hard footsteps, then the sound Dink
makes when Dad’s crushing his body to a corner with giant hands
wrapped around Dink’s head and face and Dad’s saying, “Calm it
you little faggot, you stupid fuck.”
“Dinky’s small,” I told him. Except I was looking at myself in
the mirror when I did, so more like I said it to me. Water dripped
down my face. I looked very wet and sad but still fancy in my funeral
clothes. Dad clipped Dink’s nails. Dink was yowling. I held my
breath, watching my face turn maroon as my ugly crap jacket.
“Come here, choose a tie,” Dad said then. I dried my face on
a towel, headed to his and Mom’s room. It’s not my favourite place
to be truth. It smells burnt in there constant, same as how it did when
Billy microwaved the Frisbee. I stepped over the line that goes wood
floor to carpet. Mom and Dad hadn’t got new bulbs when the recent
ones’d popped so’ve been using tea lights when the sun’s not up.
They almost always keep their blinds shut.
“Come,” he said. He stood at the closet. There was ties on a
bar inside it. Dad said to choose. It was dark in there, so the ties all
looked dark. I didn’t know what goes good with green and pinstriped
maroon, so pointed random. Dad pulled the tie off the bar, it
dangled spaghetti in his fist. He told me to flip my collar. He went
down on his good knee to tie the tie around my neck.
“You look like a man,” he said.
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“Don’t hurt Dink,” I said. “He’s my friend.”
“I trimmed his nails,” he said.
Even though the dark, I could see a hammer on the floor, and
some wood pieces around it, could tell the pieces used to be the
jewelry box Mom kept locked so Billy couldn’t steal. Dad picked the
hammer up and gave it to me, told me I could hit a hole in some
furniture if I wanted. I didn’t wanna. Just wanted to get going,
wherever we were headed.
“Kitchen first,” he said. “Table, for a minute.”
Only place I like less than their bedroom’s the kitchen table
during non-meal hours. Dad gets us doing Jewish stuff there. It’ll
happen Yom Kippur, Hannukah, Passover, Rosh Hashanah, but
sometimes, non-holidays too, mostly when bad stuff’s happened in
the world, such as an earthquake or fire or a bomb. The Pipers
Alphabet explosion, for example, and Desert Storming, as other
example, of times Dad’s got us reading books of Jewish history,
Moses, the Hall of Cost, photocopies of Torah portions, ec setra. It’s
boring and pointless. What’s Torah gotta do with random bombs?
Most times though, he’ll get us doing the alphabet, sounding
the Hebrew letters out, in order, again and again and over and
again, which is most boring of all.
I sat at the table. Dad put the Letter Sheet in front of me. I
pointed to the first letter, which is alef, which is silent. “Silence,” I
said. Then bet, which makes a B sound, so I made a B sound. Then
a V sound. Pretty much was choke-swallowing the sounds cause he’d
tied the tie so tight. I made a G sound. In Hebrew, you read stuff
backwards, cause stuff’s written backwards, cause olden day Jews
used hammers and spikes to write, so didn’t gotta worry about
making smudgies with their hands as they go.
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I got to letter khet. That makes the sound of an old man
horking a loogie. Dad drank a can of chick peas watching, nodding,
saying, “You’re doing excellent.” I couldn’t breathe good, though. I
hate wearing ties. The tie I’d picked was blue, yellow, and grey, one
I’ve seen Dad use as a belt before. By the end of the alphabet I
wished I could’ve breaked the table with that hammer, but Dad’d
put it back in the drawer.
“Where’re we going?” I said.
“You’ll see,” he said. “You did excellent. You’ve gotten much
better. You put your brother to shame.”
I saw Dink was under Dad’s desk in the living room, sort of on
his side trembling, licking blood from his paw-paws. Dad put the
chickpeas on the table. He walked to the sink and lifted a piece of
broken plate shaped like a dino tooth.
“See what he did? To this otherwise perfectly adequate plate?
Don’t feel too sorry for him, he’s a cat.”
“He can feel pain,” I said.
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“Welcome to the club,” Dad said. “Go put your shoes on, the
good black ones I bought you. Top shelf. Use the stool. Excellent job
on the alphabet.”
So we left two o’clock. I still didn’t know where to. I waited at
the bottom of the stairwell cause Dad’s knee makes him take forever.
He slid one arm on the railing, and hugged the wastebasket in the
other. He wore brown leather gloves and his big grey coat,
unbuttoned, it covered most his legs. He looked good in his funeral
clothes. Sort of like James Bond, if Bond had a bad knee and beat
up cats instead of bad guys.
I tried tugging my blue, yellow, and grey tie loose, but no.
Dad reached the bottom stairs. “Not easy on my knee,” he
said.
“It’s OK,” I said.
“Zip up,” he said. “It’s cold.”
He’d parked in the wheelchair spot behind our building. Told
me to sit in back, then strapped the wastebasket in the front beside
him. I wondered how much monies-worth of jewelry and spoons was
in there. It takes math to understand money good. A million dollars,
for example, is ten-thousand hundred-dollar bills put together. A
hundred dollars is ten-thousand pennies. It takes one-hundred
million pennies to equal a million dollars. My friend Skippy told me
all that. He’s got autism.
“Where’s your brother?” Dad said.
“Dunno.”
He twisted his body around. “You do know. A brother knows
where his brother is, always. So think about it, where’s your
brother?”
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I thought: that true? I don’t think I know where Billy is
constant. I almost never know where he is, actually, unless I’m there
with him.
“Sometimes he goes to the Diamond,” I guessed.
Dad turned his car on, which then turned on the radio to a
song by Michael Jackson, who’s a man-lady-black-white-grownupchild singer, who haunts my dreams. “Ask me where my brother is,”
Dad said loud cause the music. He faced front, turned his rear-view
at me. “Ask me where your Uncle Harris is. Say: Where’s Uncle
Harris?”
“Where’s he?”
“At his office until five.”
“K.”
“We’ll grab your brother from the Diamond, then I’ll tell you
where we’re headed. It’s a positive thing, this field trip. Not bad
where we’re going. Be excited.”
I nodded, smiling. Dad nodded too.
“A brother knows where his brother is,” he said. “Even if he
thinks he doesn’t, he does.” He tapped his fingers to his chest. “Deep
down a brother knows. If someone were to go ask your Uncle Harris
where I am right now, he’d say: In the car with his boy, listening to
Smooth Criminal, about to go pick up the other boy from the
Diamond.”
“OK,” I said.
“To the Diamond,” he said.
Billy’d only started going there a few weeks before. His friend
Ginny Watkins’d moved to Townhouse Way recent, which is across
the street from McInnis Park. Ginny’s fourteen, but acts younger
cause she’s got three chromo-zones in cells most’ve got two. I know
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this cause she’s told me infinity-googolplex times. The chromo-zones
are what make her eyes a little funny, and ears bend at top, and
thinking work differently. There’s less lines on her palms too, so’s
harder to tell her future.
The Diamond’s at the center of McInnis Park, and gets
covered by snow in winter, so Billy and Ginny’d been going there to
make boulder forts. I hoped they weren’t gonna be there that day
though. Since failing grade six, Dad’d got stricter about Billy, such
as how he spends his time, and who with, telling Billy he’s gonna live
a Fatuous life if he doesn’t make a change. Fatuous is when you’re
fat and fabulous I think, and that’s how Ginny is, so Dad doesn’t
want Billy being friends with her anymore.
I tried watching Town out my window but the glass’d fogged.
McInnis Park’s on the bottom edge of East End, so before you get
South. South End’s where South Ruins begins. People call it South
Ruins more than they say South End. No one lives there. South
Ruins is fields of nothing. Dirt and dead grass clumps. A few
buildings that used to be Manufactoring places, but’ve since got
abandoned, and are full of glass and beer cans now, and no more
machine parts neither cause they’ve all got stoled.
The radio was on commercials now. Dad turned the volume
up. He told me to shoosh even though I wasn’t talking. The car’s
speakers had lots of static. One commercial was for Gillette shaving
blades, another, Barbie Beach Buggy. Then another for a movie
called White Men Can’t Jump, but that’s not true one bit, I’ve seen
them jump. Then there was music again, so Dad said, “Dammit,”
and turned the volume back low.
When we got to Townhouse Way I pointed to where Ginny
lives with her grandma. Dad ignored. He parked at the edge of
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McInnis Park. It’s a circle, the park, and if a dartboard, the
Diamond’d be the bullseye. We could see it from the street though.
Even from that far, I could see Billy was sat beside Ginny on the
bleachers. I could see he sort of had his arm around her, and her
head was on his shoulder.
Dad pounded the horn with his fist. They couldn’t hear. They
were eighty meters away. I know how to know meters cause of Run
Tracks, which’ve got circumferenstances of four hundred. Billy was
on the relay team last year. He was fourth runner out of four, that’s
called Anchor. All the runners run one-hundred meters each. Billy
was fastest. He drew an anchor on his arm. But got booted from the
team early for stealing Mr. Pachowsky’s starting pistol then trying to
rob a bank with it.
Dad held his hand on the horn. It went on like a sad siren. Billy
and Ginny stopped touching then. They turned to look. And looked,
and looked, and looked, not moving, really. So Dad got out the car.
He leaned over his door shouting, “Come Billy!” Billy looked to
Ginny Watkins, then back at us. I couldn’t see any facialized
impressions from that far, but I’d bet Ginny had a big open-mouth
smile. Dad slammed his door. The car was still running. I watched
through the front window, Dad making his way into the park in his
good shoes, the snow up to his ankles. Billy hopped down from the
bleachers. He faced Dad a second, was sort of stood like a soccer
goalie. Dad speeded his footsteps. Billy turned to the backstop
fencing. Dad ran. Billy climbed. Ginny sat on the bleachers in her
snowsuit clapping her mittens.
Billy was partway up the fence when Dad reached bottom. I
couldn’t hear what was said but imagined lots of Son of a Cunts and
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Bite Mes and Little Shitbrains and You’re Not My Real Dads even
though Dad is Billy’s real dad.
Dad shaked the fence. Billy stayed at top, where the fencing
angled in over home plate so got easier to sit on. Ginny wobbled
down the bleachers and started pushing Dad to stop. Dad kept
shaking the fence, though. Ginny tried climbing the fence too but
couldn’t cause of her mittens and extra chromo-zone.
I dunno what happened next. I was on the floor of the car all
a sudden, such as if there was a skippidge in time, scorches scorching
greatly inside me. Dad’s door opened, then slammed, him going,
“Son of a pig fucking cunt, fucker,” punching the wheel hard. It
honked punchingly. He breathed heavy. “Guess I’d forgot to bring
his suit anyways, so be it,” he said, and punched the wheel to honk
again. He backed out the lot.
I got up shaky from the floor as the car drove on. I wiped the
fog off the back window to see Billy, who was on top of the backstop
still, and Ginny below, maybe eating a clump of snow as she looked
up at him. I faced forwards to buckle my seatbelt. The tie around
my neck was choking me.
“I can’t breathe,” I said.
“That little fucking bastard,” he said.
I wiped some fog off my own window. Every townhouse on
Townhouse Way looked the same, just like the houses in The Next
Town Over did. How’s anyone ever supposed to remember where
the heck they live?
“I can’t breathe!” I screamed.
“Quiet,” he said loud. “That’s enough. Today’s supposed to
be a positive thing, OK. It’s good, a glass half-filled thing. You know
what that means?”
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“Don’t think so,” I said.
“If there’s a glass of water, K, half a glass of water, some people
will see it as half-full, others will see it as half-empty, you understand?
It’s the same amount of water, but it’s seen differently by different
people. It says something about how a person approaches their life,
whether you’ve got a heart that’s hopeful, or hopeless. Hopeful, you
think everything’ll be OK in the end. Hopeless, it means you don’t.
You understand?”
“I think.”
“Everything gonna be OK in the end?”
“I guess.”
“I got one boy in this car, other back there at the Diamond.
The car half-empty or half-full of boys? Half what, Brunswick?”
“Full,” I said.
“Good,” he said, “I think so too. This field trip’s a hopeful
thing. So shut it.”
He steered with his left hand. His right arm was on the
wastebasket. He looked me in the mirror. He told me I looked
grown, and handsome, in my funeral clothes. Then said, “Women.
They lack something called sagacity, OK? It’s the fundamental
difference between them and us, and it should add a huge question
mark, to cap off everything they do and say. You understand? Never
take a woman’s word, decision, mood, nothing, at face value,
Brunswick. A woman’s face, wears a face, wears another face. They
are onion-faced, and you must always, always, challenge each and
every single irrational layer, or else their crazy bullshit’ll run
rampant. Never allow yourself to not see through their many, many
faces. Do you understand what I’m telling you here?”
I nodded not knowing what he was telling me there.
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“Say it with me then: They are onion-faced.”
“They’re onion-faced,” I said.
“Again,” he said.
“Onion-faced,” I said.
“Women are onion-faced.”
“They’re onion-faced.”
“They lack sagacity.”
“They lack sagacity.”
We kept saying it, that women are onion-faced and lack
sagacity, while the radio was playing Ice Ice Baby. I thought about
Sarah. I wondered if she’s got sagacity. I hope so. Such as said, she’s
my best friend not including Billy, so it’d be great if she’s got some
sagacity. I’m pretty sure she does, but I’m not sure for sure, cause I’m
not for sure sure what sagacity means.
We turned onto the Main Road, headed upwards, towards
North End. Music crackled from Dad’s crap speakers and every time
commercials came on he turned the volume up and listened and got
angry again at what he heard, or didn’t hear, then turned it low,
telling me, “Soon.” We drove past Tyrannosaurus Gas, into The
Next Town Over, then finally, such as forty minutes after leaving
the Diamond, the commercial we’d been waiting for came on I
assumed, cause Dad went, “Now, NOW! This is it,” turning the
volume so loud the whole car started rumbling.
It was The Money Maniac. He’s this googly-eyed grandpa
who’s got ads on TV and bus benches and newspapers and the radio
who’s obsessed with money. He loves buying people’s earrings,
necklaces, watches, swords, muskets, bells, clocks, ec setra, and
turning them into money. He’s got flossy white hair, and glasses, and
one of his eyes looks straight while the other goes to the middle.
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People wanna get rid of their old crap and The Money Maniac says
he’ll give them loads of money for it. Then he gives them many bills
of money. The people get really happy cause they’re rich now, and
they start dancing, and The Money Maniac’s happy too cause he
gets to go around wearing their old jewelry like a Persian king. He’s
got TV commercials on channel eleven and twenty-eight that play
constant, and at the end of the commercials, The Money Maniac’s
earlobes stretch very low cause of all the earrings hanging from
them, and chunky necklaces and bracelets are clinking around his
neck and wrists, and he’s singing, “Wanna trade your jewelry for
money? Well, sir, I’m a-come runnin. There’s no exchange I could
find more stunning! I’m The Money. Maney. Ack!”

Dad pulled his car to the road’s railing as the commercial came
to an end. A truck drove by, beeping angry. Dad didn’t lose it
though, he didn’t even notice. He’d turned the radio off and’d
twisted around to look at me. There was wet shininess on his
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eyeballs, which are mad-looking and grizzly-coloured. “You
excited?” he said.
I’d bet there was shiny on my eyes too. “Really?!”
Dad grinned ear to ear, which is called Cliché Description,
which writers shouldn’t use in writing. Football-shaped scabs split
wetly on his grinny bottom lip.
“Dad, we really?!”
Cause I’d never seen a famous person before. Only that stupid
football player who’d been doing autographs at Champs Sports back
when. Dad’d drove us to the City cause Billy’d wanted to go, then
we found out we had to pay. So never met the guy up close, we just
saw him from far. So The Money Maniac was gonna be my first
official famous person in an up close distance. I pictured us meeting
him at Money Castle, him seeing our wastebasket full of spoons and
jewelry, and saying, “I’ll take it! I’ll take it all!” while throwing
money in the air to make it rain money, and me and Dad are
laughing, trying to catch the millions of dollars of money.
Dad turned back onto the road so to keep on driving us to the
City.
“He’s Jewish,” he said.
Dad’s always telling me when famous people are Jewish, such
as James T. Kirk, Nutty Professor, guy who made Young Frankenstein
and Blazing Saddles, Roseanne from the show Roseanne, and now, The
Money Maniac.
“Wow,” I said. “So are we!”
After some hours the City got closer as I could see tall buildings
through the front window. My heart raced like a race car. It hadn’t
even happened yet, but I was already thinking how I’d tell my
friends. I’d go, “Guess who I saw,” and they’d go, “Who?” and I’d
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sing The Money Maniac’s theme song, and they’d go, “What?! No!
Are you serious?!” and I’d pull out a million dollars cash and say,
“You tell me.” Maybe I’d even get them autographs as proof and or
to be nice. I’d get autographs for Juice, Elliott, Kofi, Puffer Perry,
Sarah, Billy especially, and maybe even Tall Brandon too if I felt like
it.
Dad’s hand dug into the basket how boxers put their fists in
salt. I asked how much we were gonna make. “Patience,” he said.
Then a few seconds later, he added, “I’ll take you to dinner no
matter what we make. What would you like?”
“Six chicken McNuggets, big fries, and an orange juice,” I
said.
“You got it,” he said.
I was in the seat behind his, so diagonal the wastebasket, sort
of staring at it, thinking how that’s Mom’s seat, that’s Mom’s jewelry
inside the basket, imagined: what if that basket became my new
mom?
“Dad?” I said. “We gonna keep any, or sell everything?”
“Depends,” he said.
“Maybe we can keep some to be memories,” I said.
“You don’t need memories to remember things,” he said.
The City felt old and new at once, crappy and nice, all at once,
like if Town and the Next Town Over had a baby, then put the baby
on roids to make it massive. There was garbage on the streets and
sidewalks, and bums too, but also, non-bums, in nice clothes,
carrying briefcases, or sitting drinking wines inside clean-looking
restaurants.
Some of the buildings were built all the way into the clouds.
They made you feel like an ant. My second cousin Colt knows a lot
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about ants. I call him Farmer Colt, as Colt runs a couple of ant farms
out west, of differing sizes and ant styles. Ants have two stomachs,
Farmer Colt wrote me in a letter one time, and some queens can clone
themselves, create colonies of female ants, exclusively. Isn’t that beguiling? Sarah
thought so. She said there’d be no wars or molesting in the world if
there was female humans, exclusively, on earth. Sarah and Farmer
Colt are both people who hold great knowledge of facts, some other
knowledges being: a second cousin’s not actually a cousin at all, but
the son of a cousin of your dad, and also: Colt is not only the name
of my fake cousin, but a word that means Kid Horse.
The more into the City we got, the more things looked North
Polian. Christmas lights was strung all over, and tree branches
decorated, and dirty Santas ringing bells outside banks and donut
shops. People carried store bags you just knew had really good
presents inside, too. It was the most wonderful time of the year!
Dad’d pulled a napkin from his pocket on which he’d drawed
a map. He looked back and forth between map and City. Cars
honked behind cause Dad was driving slow in search of The Money
Castle. I kept my eyes peeled to help. There was one jolly bum in a
sleeping bag begging from on top a sidewalk grate. People looked
annoyed having to walk around him. I’d’ve gave the bum soup if I
had, but who’s got random soup?
There’s no bums in Town unless you include Bag Body Brody.
He lives under a bridge on West End but it’s by choice. He’s been
there forever. You’ll drive by and see him with garbage bags on top
his clothes, skipping a stone across the creek. Sometimes his
parents’ll be visiting. They’re really old. They bring Bag Body Brody
cigarettes and food and matches to make fires in his trash can.
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Dad says apartments in the City cost hundred times ours in
Town. That’s why there’s bums everywhere. They can’t afford
anything, so ask for help from those who can. The City’s a mix of
the richest and poorest people around. There’s millionaires, but also
people who’ve got nothing. If my family moved to the City, we’d
probably be bums too.
“Why’re bums called bums?” I asked Dad.
“Don’t know,” he said. “They smell.”
Bums are abumdant in that part of the City, as there’s a lot of
shelters built around the urban core, Dad explained. He laughed
when he’d said abumdant. That’s a pun. None of the bums I saw in
the urban core had shelter though. They were begging in the cold.
The ones not sleeping or dead were extreme shivering. Their noses
were red as Rudolph’s. One had an eyepatch and a cane. A teenage
bum I saw didn’t have arms, his sleeves’d been folded and attached
to the shoulder pads of his ratty suit jacket.
“Sarah says bums are human beings,” I said.
“She’s not wrong,” Dad said.
We stopped at a red. There was a guy beside a newspaper box
at the side of the road. He was dressed like a Sex Pistol. He had a
squeegee and dunked it in a bucket on top the newspaper box, then
slid his sneakers through the slush onto the road.
“No,” Dad said quiet.
Squeegee Guy came to our car, squeegeed the front window.
“You’re gonna make it frost,” Dad said.
Squeegee Guy smiled at him.
“Who the fuck does this in winter?!” Dad said. Squeegee
couldn’t hear, all the windows was rolled up tight. Dad opened the
glove box and pulled his gun out. The gun’s an Omega HS-four119

hundred dot twenty-two cal revolver. It’s little. It’s from Germany.
It’s black but’s got a brown handle. Dad’s dad gave it to him and
Dad loves it more than anything in the world. When Dad dies, Billy’s
gonna get the gun. When Billy dies, I get it. If I die before Billy,
Billy’s future son’ll get the gun after Billy dies. If me and Billy have
daughters, no sons, we’re gonna chuck the gun into the ocean.
Dad pressed the gun against the front window so Squeegee
could see. “You’re touching my property,” he said loud. The light
turned green. Cars started honking but Dad didn’t move cause he
wanted Squeegee to take a good long look at the gun. Squeegee
looked scared. He took his squeegee off the car and rushed back to
his bucket, sort of slipping on ice at the side of the road.

“Don’t feel sorry for him,” Dad told me before I could even
admit I did. He put the gun in his coat pocket then speeded into the
intersection on the yellow. My heart pounded. I didn’t wanna look
back at Squeegee. Dad said, “You never touch a man’s property
unless he gives you the go ahead.”
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“OK,” I said.
“To clean a man’s window in the winter is crazy,” he said.
“Lack of rationality’ll be the end of civilization. It’s a danger to
tolerate the nonsensical.”
We got to a smaller street soon, in the City still, but no bums
or buildings, business suits or sirens, any of that. There was houses
here. Each looked different one to the next. One was cylinderical
instead of block-shaped. Dad said some of them are worth millions.
And they weren’t even that big! “The more ridiculous the design,
the more expensive the home,” Dad said. He drove slow cause of
speedbumps. He was being kind of twitchy. Stuck a cigarette in the
lighter hole with a shaky glove and rolled down his window a crack.
Inside the car turned freezing. We both started shivering.
“I ever catch you smoking, you get the beat down, buddy,” he
said.
“I know.”
Eventual we got past the House Area of the City into the Crap
Area. It looked like real crap there. It looked more like Town than
City. The plazas looked a thousand years old and chunks of concrete
was here and there on the roads. I half-was-expecting to see the key
cutting shop where Tall Brandon lives, it was so Town-like.
Dad looked at the map on his napkin. “Should be there soon,”
he said.
“Your napkin is a mapkin,” I said.
Dad chuckled, he’s the one who’d taught me puns.
“How much money’s your gun worth?” I asked.
“Not for sale,” he said.
“I know. But how much? Just for fun.”
“It’s not for sale, Brunswick.”
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“How many bullets can go in the gun before you gotta reload?”
“Six in the barrel,” he said annoyed, “I’ve told you before.
Don’t ask questions you know the answers to. People don’t have to
talk when there’s nothing to say. It’s OK to not speak a minute. Tell
that to your mother if you ever see her again. Six in the barrel.”
I didn’t respond so to not pointlessly talk.
“If you’ve got seven people to kill, best bring a knife,” he said,
and nodded to the side window. “Here it is.”
There was a small store on the corner of a four-way. It was rust
red, a cube shape. A green sign was on top that said THE MONEY
CASTLE but someone’d painted a swastiker over the O in
MONEY. Dad pulled over on the street cause the store didn’t have
a parking lot. We both looked out the window at the store a minute.
“OK,” he nodded.
We got out the car. Dad walked to the other side, unbuckled
the wastebasket. No one’d been in the store for a while, as there was
no footprints leading to the door. Clean snow crunched under us.
The wind smelled like food garbage.
Inside The Money Castle was the smell of food garbage too,
but with fruity spray, so to try and cover the garbagey smell.
Dad and me stomped the snow off our shoes.
The floor was slippery. Like an ice rink. The walls were beige.
Cabinets’d been built into the walls and filled with rings and
necklaces, some pendants, and one even had a king’s crown.
Scratches and smudges was on all the display glass.
The Money Maniac sat on a folding chair in the middle of the
store, not behind a counter or nothing. He sort of blocked the aisle
you’d walk down to get to the counter. And he wasn’t wearing
jewelry. He was in a stripe sweater and pants and slippers and a
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yarmulke. His glasses hanged on his collar. He put them on and his
eyes got made huge.
“Good afternoon,” Dad said.
“What’ve we got here,” The Money Maniac responded. His
giant eyes were on the wastebasket, so Dad handed it to him then.
The Money Maniac held it on his lap. He dug through Mom’s
things, lifting then dropping them back in. He grunted some. He
wasn’t acting much like how he did on TV. His ears weren’t even
pierced.
“There’s nothing here,” he said.
“That’s my wife’s jewelry,” Dad told him.
“I’ll give you hundred dollars for the lot,” he said.
Dad paused. “The wedding ring alone is worth a grand.”
“Baloney,” said The Money Maniac. “Ninety dollars for the
lot. Feed me more baloney, the offer’ll slide to eighty. I don’t play
games.”
Dad stood there. I wondered if the gun was in his pocket still.
The Money Maniac’s got a gun too, I’ve seen it on TV, but his
shoots rolls of money.
“Give me two-hundred dollars,” Dad said. “That’s a steal.”
“Seventy. I don’t play games.”
Dad took a deep breath so to not explode. “OK,” he said,
“fine. Hundred works. I’m taking back the spoons, though. It doesn’t
look like you sell that stuff, anyway.”
“Fifty, spoons included. I don’t play games. I warned you, I
told you I don’t play games. You failed to listen. Forty dollars for the
lot.”
Dad grabbed the wastebasket back.
“Thirty,” said The Money Maniac.
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“You’re lucky I’m here with my boy,” Dad said.
“That a threat?” said The Money Maniac. “Ten dollars.”
Dad turned me towards the exit and pushed.
“Trying to hock a bin of your wife’s precious things!? A role
model you are! Your son’s lucky to have a father like you, you’re
doing so well, clearly!”

Back at the car Dad whipped the basket to the floor in front
the passenger seat. Then returned the gun to the glove box. We
drove quiet a long time after. No radio or talking all the hours back
to Town. It being winter, the sun’d gone down long before we got
there. Dad drove us into South Ruins. Everything’s pitch dark at
night in South Ruins, there’re no streetlights cause there’s barely any
streets, all you see’s what’s in your car lights: dirt, snow, a skinny dog
that looked scared. Dad drove till we got to a spot called Satan’s
Bowl, a crater people dirt bike inside in the summer. He stopped the
car, hand-scooped the jewelry and things from the floor back inside
the basket, stepped out into the cold. I followed. We stood on the
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edge of Satan’s Bowl. “There are people who are good with what
they have, others who aren’t,” Dad said. “Your mother chose to
leave, so that’s what she wanted. It doesn’t have to be a bad thing
then, if we love her, because we know she got what she wanted.”
“OK,” I said.
“Say goodbye to your mother,” he said.
“Bye Mom,” I said.
He underhanded the wastebasket into the crater. It made a
little mark in the snow. Then we drove home without any
McDonald’s.
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X. The Secret Note
Wiggins called our place to no answer, of course. He asked when
Mom and Dad get home and I told him it changes. Also, that Dad
might be sleeping cause of a Graveyard later on. And we don’t got
an answering machine, so Wiggins had to write a note. He put the
note in an envelope and licked it shut, so it was a Secret Note.
He wrote on the envelope: Lindsey and/or Fred…
“I’m going to send you home in a taxicab,” he said. “You get
this letter to your folks, can you do that for me, bud? Have one of
your parents ring me?”
We waited on his driveway for the taxi. He bit his nails. There
was paint on them. He’d got greatly agitationed after he found out
Billy’d left. I kept looking at the Bulls backboard above his garage,
wondering if Wiggins knows how lucky he is.
Wiggins said sorry for not being able to drive me himself, but
his wife Babs’d be home soon and needed assistance, her having a
tumor cut out recent.
“The bird at the Animal Hospital had a tumor,” I said. “Night
Wing.”
“Yes he did,” said Wiggins.
“What’s a tumor?” I said.
“It’s no good, dude. It’s bad news,” he said. Then explained a
tumor’s a lump of sickness that’d stretched on Babs’s brain like a
spider web. Doctors cut the web out, but also, part of Bab’s brain
too. Now she’s gotta learn stuff the first time again, such as walking,
talking, chewing, remembering, taking baths without drowning,
dressing, ec setra. And she can’t see through one of her eyes now.
Wiggins then asked if I know how lucky I am.
“Guess so,” I said.
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He gave me twenty dollars to give to the taxi once I’d got
brought home.
“Thanks,” I said.
“Don’t guess. Know,” he said.
A car pulled onto the driveway soon. It was drove by a wrinkly
man wearing a bad wig. Wiggins opened the passenger door to get
Babs out. Her hair was flatted weird and she was skinnier than in
the picture on Wiggins’s fridge. Babs spoke noises that wasn’t real
words. The wrinkly man pulled a wheelchair from the trunk that
Babs struggled to bend her legs and sit down in, and all a sudden, I
sort of did feel like I know how lucky I am.
The taxi came as Wiggins and the wrinkly man were wheeling
Babs to the house.
“Bye Doctor Wiggins,” I called to him.
“Good evening,” he said. “Have one of your folks ring me.”
I got in back the taxi. The driver had a buzz cut like me, but a
bushy black beard and hairy arms same as Wolf Man. He turned to
give me a look.
“You all that’s coming?” he said.
“Yeah,” I said.
“Todd Wiggins?” he said.
“Wiggins is him,” I said, pointed towards the house.
Wiggins waved from his front door. The taxi driver, whose
name was Tristan (said it on his dashboard), honked Hello. He asked
me where to then, and I told him my address, and he asked if I had
cash on me, and I told him I did.
“But, you know, cash cash?” he said.
I showed him the twenty bill. “Cash-cash?” I said.
“Beautiful,” he said.
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We pulled out Wiggins’s driveway. Tristan put a tape in the
deck. I watched out my window for signs of Billy. I felt kind of sad
he’d abandoned me. I tried knowing where he was since brothers
always know where their brothers are, but couldn’t.
Tristan lighted a cigarette and smoked with the windows shut.
I prayed in my head that Billy be home when I get there. Also,
Mom and Dad too. Maybe they could all be back, and pierogis and
sour cream’d be on the table, and no one’ll remember ever being
apart, including me. It was a dumb thought that made no sense, but
stuff happens sometimes that doesn’t make any sensical logics, such
as Dink being on top the fridge, so maybe anything’s possible.
The music sounded like construction machines.
“What singer’s this?” I said.
“Angel Dust,” said Tristan. “It’s thrash metal. You dig?”
“It makes me gotta make a brown,” I said.
Tristan laughed, then turned the music off. There was a long
pause of thought, he was thinking very serious. He cleared his throat,
told me I was a radical kid and very mature for my age. Then asked
for a Grownup Favor. He opened the glove box, took out this blocky
black thing that had buttons and an antenna, and said, “I’m going
to dial my company. I need you to tell them you ordered a ride but
changed your mind. Tell them you’re Todd Wiggins, you ordered a
ride twenty minutes ago. At one-thirty-four Idles Crescent. That a
cab showed up at your place five or ten minutes ago, but you’d
changed your mind and sent it away. Tell them the driver was
especially polite. You think you can manage that?”
I stared at the block in his hand. “That a phone?!”
“Yes,” he said. “Can you do me this Grownup Favour?”
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“That phone’s not attached to a wall,” I said. “It works with
no wall?”
“Can you be a grownup and do me this solid?” he said.
“OK,” I said.
“Beautiful,” he said, and started dialling slow, reminding me:
“Todd Wiggins. Ordered a ride twenty minutes ago. One-thirtyfour Idles Crescent. Cab showed ten minutes ago. You changed your
mind and sent it away. The driver was especially polite. Speak
deeper, like a low voice, like a grownup, OK?”
“K,” I said.
“It’s ringing,” he said. He handed me the phone. It was heavy.
It was like a walkie talkie but bigger. I looked for signs of Billy out
the window still, while doing the favor.

“Hello,” said the taxi company.
“I’m Todd Wiggins,” I said in a Terminator accent. “I order
taxi twenty minutes ago, it come five-um-teen-uh-minutes ago. Ten!
He was polite. Idle Crevice, um, one-four-three? I do not need taxi.
Change my mind and go away! He was polite.”
I gave Tristan the phone in a panic. He pressed a button to
hang up.
“Well,” he said, “that was poorly done, but whatever.”
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My heart was pounding. “It makes my heart pound to lie,” I
told him.
“You did it, though,” he said. He smiled through his beard.
“At least you did it. Mission accomplished. Thanks, little guy.”
“You’re welcome,” I said. Not sure why he’d got me to do it,
but it was kind of fun I guess, using imagination to be a grownup a
minute, even if it was scary too.
Tristan reset the money-counter box (which’d said $13.25 that
point) to zero dollars. It stayed zero the rest of the way home. When
we got to my building, I gave Tristan the twenty bill, and he gave
me a fist bump, and I said, “Bye,” and he said, “Thanks for helping
me stick it to the man.”
I got out the car. The sun was setting into Town’s line of
horizon. I didn’t have a key to get in the building so buzzed my
apartment hoping for Billy but no. So buzzed Sarah then. Her
mom’s boyfriend Rust answered: “What?”
“It’s Brunswick Stuhlberg, I got no key, buzz me in please.”
He buzzed me.
I entered the building and stood. I had Wiggins’s letter in my
hands and sort of did another non-honest thing then. I decided to
open the envelope to read his Secret Note, my heart pounding.
Dear Lindsey and/or Fred,
It’s been too long! Hope all is well on your end! I tried calling first…no
answer. I’ll try again later. I don’t want to worry you, but…I had your boys over
this afternoon (after having been recruited to help them put together a gift for a
special someone’s birthday coming up, wink wink) and well…one point Billy
seemed to have feigned bathroom usage to instead go rummaging through mine and
Babs’s things. This was followed by his (seemingly) clandestine departure from
my home. He didn’t take/steal anything valuable (to the best of my knowledge; I
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have yet to check thoroughly) but…and I can’t be 100% certain, but…I am
99% certain that…a fuel can (?!) has gone missing from a shelf in my garage.
Any idea why this may be? Is your household in need of fuel for any particular
reason? Do we call the police? I do not know! I don’t have kids!!
Call me, please.
Todd Wiggins
But I dunno how to read too good, so headed upstairs to show
Sarah.
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XI. The Magical Book of Lists
The books on Sarah’s bookshelf’s Alphabetted Order. She went to
the Ds and pulled out The Dictionary. That’s the title of a great book
about what words mean. It’s different than most of other books,
cause The Dictionary doesn’t got Plot, which is the events that make
a sequence, that is, the ordering of what’s happening going one thing
to another to create a story. I’ve learned this, and so much else, from
The Dictionary.
“Fuel,” I said.
Sarah flipped The Dictionary to the F pages, as words in The
Dictionary are Alphabetted same as the books on her shelf. “Fuel,”
she said reading, “A substance such as coal, oil, or petrol, that is
burned to provide heat or power.”
We both thought about that a minute.
“Can,” I said next.
“We know what a can is,” she said.
“Look it up,” I said. “Some words’ve got secret meanings.”
“A can’s a can,” she said.
“An ass is a butt, but’s also a donkey,” I said. “And a wiener’s
a pickle, but’s also a hot dog. And a pickle’s not just a wiener, it can
be a small cucumber too, you get them in jars if on sale, or with a
corned beef sandwich.”
“I know what a pickle is,” she said, then flipped to the C
section. “Can—the noun meaning—is a cylindrical metal
container.” She looked at me bored. “Can.”
“OK,” I said, “so according to word math, a Fuel Can’s either
coal, oil, or petrol, inside a cylindrical metal container?”
“Inside of a can, yes.”
“So look Coal up next. Then Oil, then Petrol.”
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“Brunswick,” she said, “I’m sorry, but please, I’m busy.”
She’d been on her floor when I’d got there, next to the cassette
player, learning new languages. Learning New Languages is Sarah’s
fourth favourite hobby. I know cause she’s got a list taped to her wall
she’d wrote My Top 10 Favourite Hobbies on, and list goes: 1)
Reading, 2) Making Art, 3) Pondering, 4) Learning New Languages,
5) Keeping Secrets, 6) Dreaming, 7) Practicing Penmanship, 8)
Exercising, 9) Living Without Regret, and 10) Being Excited For
What Comes Next.
She pressed Play on the player. Lady on the cassette said goofy
stuff, then Sarah repeated in a goofy accent, sort of bowing her head.
“Estoy lleno,” said the lady.
“Estoy lleno,” said Sarah like the lady.
“I don’t think Billy’d steal something unless it was meaningfilled,” I said. “If fuel’s to make heat or power, Billy’s gotta be going
somewhere cold. Or non-powered.”
Sarah pressed Stop. She took a sigh-breath.
“Sorry,” I said.
“That’s alright,” she said, “I can learn Spanish some other
time.” She took the tape out the player then put one in of Peter, Paul
and Mary. That’s Sarah’s favourite band. She turned them loud so
we didn’t gotta hear her mom and Rust making babies against the
wall anymore. She pulled a notebook from under the bottom corner
of her mattress. She’d already had a pen behind her ear.
“I love this song,” she said. “It makes me want to cry.”
“Why cry if you love it?” I said.
“Sometimes, that which we love can move us to tears, for it
reminds us of how precious life can be,” she said, “such as the sight
of a winter sunset sky.”
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“Oh yeah,” I said.
A teardrop falled from Sarah’s eye then squiggled down her
cheek. Her bottom lip sort of shaked, and she sniffled, as the song on
the player went: Without his lifelong friend, Puff could not be brave/So Puff
that mighty dragon sadly slipped into his cave. Her shoulders went up-anddown as she sniffled. She crinkled her freckly nose.

“You cry like a cartoon bunny,” I said.
“Crying helps me think. It clears my mind and opens up my
heart.”
“Should we make a list of places that’re cold and don’t got
power?” I said.
She lifted the notebook smiling. It said MAGICAL BOOK OF
LISTS on the cover in green crayon, Minnie Mouse stickers all
around. “One step ahead of you,” she said.
We decided to go outside. There’s this grass area on a slope
beside our building (opposite side the alley) with a picnic table on
the slope, so we went to sit there. And brought two cups of apple
juice out with us, Sarah saying she brainstorms better when drinking
fruit in changes of atmosphere.
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It was dark. The sky looked like litter spilled across Dink’s litter
mat. “Crisp night stars,” Sarah called them. “This is all I really
need.”
Around the corner, Widow Beverly sat at the picnic table with
Baby Paul. Baby Paul’s not real, he’s a doll. Widow Beverly’s kind
of crazy, mentally, in the brain. Her real baby died a long time ago.
If real Paul was alive today he’d be like forty-five.
Sarah and me sat on the other side the table. Like said, table’s
on a slope, so we couldn’t put our cups down.
“Hello,” Widow Beverly said.
“Hi Mrs. Beverly,” said Sarah, then to the doll, “Hi Baby
Paul.”
Widow Beverly jiggled Paul making a baby noise. I’m scared
of Widow Beverly. She dresses Baby Paul in real Paul’s old clothes,
treats the doll like it’s human. She’d been feeding it banana that
night, chewed then spit into a container priorly. She finger-scooped
the mush, rubbed it into Paul’s mouth, which she’d cut a hole in. It
was like a nightmare being around Widow Beverly. Sarah’d once
seen her unscrew Paul’s head to empty the mushed food out the
neck. That’s how the whole thing worked.
“What’re you lovelies up to?” she asked us.
“It’s a secret,” said Sarah.
“Your secret’s safe with me,” said Widow Beverly.
Then the two of them giggled and did that thing where you zip
your lips then throw the key. Then they winked at each other.
“OK,” I said. “Sarah. Concentrate. Time to solve.”
Sarah opened her MAGICAL BOOK OF LISTS. It was filled
with many lists she’d made over the years, as Making Lists is
eleventh of her favourite hobbies. She found the first empty page
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and wrote PLACES THAT ARE COLD AND/OR IN NEED OF
POWER at the top.
“So,” she said.
“Winter,” I said. “Fridges,” I said. “Things with broken
batteries. Broken fridges,” I said.
“Shhh,” she said. “This isn’t a game, Brunswick. You’re
thinking too arbitrarily. Think Billy. If you were a Billy, where would
you be? Is the location cold? Powerless? Why did you feel the need
to bring along a propane can?”
“If I was a Billy where would I be,” I repeated. “Let me think.”
“Take your time,” she said.
Problem was though, it’s hard to think like a Billy. It’s hard
putting my feet in Billy’s shoes cause he’s not the kind of guy that
acts or thinks regular. Such as: show a regular guy butter, they see a
thing to put on toast, but show a Billy butter, he sees a slippener to
make slides more fun. Show a guy books, they see stuff to read, show
a Billy books, he sees hair straighteners. Give someone wood to make
a birdhouse, they make a birdhouse, but give a Billy wood, he makes
a fire in a bin on the fire escape.
“He made that fire because he was upset he couldn’t figure out
the birdhouse,” said Sarah. “That was Billy acting out. He was being
bad.”
“We made our birdhouses fine,” I told her.
“Yes,” she said.
“It was easy,” I said. “Billy didn’t wanna make his cause he
thought it was stupid, so made fire, cause fire’s better than stupid
crap like a birdhouse.”
“Firstly,” said Sarah, in the voice she makes when fed up,
“birdhouses are not stupid. Secondly, Billy couldn’t follow the
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instructions to make his birdhouse, became frustrated, threw a
tantrum, then made a fire. On the third story fire escape. Don’t even
get me started on the safety hazard that one was. Do not get me
started, Brunswick.”
Sarah saying stuff twice means she really means it. So I knew
not to get her started. I brought attention back to our list-making.
The list was still blank.
“Sorry,” said Sarah. “I know you look up to Billy. He’s your
big brother. But it’s important you understand the truth of his
thought process, too.”
“What thought process?” I said.
“I know it’s fun—”
“Skating rinks, Alaska, walk-in freezers,” Widow Beverly
interrupted. “Many of the signs in Town are out of power. You
could also think more figuratively, the powerless: minority groups,
disenfranchised peoples. Those forced to squat in the South Ruins.”
Sarah was writing all this down. It was some good stuff. I
thanked Widow Beverly even though she haunts my dreams. Beverly
grinned then got up, headed off with Baby Paul and the container
of chewed banana. They disappeared into the night.
“Is Widow Beverly a ghost?” I said.
“No,” said Sarah. “She’s just ghostly.”
“Do you believe in ghosts?” I asked.
“Of course I do,” she said. “And speaking of…”
Sarah added Graveyard to the list of cold places. Then
Mortuary. I asked what that was. She said mortuary’s a cold room
in the hospital where you keep people who’ve died. She also added
Dead People to the list of things in need of power, as she was thinking
figurativingly now too, such as Widow Beverly’d suggestioned.
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Then I had a eureka moment.
“Eureka!” I said.
Sarah giggled. “What?”
I’d been looking at the list, what Widow Beverly’d told us. To
be specific, I’d been looking at the Walk-In Freezer, and’d been
reminded of something.
“Dad’s work,” I said. “At Grocer’s Mart. Dad does Frozen
Foods. And in winter, the storing freezer breaked—it: LOST
POWER—so they had to put the extra popsicles and stuff in the
truckter trailers behind the store. Cause it was so cold outside, the
trailers stayed cold—a: COLD PLACE. Dad had to go back and
forth between the store and trucks all night long. He got sick lots last
winter cause of it. The cold’d gave him eczema!”
Sarah wrote: Broken Freezer, Tractor Trailers, Eczema.
She stuck her pen behind her ear. “Interesting,” she said.
“Very interesting.” She took a sip of apple juice.
I poured my juice on the grass, then chucked my cup into a
shrub.
“There are children in Africa who would’ve killed for that
juice,” she said.
“To Grocer’s Mart!” I said.
I got up and started sprinting.
“Wait!” she said.
I sort of stopped going forward-wise then, but was running-inplace. Sarah shut her book and came over to me, drinking more
juice as she walked.
“You coming?” I said.
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“I’ll admit, there are connections, but, would Billy steal a
propane can just so he can go recharge the freezer at Grocer’s Mart?
That doesn’t make sense, Brunswick.”
“I dunno if he’s been there but I gotta check. Maybe he hasn’t
been there, but connections between things is telling me that’s the
place I should look.”
Sarah’s ears, cheeks, and nose, were red, in the moonlight.
I stopped on-the-spot running. “What emotions you feel?”
“Concern,” she said.
“Concern not,” I said wisely. “Listen. Fate is when stuff
happens that was gonna happen no matter what. I think Grocer’s
Mart’s my fate right now, as choosing to go there’s beyond my
control, feeling such as I can’t change it, it’s my destiny. It’s been my
destiny all day and all night, leading till now. Serendipity’s when the
stuff that happens add up to good happenings, such as us
investigating definitions and inventing lists now having added up to
me going to Grocer’s Mart, which is the next step in stuff helping me
to find my family, I think, wherever they are.”
Sarah stared.
“You gonna be the Watson to me as Sherlock Holmes?” I said.
“Brunswick,” she said. There was quiet then. She held her
notebook in one hand, and juice in the other, so couldn’t really move
her hands when she talked, which made her talking sound very very
serious. “We used to watch Billy throw stones at Bag Body Brody
when we were little. Do you remember? We’re not little anymore.
We understand better about things now, like right versus wrong, and
implications, and effects, and the consequences of something like a
stone being thrown at a person. We’ve grown up. But Billy still
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throws stones at Brody. I saw him under the West End Bridge when
my mom and I drove across it last month.”
I stared back. Her face was strawberry-red with concern.
“What’s Implications?” I said.
“I know it’s fun to go on adventures,” she said, “and look for
ghosts, and solve mysteries. You don’t have to tell me. I love a good
mystery. But maybe, if Billy was a real big brother, he’d be with you
right now. He’d be calling your grandma, or the police, someone.
He wouldn’t be off, gosh knows where, forcing you to go find him.”
“Billy knows what he’s doing,” I said. “I trust him.”
The concerned emotions of Sarah’s face looked more like
sadness then. The sad made my guts sting. She asked if she could
read me Top Five Signs It’s Time To Take A Step Back And See
The Whole Picture, but I said no, I had to get going.
“You coming or no?” I said.
Sarah joined me to the front of the building. We walked out to
the street. “I should really go to bed,” she said. “I’m sorry,
Brunswick. With all I know, well, I don’t know, I just feel a
tremendous amount of pressure. Plus it’s a school night.”
I looked into the dark empty night, then back at Sarah, who
was in her pajamas anyways. “You’re my best friend not including
Billy,” I told her.
“You’re my best friend too,” she said.
That made me happy.
“Buzz us again if you can’t get in,” she said.
“OK,” I said.
“You want an Eskimo kiss for good luck?” she said.
“What’s that?”
“It’s rubbing our noses together like Lady and the Tramp.”
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“OK,” I said.
We rubbed our noses together a couple seconds.

“K,” I said.
“Break a leg,” she said.
“Why’s it called Eskimo kiss?”
“Eskimos live in cold places and kissing on the lips can make
their lips stick together because of frost,” she explained.
“Furthermore, maybe it’s to avoid kissing cold sores, which are
caused by the cold as well. A cold sore’s a sore on a person’s lips.”
“So much ways to be cold, and also, meanings of cold,” I said.
She nodded. “Goodnight Brunswick,” she said.
I was in such a mad rush, didn’t even say it back I don’t think.
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XII. The Midnight Investigatings
I don’t wanna be a show off, but Grocer’s Mart where Dad works is
the number one store in Town. Cause it doesn’t just sell groceries, it
sells everything! Soccer balls, slush pants, fake spiders, clarinets,
gerbil cages, birthday hats, bug spray, pillows of all kinds. It’s so
important, it’s the only store that’s got Graveyard Shift. So much
stuff gets bought there in daytime, the store’s gotta be worked at
night, so to be refilled, so customers’ve got more bananas, TVs, golf
clubs, and ponchos, to buy in the morning.
The store closes at eleven PM. That’s when Graveyard Shift
begins.
It’d began by the time I’d got there. I hadn’t hitchhiked, I
chose to run the whole way. It took me a long time to run. It took
about a googolplex hours, if honest. Grocer’s Mart’s all the way up
on the northest end of North End, where the bigger and better stores
get locationed. That way, even people from The Next Town Over’ll
go shop there. The only kinds of people who’re doing crap jobs such
as Graveyards’s them coming from the East and West ends, though.
The enter doors’d been locked, so I headed around back. My
heart was hammering like a hammer. I took deep breaths for
braveness. There was dumpsters behind the store, and some
mountains of crushed cardboard. Two truckter trailers’d been
parked against openings in the back warehouse wall. Those openings
are called Loading Docks, not to be mistaked for Boating Docks,
Croaking Frogs, or Poaching Dogs.
There was a door between the Docks. I tried the knob but it
was locked. I tried a button beside the door then, I thought it was a
bell. Pushing it made a major loud jangling noise same as a fire alarm
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that’d stop soon as I let go. I pushed it a second time and held my
finger till someone came.
Now, coincidence is a thing that happens that’s not nothing.
It’s special, or weird, or big enough so to feel out the ordinary, but
it’s been caused by nothing extraordinary, it’s just happened, not
cause it was meant to happen, but just cause.
I do not believe in Coincidence.
Lou answered the door!
Lou, who’d picked me and Billy up on Hedgehog Road, who’d
bought us food from McDonald’s, whose truck I think I’d saw Billy
make a huge brown in.
“Hey,” he said, “I know you. Y’took a shit in my truck.”
“No I didn’t.”
“You think I’m stupid? You and yer brother, y’shitted in back
my fuckin truck. On top my planks. My good wood planks.”
“No,” I said. “Where’s your cousin?”
“She doesn’t work here. We’re not attached at the hip,
y’know.”
“You work here?!”
“What’chu think I’m doin here?” He looked past me, to see if
I was with someone. “What’re you doin here, kid? Come to pay me
back fer the planks y’ruined?”
I told Lou I was looking for my brother, who was looking for
my dad, who was looking for my mom maybe, I think. I said dad’s
name: Fred Stuhlberg, that he works Frozen Foods at Grocer’s
Mart. Lou’s head exploded to know Fred Stuhlberg’s my dad, then
my head exploded to know Dad’s been working with a Nazi. The
two of them’ve even gone to Yum Diner after work some mornings
for eggs and sausages.
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“This is not Coincidence,” I said.
Lou told me his job at Grocer’s Mart’s Receiving. That means
taking the stuff off the trucks. Stuff including food for Frozen Foods.
He pulls piles of food to Dad’s section, where Dad puts it in
windowed freezers for display. I loved getting to hear about it!
“Do you think my dad’s a neat guy?” I said.
“He’s a hard-ass. He can be chill sometimes, but then, y’find
he’s bin workin to mooch ya, so then, no, actually, not chill at all.”
“Is he here?” I said. I said it even though I think I knew he
wasn’t.
“Nah,” Lou told me. “This guy Remy’s bin workin Frozen the
past couple nights. It’s bin a shit show. He says he was a medicine
man where he’s from, meanwhile, can’t seem to get that ice cream
melts if y’leave it sittin out too long.”
“Did Dad call in Sick?” I said.
Lou rubbed his eyes with his thumb and gun-finger, like to
make him wake awaker. He looked at his watch. “Look. I’m gunna
smoke. I’ll take you inside so we can find out what y’need in a jiff,
yeah?” He untucked a cigarette box from the side-knee pocket of his
pants, stepping out, letting the door slam behind him.
I couldn’t even believe what was happening. Nervousness of
the belly’d soon got replaced by hopefulness of the heart. Cause last
time I’d saw Lou was the last time I’d saw Dad, which was last
Sunday. Now, I see Dad and Lou’d been working together at
Grocer’s Mart all this time. It was too big of amazing connections to
be coincidence!
“So yer mom’s Lindsey then?” Lou said.
“You know her too?!”
“Nah, heard stories though.”
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“Has Billy been here?” I said.
“Who’s that?”
“My big brother Billy, who was with me the other night.
White-skinned, long brown hair, skinny, smart, fast at running, my
best friend, funny at jokes—”
“Stop. Fergot his name’s all.” Lou cleared his throat, spit, it
almost landed on my shoe. “What’s yers again? Somethin weird.
Bushwick?”
“Brunswick,” I said.
“That’s what I said,” he said. “Y’took a shit on my planks,
Brunswick.”
“I don’t think so,” I said. “Maybe it was a dog.”
“Right,” he said suspicious. “If by dog you mean Bushwick.”
Neither of us said nothing a minute after that. Lou smoked,
while I thought about Billy not being there. I was thinking: maybe
the clue of Walk-In Freezer was not to help me find Billy after all,
but Dad. For to find Dad was my realer destiny, maybe, and finding
him’d bring Billy back automatic, cause Billy wouldn’t have a
missing dad to be finding himself then, so’d have no reason to be off
in searching instead of at home being brothers with me. I was trying
hard to think like a Billy, but I find my thoughts get tangled
sometimes, thinking like a Billy. I didn’t know what to think.
Lou flicked his cigarette up at the orange moon. “C’mon.”
Inside the warehouse, a thousand piles of stuff was piled all
around. Each pile’d been wrapped in plastic so to not tip, and there
was millions of stacks of wrapped green milk crates too. And bins of
rotted food. And machines for lifting things. It was neat to see the
stuff Dad sees every night but that I’d not seen before, like all a
sudden, I was him, seeing the world through his eyes.
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One guy rided a little tractor that could lift a trillion pounds at
a time. He was India-style Indian, so wore a towel on his head same
as Mom did after showers. His tractor lifted a bajillion bags of dog
food onto a giant metal shelf way way up.

“Cover me a minute,” Lou yelled to him.
“Wha?!” the guy said.
“COVER ME!” Lou screamed, sort of had to, cause the
tractor’s noise, plus venting system, plus trucks in the Docks, plus
store radio, plus arguing of other workers, made it so it was almost
impossible to hear a thing people said.
“I’VE BEEN COVERING YOU!” the guy screamed.
“I GOTTA DO SOMETHIN A MINUTE!”
“YOU’VE BEEN DOING SOMETHING, THREE
MINUTES, ALREADY!”
The guy on the tractor was actually more a kid on a tractor the
longer I looked. He was even more a kid than Lou. And Lou and
Liz’d said they’d been in grade twelve before dropping out recent,
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so that’d make them seventeen probably. And this kid on the tractor
looked about three grades less than that. Seventeen take away three’s
fourteen. So this kid was fourteen I think.
I thought how Billy’s almost thirteen, which is basically
fourteen, so maybe he’d stoled the propane can from Wiggins to go
recharge the freezers so to show the boss of Grocer’s Mart he’s a
good worker, and get offered a job there, and work Frozen Foods
with Dad once Dad gets found and stuff.
“Come,” Lou said. He started walking towards a doorway to
some stairs that went up. “We’ll check the Schedule and Call-Ins
sheet, see what’s bin goin on with yer old man.”
“I’M GONNA TELL MONTGOMERY YOU’VE BEEN
SLACKING ON THE CLOCK AGAIN, LOU! GIVE ME THE
DOUGH Y’MAKE SLACKING ON THE CLOCK OR I’M
TELLING! I’M DONE DOING DOUBLE-THE-WORK FOR
SINGLE-THE-PAY, MAN, NIGHT AFTER NIGHT! WE’RE
ENTERING MINUTE FIVE OF YOU SLACKING ON THE
CLOCK! THAT’S THRITY-FIVE CENTS Y’OWE ME SO
FAR, LOU! THRITY-FIVE AND COUNTING! I’M KEEPING
TRACK! I’VE GOT THIS CALCULATOR!” the kid on the
tractor screamed, holding up a calculator.
Lou was three steps up the stairs that point. He stopped. He
took off his shirt. I thought: Grocer’s Mart’s a weird place to work,
people screaming and using bad words, and taking their shirts off at
random. He turned to me. I was on the bottom step. He told me to
move. There was a tattoo of a swastiker inside a circle on his upper
belly, and on top the circle was a black bird, big black wings spread
above each of Lou’s nipples.
I moved.
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Lou sort of pushed past me still, re-entering the warehouse,
and stood so the kid on the tractor could get a good look at him and
his tattoo. Then came back, stomped up the stairs putting his shirt
back on. I followed a few steps behind.
“You make thirty-five cents every five minutes?” I asked.
“He’s the one with the calculator,” said Lou.
“That’d make you guys rich though, no? Why steal wood
planks if you’re already rich from working here? It takes long to get
up to Hedgehog Road.”
“Y’don’t understand nothin,” said Lou.
At the top of the stairs was the Staff Room, tables and chairs
and a small TV playing the weather, and two couches with cushions
looking like they’d been stabbed to death. I pictured Dad on the
couches being tired, watching pictures of the sun and clouds and
maybes of rain, trying to keep his eyes open. Lou told me to take a
seat. He went to a tack board covered in papers and took some down
and was reading them over.
Off the Staff Room was a very short hall with a bathroom door
either side, then an Office at the end. I could hear two men talking
in the Office. One of them had an accent with much same-ness to
Elliott’s accent, which is very Drago-like.
“Talking to you of these things is my human right,” the Drago
said.
“Vadim. Enough is enough. I’ve had it up to here with your
human rights.”
“I need raise, Montgomery. I deserve raise, significant raise.”
“Again, yes, I know, but we can’t afford it, not even close to
being able to. I’d happily give you a thousand dollars an hour if I
could, but I can’t. Not my call.”
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“Good I do not need thousand an hour, I want five-dollar,
twenty-five cent. I deserve more, but I know there is no way, so that’s
what I request: five twenty-five.”
There was an extreme-long, extreme drama-filled pause, of
which then the Montgomery guy said back with great exasperations:
“I can’t be having this conversation again, Vadim. It’s again and
again and again with you.”
“I can’t make rent, Montgomery. Can’t feed kids.”
“Work more shifts! You’re here five nights a week. How about
six, or seven, like a trooper. It would be more than a pleasure to give
the hours to you.”
There was another even-more-extreme-long plus drama-filled
pause. Lou wasn’t looking at the papers anymore, he was listening
to the men in the Office too. When you listen to people who’re
talking but it’s not to you, that’s called Eve Droppings.
“FUCK!” the Drago guy screamed.
“WATCH IT!” the Montgomery screamed back.
“JUNOT SPEND HOURS WASHING HANDS LAST
NIGHT, ON CLOCK, AND WE MAKE SAME LOUSY
AMOUNT!”
“Junot’s got the OCD, Vadim, you know this. He supplied the
higher ups with a doctor’s note. You need to leave him out of this.”
“I do ten times work of Junot, let me make one dollar more. HE
SPEND WHOLE NIGHT WASHING LOUSY HANDS!”
“HEY! LEAVE JUNOT AND HIS INCREDIBLY CLEAN
HANDS OUT OF THIS VADIM! OK?! HE SAID HE’LL SUE
THE STORE IF WE DON’T!”
“I’LL SUE STORE!”
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“GO AHEAD! SUE! I’LL TELL THE COURTS I COULD
SMELL THE VODKA ON YOU EVERY NIGHT! AND THE
GANJA! YOU THINK I CAN’T SMELL THE
CHEECH’N’CHONG ON YOUR CLOTHES RIGHT NOW,
VADIM?! YOU THINK I DON’T OWN A PAIR OF
NOSTRILS?! LOOK AT MY NOSE AND TELL ME I DON’T
HAVE NOSTRILS! TELL ME! NOW!”
Lou sat next to me on the couch. He showed me the Schedule
and the Call-Ins sheet. Showed me Fred Stuhlberg, scheduled to
work Monday to Saturday, but hadn’t showed yesterday (Monday),
or tonight (Tuesday), and that he’d not called-in neither. A no-show
no-call gets marked with a purple highlighter, so there was two
purple highlights after Dad’s name. Lou said he was sure that was a
strange thing for Dad, that Dad’d not been one to no-show no-call
not ever before.
I asked Lou if I could see Frozen Foods none-of-the-less. Even
though Billy’d not been there, I thought I’d do my own
investigatings to help find Dad on my own a little. I told Lou how
the Storing Freezer’d breaked in the winter, so Dad had to put the
extra food in the trailers outside, that he’d got sick a lot during that
time, and also, it made eczema on his skin. That all this and more
was important details in The Case of The Missing Dad/Grocer’s
Mart Employee.
Lou was like, “I dunno what yer talkin about, but K,” and I
was like, “Thanks Lou.”
We left the Staff Room, went back downstairs. The kid on the
tractor screamed at Lou some more as we went by. Lou gave him
the finger. The kid tried to run Lou over but the tractor was too slow.
Lou laughed so hard snot came out.
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We pushed through big flapping doors to enter the Store Area.
It was weird being at Grocer’s Mart in the middle of the night. Most
the lights weren’t on, it was just Emergency Lights, kind of shadowy
down the aisles. There was no customers, only workers, who all
looked really tired, putting stuff on shelves in the shadows. The floor
was covered in plastics and cardboards and milk crates and wood
squares called Skids. Most the workers were Black, Brown, or
Oriental. It’s racist to mention races, but also racist to not mention
races just cause you’re scared mentioning them might be racist. I
mention races cause ninety percent of Town’s White, so it felt like
almost the whole ten percent of nons was there doing Graveyard
Shift that night. Plus me and Lou.
We walked past aisle after aisle and at the end of the food aisles
was all the fridges and freezer aisles, with glass doors so you could
see the stuff inside them.
Lou introduced me to Remy. He was Cowboys-and-Indiansstyle Indian.
“Remy’s always sayin this place is built on stolen land,” Lou
said.
“It is,” said Remy.
“No one cares,” said Lou.
Remy was very old and had dark hair to his butt and many
lines on his face. There was a skid piled with bags of ice cubes.
Remy’d been moving bag after bag from skid to a tall freezer when
we’d got there. He was wearing gloves but was still shivering.
“Why is there a child?” Remy said.
“Fred’s kid,” said Lou.
“People buy bags of ice cubes?” I said.
“He wants to see what Fred does for a living,” Lou told Remy.
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“Why buy something you can make for free?” I said.
Remy took his glove off to shake my hand. His was freezing.
He squeezed mine hard. He asked if Dad was alright. I said he was
fine. Remy said he’s waiting with bated breath for Dad’s return to
Grocer’s Mart. Bated breath is breath barely being breathed cause
Remy wants Dad back so bad, he can’t breathe normal. Probably
cause Remy’s normal aisle’s Chips and Salty Snacks, work that’s a
lot less cold and heavy.
I asked Lou if I could investigate the area.
“No one cares,” he said.
So then, my investigatings began. Exhibit A) The Freezer
Aisle, which was the aisle we were standing in. An aisle of glassdoored freezers of stuff such as: bags of ice cubes, waffles, ice cream,
pie crusts, pierogis, fish sticks, pizzas, lasagnas, normal fries, curly
fries, all looked normal, all sounded delicious. I didn’t got a paper or
agenda, so wrote notes in my head.
Then was Exhibit B) The Fridge Aisle, which was next aisle
over, the other aisle Dad sometimes works at Grocer’s Mart. It’s the
last aisle of the store. There was eggs, margarine, marble cheese,
yogurt, cottage cheese, milk, cream cheese, cheese strings, orange
juice of every pulp amountage, such as lots of pulp, medium pulp,
zero pulp, very interesting. Same as Exhibit A, it had glass doors,
but temperature of inside these doors was less cold than inside the
freezer doors, therefore, no frost on top the foods when held to
inspect. I made note of this in my head.
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Exhibit C then, the Storing Freezer. Very important. At the
end of Exhibit B was two big flapping doors same as the ones we’d
pushed through to enter Store Area. Past them, a second warehouse
area, zero Loading Docks this time, but many more skids of piles of
stuff. And also back there, Exhibit C) The Storing Freezer, the most
important part to my investigatings. It had a sliding door that went
floor to ceiling, basically the size of a small wall. The door had a long
metal handle. I couldn’t even open it, I wasn’t strong enough, I had
to ask this guy who was back there sweeping a jar of grape jam that’d
smashed. The guy looked at me confused but pulled the door open
none-of-the-less. I stepped inside. It was the most freezing cold place
I’ve ever been. It felt like the worst day of winter but instead of
wearing a snowsuit I was in jeans and a t-shirt! The Storing Freezer’s
packed with stuff that can’t fit inside Exhibit A, so’s in there till the
stuff of Exhibit A gets bought. Exhibit C’s what breaked in the
winter, that’s why stuff couldn’t be put there for a while, so’s why
Dad was having to bring it all out to…
Exhibit D) The Outside Trailer, locationed outside of Grocer’s
Mart. There was a large door in the wall of the warehouse. I got
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Grape Jam Guy to open it. It opened to a ramp, leaded down to the
side of the building. That’s where The Outside Trailer was. It was
the same as the two truckter trailers out back, minus the truck parts
of the trucks, so no steering wheel, front tire wheels, seats or
windows. Just the rectangle-box part, basically.

“Let the detectivations begin,” I said.
From when you started down the ramp till when you got to the
trailer, it was eleven normal-sized steps. Eleven plus eleven equals
twenty-two. So every time Dad pulled a skid out to the trailer in the
winter, then returned to the warehouse, it was twenty-two steps in
the cold weather. I’d counted about sixteen skids in Exhibit C (The
Storing Freezer), so if Dad’d been storing sixteen skids last winter,
that’d’ve been sixteen multiplies of twenty-two steps in the cold,
which equals to a few hours in the cold, probably. So no wonder his
eczema’d got so bloody.
There was sand and grit and stuff on the pavement beside the
ramp. I made an equation. I wrote in the grit with my finger. It went:
exibit A – exibit C = exibit D
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I looked at the equation. If I was a Billy, I asked myself, how
would I make meaning of this equation? I looked at the equation
long, it felt. I looked sort of forever. It was an equation, that’s for
sure. “Equation.” The more I whispered it, the more I wasn’t sure if
it was even the right word, equation. My guts began to equation.
Lou found me curled in a ball under the ramp. “The heck
y’doin, kid?” He had a cigarette in his mouth, and box cutter in his
hand. “Do I need to call someone?”
“No,” I said.
“Y’hurt yerself?”
“NO! LEAVE ME ALONE!”
He’d found me crying, I’ll admit. I was crying crazier than ever
before, including when I was a baby. I couldn’t stop, I couldn’t
breathe good. The pain in my guts boiled volcanoes of lava bursting
ten-out-of-ten amountages of pain. I thought about grabbing Lou’s
box cutter and cutting the pain out my stomach.
“I think I’m gunna need you to leave,” he said. “I could get
shit-canned if Montgomery sees I’ve got some kid cryin out here
under a ramp.”
“OK,” I said.
“See what y’wanted?” he said.
I read the equation again. It was such a dumb and stupid and
obvious equation that meant nothing. All the notes in my head
meant nothing. Nothing was leading me to something. I was sped
and alone. I took my shirt off to use as a Kleenex. Lou looked around
nervous like to make sure no one was thinking we were gonna
canoodle.
“I thought there’d be clues to help me find where Dad is,” I
said.
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Lou stood up saying, “Never a thing t’see at Grocer’s Mart.”
He was standing on my equation now, not realizing it. All I could
see was the C from exibit C poking out from under his boot. He told
me to put my shirt on. He said people can’t force clues, clues are
found by chance, they’re the left-behind results of mistakes.
Then knelt so I could see his face again. It was blotchy in the
moonlight. He horked. His cigarette’d been smoked till tiny. He was
pinching what was left of it between Band-Aid fingers. He said, “Yer
mom’s gone too, no?”
I nodded, admittingly.
“Look,” he said, “I’m thinkin I’ll head out to Hedgehog Road
tomorrow. Liz ain’t available. How bout you, yer brother if he’s
around, some friends, y’all come out t’help me store planks in back
my truck, then I pay you as thanks.”
He took an inhale of his tiny cigarette. I watched in his eyes so
to detect alter-motives. He didn’t blink. He flicked his cigarette.
“Yer gunna need cash if yer parents’ve both split,” he said.
I tried thinking about it, but my head was jam-filled with too
much pointless notes of fridges and freezers and other cold things to
concentrate right.
“OK,” I said.
“I’ll grab you at the pot hole on Caesar Street, three-thirty
sharp. Y’be there, or be without money. Bring yer brother, maybe
half-a-dozen friends,” he said again.
I ran home. It took a long time to get there, but after the day
I’d had, probably the longest of my whole life, a long time didn’t feel
so long anymore. It felt kind of short.
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XIII. The Justice League of Ghost Detectives
“Hey. You dead? You dead? You dead?”
“You dead there?”
“You dead? Hello?”
“You dead there, Brunswick?”
“Hello?”
They’d woke me, the Ocampo Twins, asking if I’m dead. I
didn’t open my eyes at first, I wanted them to go away cause I hate
them. But no.

“You dead there, Brunswick?”
“Hello?”
“No I’m not dead,” I said. I sat up. I squinted up at them, from
garden dirt, in front of my building on the flowerbed. “I was sleeping
you idiots.”
“You were sleeping outside the building instead of inside and
we’re the idiots?” said one. “That makes sense, Brunswick.”
“Yeah. Makes perfect sense,” said the other.
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Wow I hated them. One was always repeating the other, I
dunno which. They looked the exact same. Their mom dressed them
in the same stupid jean shirts and jean pants, they looked like giant
jeans. Even their shoes were the colour of jeans.
“What time’s it?” I said.
They both looked at their watches. They had digital watches.
I’d kill for a digital watch. I don’t even own a normal one. All I got’s
the sky to know the time, I only ever know if it’s morning or night.
“Seven,” said one.
“Seven-oh-three AM,” said the other to specifise.
“Can I have one of your watches?” I asked them.
“No, they’re ours,” they said.
“Why you even need two watches?” I said.
“We’re two different people,” they said.
“I’d kill for a digital watch,” I said.
“Just because we’re twins doesn’t mean we’re the same
person,” they said.
They had the same thoughts, exact same voice, same exact
snotty phlegm in their twin throats.
“If I was blind I’d think you’re just one person,” I said.
“That’s racist,” said one, pointing his bony finger at me.
“You saying we lack separate identity on account of our shared
ethnicity?” said the other. “That’s a racial remark, Brunswick.
You’re being racist.”
“It’s got nothing to do with your shared ethics,” I said. “It’s
cause you got the same voice. If a guy couldn’t see, he’d think you’re
just one person cause it sounds like one person when talking to you
two idiots. And blind people can’t even be racist. They can’t see. So
it’s not logical-possible.”
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“They discriminate by hearing our accents,” said one.
“The blind can detect those they’d like to discriminate against
through the lilt and cadence of one’s voice,” said the other.
They were using real fancy words now, which means they’d
thought about this stuff before. “You guys don’t even got accents,” I
said. “You sound normal.”
“That’s racist!” said one.
“Who’s to say what’s normal?!” said the other.
“The Brunswick does not fall far from the Fred,” said the one.
“Dad’s not racist,” I said angry.
“Um, yes he is,” said the other.
“He rubbed cat shit under our father’s windshield wipers,” said
the one, waving his arms side to side to pretend to be wipers. Looked
more like jeans flapping in the wind, though. “Such an act was
undoubtedly deranged and mean-spirited, Brunswick.”
“Your mom’s cooking made the hall smell,” I said. “Dad did
it cause of that. Not to be racist. He doesn’t give a crap you’re
Spanish. You guys don’t gotta make every stupid thing about you
being Spanish.”
“We’re Filipino,” they said.
I got up from the garden dirt. My cleanest jeans were dirty
now, so was my CHOPPER t-shirt. I had dead bugs stuck to my
arms.
“Why were you asleep in the garden?” said the Ocampo twins.
“My dad’s not racist,” I told them.
“You’re in denial,” one said.
“Let it be,” said the other, to the one, in a snotty voice, telling
him, “Brunswick’s a munchkin. He’ll learn eventually, one day,
when he’s older.”
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Being called munchkin really got me angry. The Ocampo
twins are always calling me that, and they aren’t even that tall.
They’re fourteen. They’re short for fourteen. They’ve not even gone
through pubescentries yet, which is the mutations that make a kid’s
body into a teenager one.
“What’re you idiots even doing awake so early?” I said, sort of
punching myself in the legs as I said it, hard in the thighs to make
bruises, dunno why but I was.
“You being crazy?” one said. “You don’t have to act crazy,
Brunswick.”
“We have volleyball practice,” said the other. “Relax. We’ll
give you one of our watches when our dad buys us better ones. Our
birthdays are soon. Quit hurting yourself.”
“You going to tell your dad we made you punch yourself?”
“We better not find more cat shit under our dad’s windshield
wipers, Brunswick. Cut it out.”
“Let me in the building you stupid idiots,” I said.
Inside then, I knocked on the Super’s door. I told him I needed
to be let in my apartment, I lost my key. I knew he wasn’t gonna ask
questions. He never does. He doesn’t understand English good, I
think he’s Spanish. He put his bathrobe on, followed me to the third
floor, let me in, walked away slow mumbling lots of swear words.
The apartment was hot. It smelled like Dink’s dirty litter.
“Dinky?” I said.
Dink poked his head out from under a pile of wires. I took my
shoes off, walked careful around puddles of his barf here and there.
It looked like delicious baby food.
“Why’ve you been barfing so much?” I said.
He meowed.
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I picked him up for a squeeze.
“Don’t worry,” I said, “everything’s gonna be normal again
soon, littly Dinky. Just you wait and see.”
I went to the kitchen then, opened the cupboard for cat food,
but there was none. I’d planned on calling Sarah anyways though,
so made note in my head: ask her to bring down tuna for Dink. I got
him fresh water and watched him drink a minute. I could tell he’d
been lonely, that no way Billy’d been back to the apartment since
we’d left yesterday to see Wiggins.
I took a handful of knives out the kitchen drawer then. I’d
decided it, already, that that night, I was gonna go back to the
cornfield. I was gonna get drove by Lou, help him do his plankstealing there till nightfall. Then I was gonna find that ghost.
Billy’d said something last time we’d gone out there, how
ghosts glow green in the dark. He’d said they glow green like
Emerald City, only hazier and a lot more scary. So my thinking was:
why not search in the dark? In day, all you see’s corn plants,
everything’s a corn plant. But at night, there’s no plants, there’s no
nothing. All you see’s dark. But, what’s a thing a guy can sometimes
see in the dark? Stuff that glows!
In movies such as Wizard of Oz, Dorothy does missions and
then everything goes back to normal. In The NeverEnding Story, same
thing. Even in books Sarah reads on the bus, there’s always some
dumb kid whose life’s gone toppy-turving but then the kid does
missions and everything goes back to normal. I think I’d been
thinking things wrong. I think I’d been thinking finding Dad then
Billy was the missions, but fate’d been showing me a path back to
who we’d not found to begin with: Ghost Girl.
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It was that failed mission that immediate led to no more Dad
then no more Billy. So: “No more no mores!” I exclamationed.

I was gonna need a team though. I didn’t wanna do it alone.
I’m scared of dark and ghosts when alone. So made a list of people
to be on my team. It’d be like Justice League, only instead of
superheroes, we’d be Ghost Detectives.
I went to get my Phone Number Book from the bedroom, then
headed back to the kitchen. I took the phone off the wall. I called
Juice first. He’d be good to have on my team. He’s brawn. His
chubbiness makes him hard to knock down.
His mom answered.
“May I please speak to Juice?” I said.
“I’m sorry?” she said.
“Steven, please,” I said.
“One moment,” she said.
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She yelled for Juice, calling him Steven. I could hear his socks
run to the phone. He answered out of breath. “This is Steven,” he
said, sort of panting.
“Juice,” I said. “It’s Brunswick.”
“Hey!” he said.
“I’m going ghost-hunting tonight, in the cornfield, out on
Hedgehog Road. You wanna come?”
“I sure do!” he said.
“OK,” I said. “I’m not going to school today. Meet me after
school, at the pot hole on Caesar Street. Three-thirty on the sharp.
Don’t be late.”
“OK,” he said, “bye,” and hung up.
Next number in my book was Puffer Perry, who I’ve
mentioned, his dad suicided himself in their family car. So Puffer
Perry’s got great ghostly connections.
“Hello?” said his stepdad.
“May I please speak to Perry?”
“Perry!” he bellowed.
“What?” said Perry in the background.
“Phone’s fer you,” the stepdad said. “You bin wearin my
hats?”
“No,” said Puffer Perry.
“You lyin?” the stepdad said.
“No,” said Puffer Perry.
“Why’ve they all bin adjusted too small fer my head then, huh?
Every last one of em, too small fer my dang head now. How’s that?”
“Don’t know,” said Puffer Perry.
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“Come here,” the stepdad ordered, then must’ve put one of
the hats on Puffer Perry, cause seconds after the stepdad goes,
“Y’see?! Fits perfect! You’ve bin wearin my hats, y’little shit!”
“No I haven’t,” said Puffer Perry.
“Why’s the size bin adjusted to fit yer head perfect then?”
“Don’t know,” said Puffer Perry.
“I oughta smack you,” the stepdad said.
“No one cares about your hats, Brad,” said Puffer Perry. Then,
into the phone, finally, Puffer Perry goes, “Grandma?”
“No it’s Brunswick,” I said.
“Oh hey,” he said.
“I’m going ghost-hunting tonight,” I said, “in the cornfield, out
on Hedgehog Road. You wanna come? I could use your ghostly
connections.”
“Sure,” he said.
“Talk to Juice for more details,” I said.
“K,” he said.
I hung up then. It was going really well so far. I called Elliott
next.
Her mom answered. “Allo?”
“May I please speak to Elliott?”
“Allo,” said Elliott, in quiet voice. “Babushka?”
“It’s Brunswick,” I said. “Who’s Babushka?”
“My grandma,” she said.
“Why’s everyone think I’m their grandma?” I said.
She didn’t answer.
“Listen,” I said, “I’m going ghost-hunting tonight. In the
cornfield. Out on Hedgehog Road. You wanna come with? It’d be
better if you could.”
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“No thank you,” she said.
“Elliott,” I said, “so far I’ve got a team of me, Juice, and Puffer
Perry. It’d be great to add your girl-brain way of thinking to the mix.
Right now the team’s a pickle party.”
She didn’t answer.
“Talk to Juice for more details,” I said. Then hung up. Then
couldn’t decide if I should call Tall Brandon. Cause one hand, he’s
tall, so’s great for shoulder-riding, see over corn plants and fences,
but other hand, he can be a real bastard sometimes.
I gave the bastard a dumb call none-of-the-less.
“Hello?” he said.
“Tall Brandon?” I said.
“Don’t call me that.”
“Look,” I said. “I’m going ghost-hunting tonight, in the
cornfield, out on Hedgehog Road. You wanna come or not? I don’t
give a crap if you don’t. Just tell me.”
He hung up, that tall stupid idiot bastard sped.
So I called Kofi. His black skin’d be perfect for camouflaging
into the night, plus he’s really good at long jump, in case we needed
to jump long at some point. His older sister Mag answered the
phone.
“Yes?”
“May I please speak to Kofi?”
“Yup,” she said. “Kofi, phone!”
“Who’s it?” I heard him say.
“Don’t know,” she said.
“S’it a girl?” he said.
“Don’t think so,” she said.
“S’it Grandma?” he said.
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“No,” she said.
“Who’s this?” he said, into the phone. “I didn’t steal nothin.
Bin here since last night. You can’t prove nothin. I didn’t know that
candy belonged to nobody.”
“It’s Brunswick,” I said.
“Oh,” he said. “Why call before school, Stuhlberg?”
“I’m not going to school,” I said. “But I’m going ghosthunting, after school, was wondering if you wanna come. Out to the
cornfield on Hedgehog Road.”
“I fucking hate ghosts,” he said.
“Yeah,” I said. “I’m gonna be brave, though.”
“I’m brave too,” he said.
“I know,” I said.
“There gonna be corn on the cob?” he said.
“I dunno,” I said. “Probably.”
“Yeah I’ll go,” he said.
“Great,” I said. “Talk to Juice for more details. I’ll see you guys
after school.”
“Juice for details,” he said. “Got it.”
I hung up, smiling. My team was a great team so far. I called
Sarah next. She answered after half a ring. “Sarah Elizabeth
Butterbean speaking.”
“It’s Brunswick,” I said.
“Oh, hello Brunswick,” she said. “How’d it go last night at
Grocer’s Mart?”
“Good,” I said. “I learned some clues, and discovered fates.
And I’ve decided I’m going to the cornfield tonight. I’m gonna find
that darn ghost! I feel now, to catch the ghost, is gonna be the solving
to my mysteries. Wanna join my team and come help?”
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There was a pause. “No thank you,” she said. “That would be
too much pressure.”
“Oh,” I said.
“I have a doctor’s appointment anyways,” she said. “I had a
dream I walked into a turtle shell, then woke up with a throbbing
toe. I don’t yet know what it all means, but gosh is my toe sore, you
have no idea.”
“OK,” I said. “Well, I’m not going to school today, so can you
come here normal time still and bring Dinky some tuna? And also,
me some tuna?”
“Of course,” she said.
I hung the phone to the wall. Eleven more numbers was in my
Phone Number Book but I didn’t bother. It felt like I’d already been
talking way too much, first to the Ocampo twins, then Super, then
members of my team, then Sarah. A guy can only talk so much
before turning into a gal. I scooped up my knives.
I sat at Dad’s desk in front of the big window. The lady across
the alley was there looking at me. She wore an orange dress with red
flowers, was drinking coffee, sort of put her hand up to wave. I’d
never seen her do that.
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There was knocks at the door then.
“Come in,” I said.
Sarah came in wearing one boot and one sandal, and she was
carrying two tuna cans. Dink ran to her. “Baby boy!” she said, and
knelt, put her hand out for him to sniff. “Precious boy, you look like
a bunny. Are you mommy’s little muffin bunny?” She scooped Dink
off the floor, carried him to the kitchen. She looked at me through
the kitchen hatch. “Why are there knives on your dad’s desk?”
“For killing ghosts,” I said.
I listened to the can opener creak the cans open. Dink was
meowing up storms. Sarah put her backpack on the table then came
to sit on the living room couch.
“I’m tired and drowsy from taking a Tylenol for my toe,” she
said.
“Me too,” I said. “I’m tired too.”
“This isn’t about you,” she said. Then paused. Then asked,
“Did you know the Andes are the second highest mountain range in
the world?”
“Yeah,” I said.
“No you didn’t,” she said. “Don’t say you know things you
don’t know.”
“Sorry,” I said.
“I think that woman is watching us,” she said.
I looked back out the big window. The lady across the alley
was eating yogurt now. She nodded at us, chewing.
“That’s always been one of my greatest fears, to look out of a
window and see a person staring back. But now that it’s happened,
it wasn’t so bad. So perhaps then all of my fears are in fact nothing
to fear,” Sarah said.
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I didn’t respond. I was a bit talked-out, as said before.
“You know technically I’m a cusp,” she said. “I’m a cusp baby.
It makes me extra attune to the forces of the zodiac. It makes me
extra psychic.”
“Billy says all psychics are a cock of a bull,” I said.
“Crock. I catch glimpses of the future on occasion,” she said.
“Am I gonna see the ghost of Ghost Girl?” I said.
“The only people who see ghosts are the ones who believed in,
and were looking to see, ghosts to begin with,” she said.
“Use your psychics to see if I’ll see the ghost tonight, please.”
“How badly do you hope to?”
“A googolplex-bajillion times badly.”
“You’ll see one then. People see things how they want to.”
I took one of the knives off the desk and started swinging it. I
did a jump-kick with the knife in my hand, then a karate chop to the
desk lamp. It smashed to the floor.
“That’s stupid behavior,” she said.
“What would you do if I got raped and murdered in the
cornfield?” I said.
“I’d have a broken heart to deal with,” she said. “I’d be broken
in every way. Emotionally broken.” She pointed to her toe.
“Physically broken.”
I laughed.
“Your sympathy means so much to me,” she said.
I had a knife in each hand now, such as Raphael, and was sort
of slashing them around. Sarah got up, got her backpack, went to
the door. I rubbed the knives together to make them sharper. She
opened the door. Dink meowed from the kitchen. “Goodbye my
bunny-flavoured muffin,” she called to him, facing the hatch. I
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looked too. Through the hatch I could see Dink was back on top the
fridge.
“Sarah, you see him on the fridge, right?”
“Yes,” she said.
“How’d he get up there?”
“He probably hopped onto the garbage bin, then the counter,
and then the fridge, no? He can hop high cause he’s mommy’s little
bunny. Bring him down, though, before he hurts himself. He can be
a dumb little bunny sometimes.”
“Are you mad at me?” I said.
“Why would I be mad at you?” she said.
“Nothing,” I said.
“I’d tell you to break a leg tonight,” she said, “but that
expression means something so much darker to me now that I’ve
hurt my toe.”
“It’s OK,” I said.
“I hope you have a Great Cornfield Adventure,” she said.
“My dad says there’s no Adventures in real life,” I said.
“There’s just stuff. Life’s just a bunch of stuff that people do.”
“Your dad also told you about cups half-empty and half-full
though, no?”
“Yeah.”
“Well if everyone gets to choose how they see their cup, I think
everyone should get to choose how they see their life, too, either as
just a bunch of stuff people happen to do, or a Great Adventure.”
“Hey,” I said, “yeah!”
“I left you tuna and some cashews on the counter,” she said
leaving, and shut the door behind her. I looked up. Dink was walking
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upside-down across the ceiling now, no lies, maybe to not touch the
lamp I’d smashed. I sweeped the glass none-of-the-less.
Then wrote a note to Billy, Dad, even Mom, saying I’d gone
out to the cornfield on Hedgehog Road, and not to worry, in case
any of them got back home before I do.
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XIV. The Racist Slur and The Memory Stone
I got to the pot hole on Caesar Street a bit early. I’d took a bath
before, and wet my hair nice, was wearing green pajamas and my
Kermit the Frog t-shirt, so to better camouflage into the cornfield
plants. My heart pounded of great anticipitation, but guts burned
from monstering flames of nervousness. I squeezed my butter knife.
Three-thirty PM the members of my team came out from
behind a bush. There was Juice, Elliott, Kofi, Puffer Perry, and
Puffer Perry’s little brother Bagel.
“How long’ve you guys been behind that bush?” I said.
“Twelve minutes,” said Puffer Perry.
“You’d told us three-thirty sharp,” said Juice, “so I made sure
to get us here on the dot.”
“Why you wearin jammies?” said Kofi.
I set my backpack on the ground, unzipped to get out our gear.
I gave them all a butter knife, plus post-it note on which I’d wrote
the word Courage. I said to stick the notes on themselves. I didn’t
have one for Bagel though, I’d forgot Perry’s in charge of him after
school. Bagel’s only six. We call him Bagel cause he’s always carrying
a bagel. One time I saw Bagel put a roach on a bagel then eat it.
When Puffer Perry started his Fertilizer Business last summer, he got
Bagel to brown in plastic bags Perry then tried to sell to local
farmers. Bagel’s what Mom’d call a guttersnipe. He’s got patches of
hair missing. He knocked two of his own teeth out with a Jenga block
once. He smells like the garbage truck. It was good having him be
part of my team though, none-of-the-less.
It was important we brought everything, so went through a
checklist: butter knives (“Check!”), courage (“Check!”), water
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(“Check!”), Juice’s diabete stuff (“Check!”), Puffer Perry’s asthma
stuff (“Check!”), something to use as a leash for Bagel…
Elliott untied the laces from her Air Jordans, tied the ends
together, made one mega lace. Puffer Perry then double-knotted one
end to Bagel’s wrist, other to his own.
“Check!” we said.

Soon Lou pulled up. He stopped his truck over the pot hole.
We climbed on back. I sat nearest the slide-window separating us
from him. Lou slid it open. He looked past me at my team. “Y’didn’t
tell me yer friends with a burrhead,” he said.
“What’d you just say?” said Kofi.
“Said I didn’t know a niglet was taggin along,” said Lou.
The thing about Nazis is they’re always being Nazis, saying
mean stuff to try and clunk others down a peg or two. It’s cause Nazis
think they’re super-perior than people who’ve got colour on their
skin, or kippahs on their heads, ec setra. Funny thing’s though,
they’re most of the time dumber and way less better than even a guy
like me, and I’m ten, poor, Jew, and sped.
Lou started down Caesar Street. Kofi watched the busted
houses we passed. Not sure what he was thinking, but his face was
dead serious. Lou calling him burr-head was a Racist Slur. It was to
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say Kofi’s hair looks like a burr, even though it doesn’t, looks more
like the foam on a microphone. Many people of the dark-skinned
peoples’ve got hair that way, different than us whites, who’ve got
hair like dirty wet dogs.
What’s worse though’s Lou calling Kofi N-then-iglet. That’s Nword for Kids. Only Kofi’d once told me his dad’d gave him N-word
Exercises when little. Instead of Body Muscle, N-word Exercises are
supposed to give you Feeling Muscle, to protect you from hurted
feelings from being called stuff like what Lou’d said.
We turned onto Main Street. Lou was speeding now. Most my
team was laughing having fun. It was kind of like a rollercoaster,
only without safety or upside-downs.
We passed the bridge, the small church, Pop’s Junkyard.
No signs of clues.
Bagel chucked a piece of a bagel at a biker one point. Puffer
Perry yanked the leash-lace then Bagel’s arm got tugged and he
falled. Even Elliott cracked. It was fun to have fun on our way to do
something serious. I imagined army men chucking bagels off tanks
on their way to World War Two. I sort of wished Billy was there to
enjoy it.
Kofi’d first told me about N-word Exercises the week before
March Break. It’d made me wonder if he knew I was Jewish. Cause
like said, I’m not supposed to tell no one. It’s top secret. But Kofi’d
explained N-word Exercises to me after he’d seen me get angry
watching Lester McCrery be mean to a Jew.
See, Lester’s this bully who’d been bullying Gary Feldstein for
his tzniut clothes choices and also carrying matzo balls in his
thermos. Feldstein’s the only Jew at school not including me, Billy,
and this girl with leg braces, Gwenn Rosenbaum. Feldstein would’ve
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been half-Jewish, but his mom’d conversioned before making him
born, that way he’d get born in full. Feldstein’s mom’s oriental by
background though, and his dad’s Russian, so Feldstein’s a mix, he
sort of looks Spanish.
McCrery started doing racist stuff to Feldstein after Feldstein’s
mom’d brought cupcakes to class for his birthday. We’d all got a
look at her face seeing she’s oriental, something we’d not known
before. So that’s when the Jap stuff started. Lester calling Feldstein
Jap in the halls. Calling him Jap from across the sand pit. Calling
him it through the gaps in the library shelves. On top the gym stage.
From under the portable steps.
The word Jap is used to smallidify Japanese peoples, but also,
Jewish peoples, as J-A-P can be initials for Jewish American Princess
(a mean thing to say to Jews who like shopping and nagging), so
when said a certain way, by certain kinds of people, J-A-P can hurt
the feelings of both Japanese and Jewish peoples the same. (It’s
important to call people Peoples when talking about their
differentness in serious ways.) McCrery calling Feldstein J-A-P was
same as calling him a Jap and Jewish Princess both at once, such as
killing two birds with one bigoty stone.
But one day we were in the upstairs hall after Science.
Feldstein’d been at his locker putting books away when Lester’d
passed saying it the trillionth time: “Hey Jap!”
I sort of zoned-out then.
Sort of imagined me charging McCrery into Feldstein’s locker.
I’d hold him by the shirt yanking his body, to me then away, to me,
away. I’d smash him repeated against the locker, only the locker’d
be open, so maybe I’d be more pushing then pulling McCrery in
and out of Feldstein’s locker, I think.
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Then I pictured me shooting McCrery in the face with Dad’s
gun. Then going to jail for my crimes.
I ran to the bathroom. Kofi came after me. He knocked the
stall door. “You blubberin in there?” he said. I had so much tears
and snot, I tried cleaning my face with toilet paper but no. When I
came out, Kofi said I had crumbs of paper on my nose and cheeks.
Then’s when he told me about N-word Exercises.
The way the Exercises go is Kofi’s dad repeats the word at
Kofi, shows the word written to Kofi, makes Kofi write it down
himself. He explains histories of the word to Kofi, such as how Dad’s
explained histories of Jewish stuff to me and Billy. And he explains
things such as Contexts, Intents, Signifies and Signifierings, and
Arbitraries, to Kofi, till N-word turns into more just another sound
people can make with their mouth when spoke, or random letters on
a page when wrote, but not much else.
His dad’d told him the word’s gonna be happening Kofi’s
whole life, to make him feel small. It’s a word bad people use to make
even the tallest person in the world feel small. Kofi’s own dad, who’s
six feet and can lift many paint cans taped to a metal pole, said even
he’s been made to feel small by the word. N-word Exercises was
invented to make Kofi learn never to feel shrank by N-word, but
instead, get stronged by its showing of the weakness of the talker.
So Kofi got me doing N-word Exercises myself, only instead of
N-word, he said to use the K-word, and S-H-word. But told me not
to call them K-word and S-H-word, said to say kike and shylock in
full, over and over, then got me blowing breath on the mirror and
drawing swastikers on the breath, to see the swastikers as a bunch of
corny angles, not so much things that give me pained scared feelings
in the chest and throat.
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“The shrunken are the ones slingin slurs,” he said. “Don’t let
words beat you down, Stuhlberg. Let em be signals, lettin you know
the talker’s weak on the insides. Be made to feel bigger and braver
knowin how shrunken McCrery is.”
Kofi’d taught me that, a good lesson his dad’d taught him. I
wanted to teach something my own dad’d taught me as thanks, so
told Kofi how women’ve got onion-faces and lack sagacity.
In back Lou’s truck, Bagel pointed out a scarecrow in a beet
field. It had on a dunce cap. Crows’d eaten its arms and most its
neck. We all laughed.
Lou slowed the truck a little.
We were a ways down Hedgehog Road by now. Last time I’d
been there, it’d took medium-long to get there, but this time it was
nothing. Lou speeds like a bullet, knows enough about Town and
the towns around to know where the cops are and aren’t.

“Do ghosts look like ghosts?” Juice said one point.
“That’s a foolish question,” said Puffer Perry.
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“Like drawn, though, I mean. Like bedsheets with dot-eyes,”
said Juice, “how people draw ghosts, like a bedsheet. That’s how
they look, Brunswick?”
“Don’t think so,” I said. “They look more like people.”
“Can you see through them?” he said.
“Not sure,” I said.
“How you supposed to see somethin yer seein through?” said
Kofi.
“There’s outlines,” said Juice.
“Like a window,” said Puffer Perry.
“Or glass of milk but with no milk in it,” said Juice.
“I hate milk,” I said.
“Chocolate milk’s pretty good,” said Kofi.
“Is watermelon a drink?” said Juice.
“It’s a fruit,” Elliott said quiet.
“But it’s got the word water in it,” said Juice.
“It has the word melon, too,” said Puffer Perry.
“Popcorn a vegetable?” said Kofi.
“Is vegetable a table?” said Puffer Perry sarcastic.
“Redrum, redrum!” said Bagel, bending his finger into a little
hook.
“Mom said stop doing that,” Perry told Bagel with a swat.
“Y’kids are all fuckin retarded,” said Lou out the back window
to us.
Anyways, Hedgehog Road’s gravel, such as said, so pebbles
blew to dusty smoke behind the truck. It looked like storm clouds.
We drove past all the stuff Billy and me’d walked past just days
before. Signs that said NO TRESPASSING!, PRIVATE
PROPERTY!, BEWARE OF DOG!. We drove past the cornfield,
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too. We got to the spot where the cornfield ends and turns to flatter
farmland, a stretch of hay-looking fields. Lou stopped the truck. He
said, “Look on the ground to the right.”
“Our right or yours?” said Juice.
“We’re facin the same fuckin way,” said Lou.
We all looked to the ground on the right side of the truck.
There was a stone, sunk in the dead grass, its upper side flat with a
plaque on top.
The plaque said:
Kendra Sommars
1972 – 1986
She was a nonpareil brilliance
who bore witness to the evils that loom most black-heartedly.
She is now free, she is now safe, she is now soaring
amongst the stars.
Look up.
We all looked up, but the sky was light blue and zero stars.
Elliott waved hello to heaven. Juice asked what nineteen-eighty-six
take away nineteen-seventy-two is, and Puffer Perry said fourteen. It
was weird to see Ghost Girl’d had a name. It was weird to think
she’d been Kendra Sommars who’d’ve started high school soon but
then got raped and murdered. I thought how Billy’s gonna be
fourteen soon, what if he gets raped and murdered that age. He’d
never learn driving, or get married, or do jobs, have babies, take the
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kids to the park, read a newspaper drinking coffee, all that stuff
everyone does when older. He’d be dead before the part of doing
the stuff everyone does begins.
Lou drove further. It was obvious there was a change in the
mood of my Team of Ghost Detectives. They’d been made to feel
more serious after seeing the Memory Stone, I could tell. I felt
serious too. It felt good to feel serious, though. It felt Adult, and it’d
take Adult Serious to do something such as go catch a ghost
successful, I thought.
Lou turned off Hedgehog Road. There was dirt tracks that led
to a Foresty Road of big trees on both sides. It was shaded in there.
The sun poked through the leaves and branches above us in flickers.
Elliott’s body started shaking hard, how she had the day it’d rained
on us and she’d got cold, but it wasn’t cold that day in the truck.
We got to a blockage on the road. It was three wood planks
horizontal, one above the other, above the other, on a big foldable
stand. The planks were painted white-and-orange-striped gone
diagonal. Lou said to hop out and push the blockage out the way.
“It looks heavy,” I told him.
“There’s six of you,” he said.
“What’re we doing here?” said Kofi.
“I thought we were hunting in the cornfield, fellas,” said Juice.
Bagel hopped out the truck, meaning Puffer Perry had to
follow immediate (cause the leash). They landed on the wood chips.
“One small step for Bagel, one giant leap for bagels,” said Bagel. He
yanked Puffer Perry to the blockage.
“We’re gonna help Lou do something first,” I said.
“I’m not helpin that skinheaded prick do nothin,” said Kofi.
Lou laughed.
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“We gotta as Thanks,” I said.
Kofi looked me blank. “Don’t tell me what I gotta do,
Stuhlberg.”
Juice hopped out next, waddled to the blockage to help push.
Then Elliott hopped out. It was only me and Kofi in back the truck
now, everyone else was really going with the flow.
“Time is money,” Lou told us, staring us down in the driver’s
mirror.
“What’re we helpin him do?” said Kofi.
“Steal wood planks off an old barn,” I said.
Kofi thought about that one a sec.
“Listen,” I told him. “Lou’s an idiot. His life’s so stupid and
crappy he’s gotta get us to steal wood for him just so he can make
some money. And he doesn’t like you cause you’ve got black skin,
he doesn’t like Chinese people cause they’ve got Chinese skin, he
doesn’t like homo people cause they’ve got homo skin, ec setra, we
know. Lou needs people to blame for how stupid, crappy, and dumb
his life is, and’s too much of a dumb, stupid idiot, to know it’s himself
that’s the reason he’s a stupid piece of crap, so’s gotta blame and
hate other people, such as you, and all kinds of people who’re
different from him, to help him feel better about his dumb self.
People who don’t like people just cause they’re different are usually
big dumb stupid idiots who’re too dumb to see if the world was filled
of people same as them, the world’d be full of dumb stupid idiots
who all think the same, and act the same, and nothing new’d ever
happen. But deep down they know they’re dumb stupid idiot pieces
of crap who gotta do stuff such as get kids to steal wood for them, so
they make fun of your Black Person hair, or, if I didn’t got this buzz
cut, make fun of my Jewish person hair, to make themselves feel
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better, not realizing their own stupid bald-shaved Nazi heads look
like a bunch of pickle tips.”
“You’re Jewish?” said Juice from beside the blockage.
“His last name’s Stuhlberg,” said Kofi.
“We needed a ride to get here,” I said, “so I chose to ignore
this stupid racist idiot’s crap for now, and be made to feel stronged
by it, such as what you taught me Kofi, cause I know Lou’s stupid
idiot hatred’s cause of him deep down feeling small and scared like
the stupid piece of racist crap he is. But I’m gonna help him steal his
dumb stupid pathetic wood, so he can go sell it to some other idiot,
meaningwhilst, I’ll be here, where I need to be, cause that’s what’s
most important right now, is me catching this ghost. Lou’ll go back
to living his life as a stupid pathetic idiot racist Nazi piece of crap,
selling stoled wood, being an idiot, while I’m here on an adventure
with my best friends, all us invincibled by knowing we can’t get
hurted by the stupid idiot racist words of pieces of Nazi crap like
Lou, and while he’s busy wasting his life’s time being angry and
blaming other people for his dumb crap life, we’ll spend ours doing
so much neat amazing stuff he’d never be special enough to do, such
as catching a real life ghost! And more!”
“That kinda hurt my feelings,” said Lou.
“Sorry,” I told him. “You can still be Driver of the Ghost
Detectives if you want.”
Kofi hopped out the truck saying, “Let’s go punk some wood.”
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XV. The Toppling Pyramid of Wood Planks
At the other end of the Foresty Road we entered a huge hay-looking
field, yellow and dried-up and flat. In the middle was a barn.
Lou parked beside. We hopped out the truck. You could see
inside the barn from the outside, that’s how much walls was missing.
Not an animal nowhere. There was stalls though, where animals’d
lived. Each’d been sectioned-off by bars. The wood planks of the
barn were red that’d turned to cracked pinkish rot-colour over time.

Lou turned the car radio loud so we’d have music to work to.
He grabbed a sledgehammer, big saw, and tool belt from the
passenger seat.
The barn was two floors tall. Juice climbed a ladder to the top
and made rooster sounds out an upper window. Elliott climbed too.
There was a rope for swinging into piles of hay bales. Elliott swung
down making dolphin noises. Bagel did same. Then Lou
sledgehammered the ladder so none of us could get up there to have
fun anymore.
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The next few hours Lou smashed, and sawed, and undrilled
planks from being part of the barn. We’d yell Timber watching them
fall. Some were so heavy it took all six of us kids just to lift and carry
them to the truck. Others’d been split skinny, or cut into small
enough pieces even Bagel could manage them alone.
The more planks put in the truck, the harder the job got. The
stack kept growing till there was a pyramid of wood. It was hard
work. My arms killed, but that means you’re getting muscles at least.
My legs hurted all the way from jewel-sack to ankles.
We used some smaller planks as step stools behind the truck,
and as a team, lifted one final plank high to top off the pyramid.

Kofi asked Lou how much money he was gonna sell them for.
“None yer business,” said Lou.
“We deserve our fair share,” said Kofi.
“He told me he’ll pay us some,” I said. “Right Lou?”
Lou reached inside his window to get cigarettes. He lighted
one and took a big suck then leaned forwards to blow the smoke in
Kofi’s face. Kofi made zero reaction, no coughs or nothing, just
stared at Lou as the radio played cowboy music.
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“Come,” said Lou.
We followed Lou back inside the barn. We didn’t gotta use the
door, so much wall was missing. He led us to one of the animal stalls.
There was this grimy wet piece of garbage on the floor. It looked like
the crusty rotted finger of a plastic glove.
“Eat it,” said Lou.
“Not hungry,” said Kofi.
“Eat it and I’ll pay you.”
“What is it?” said Juice.
“It’s a condom,” said Puffer Perry. “For sex.”
“Sex is a pickle inside a fanny boo,” I explained to Bagel.
“Twenty-five dollars if y’eat it,” said Lou, to Kofi, who was
death-staring Lou, his hand in the pocket of his butter knife. “You’ll
be able to afford yerself a haircut.”
“Leave him alone,” I said.
“Or make it fifty,” Lou said smiling.
“I’d do that,” said Juice.
“You don’t understand what a condom is,” said Puffer Perry.
“I don’t care. I’ll eat anything, what do I care,” said Juice. “I
eat weird stuff all the time, I’m always hungry. I eat hair all the time.
I eat hair straight out the brush. I’ll eat some right now if you fellas
don’t believe me. One-dollar. Doesn’t even gotta be my own hair,
what do I care, I’m not scared, I could use the money.”
Kofi walked away.
Lou un-took a tool from his belt that looked like scissors but
with smaller blades. He grabbed a chunk of Juice’s hair and cut.
There must’ve been seventy-five hairs in that chunk. He gave them
to Juice, said he’d pay Juice five bucks to eat them all. Elliott did the
math, said that’ll be about six or seven cents a hair. Juice stuffed the
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hair in his mouth, scrunched his face and tried chewing. Kofi’d
already left through a gap in the wall. “I normally eat less than this,”
Juice explained with much hair on his lips. He started coughing. Not
only was he gonna choke to death on hair, but die now with an ugly
bald patch. The whole thing was very sped. Puffer Perry shaked his
head in disbelieving. Elliott looked like she was gonna throw up
watching Juice try to swallow. Lou’s truck engine grumbled. Lou
looked out towards the front of the barn saying, “Th’fuck?”
We saw the truck jerk forwards a bit.
“WHAT THE FUCK?!”
Lou sprinted but it was too late, Kofi’d stomped the gas and
was off. And since no one’d tied the wood down yet, the planks was
all sliding off the back as he drove away.
We ran out the barn to watch better.
Lou tried dodging the falling wood as he chased after his truck.
Soon one of the planks bounced off the ground into his legs, though.
His body sort of folded then, and he started screaming at the top of
his lungs. Kofi turned the truck onto the Foresty Road we’d come in
on and disappeared into the trees.
Me, Juice, Perry, Elliott, Bagel, all looked at each other a
second, sort of shrugging. We walked over to Lou. We circled his
body on the field. One of his legs’d bent in a major way that legs
aren’t supposed to. The shin bone’d broke, the toe part of his boot
was touching all the way up over his knee. Blood was squirting,
bones poking out, and some yellowy-grey stuff I think was muscle
was oozing out from his skin. Elliott barfed. Juice scraped the hair
off his tongue and flicked some on Lou.
Lou kept screaming and screaming. It got annoying soon.
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“You gotta help me,” he cried.
“We’ll tell a farmer if we see one,” I said.
And headed off then, me and my team, across the hay-looking
field, over the many many planks of wood we’d just spent forever
piling. Bagel walked across one like a balance beam. Juice picked up
a small piece then chucked it like a spear. The sun’d started going
down about now. I ordered everyone to get their butter knives out
as we re-entered the Foresty Road.
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XVI. The End of The Feeling of Burning Inside
Back on Hedgehog Road we followed Kofi’s tire tracks down the
dusty gravel. They were swervy at first, then got straighter, but then
eventual turned sharp off the road through a fence into a field of
cows. No truck or dead cows was on the field once we’d got there
though, only cows alive, standing staring dumb at us.
“You fellas in the mood for a game?” Juice asked. “It’s called
Who Can Milk the Most Cows. First one to milk the most cows wins.
The person who milks leastest has to drink the milk everyone else
has milked. That’s punishment for being the slowest milker. But I’ll
drink the milk even if I don’t lose, I don’t care. I’ll go drink their milk
right now, we don’t even gotta play a stupid game.”
“Leave the cows alone,” said Elliott.
“There’s no time anyways,” I said. “It’s gonna be dark soon.
It’s gonna be time.”
The moon was nowhere close to a full circle yet, but it was up
there, bright and sharp. It looked like a scrape. Everything’d gone
dark enough you had to squint to read the signs on the fences. The
sky getting darker by the second. My heart getting faster.
I took the bread out my bag. It was leftovers from when me
and Billy’d come to the cornfield. It had some mould on it. I told my
team to eat around the mould. Juice and Bagel both said they don’t
care about mould. We ate the bread as we walked a little more. One
point we saw car lights coming. We ran to hide behind some trees
and tall grass. Juice was laughing. “This is so much fun,” he
whispered. “I love doing stuff in secret!” The car zoomed by. It
must’ve been a farmer, who else’d be driving on Hedgehog Road
besides Kofi. I gave my team the signal (crossed-eyes and a nod)
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when the road was clear. No one could see the signal though, that’s
how dark it’d got.
If night’s one-hundred percent dark, I’d say then was about
ninety-five percent. Not sure what time it was, maybe seven-thirty. I
needed it pitch black. I explained to my team that ghosts glow green
in the dark, so in dark, they’re actually a lot easier to see.
We reached the cornfield soon, so sat in the gutter between the
road and the field, waiting for the dark to get that five percent more.
“Ghostbusters is my favourite movie,” said Puffer Perry to make
conversation.
“Mine too,” said Juice.
“Mine too,” said Bagel.
“Mine too,” I said. “And Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.”
“Oh yeah, mine too,” said Juice.
“Turtle Power!” said Bagel.
“I’ve seen Ghostbusters and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles a
hundred times each,” said Puffer Perry. “They’re perfect cinema.”
“Mine too,” said Juice.
“Yours too what?” said Puffer Perry.
“I know, that’s what I meant,” said Juice.
“Huh?” said Puffer Perry.
“What’s your favourite movie, Elliott?” I asked Elliott.
“I’m not allowed,” she said.
“Not allowed what?” said Puffer Perry.
“To watch TV,” she said.
“Why?” said Juice.
“Mama et Papa say is a bad influence,” she said.
We laughed cause she’d called her mom and dad mama et papa.
“What’s Influence again?” I said.
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“That’s when you’re drunk,” said Puffer Perry.
“I think I still got a bunch of freaking hair in my mouth,” said
Juice, making a face like a guy who’d just ate hair. He was doing a
thing with his tongue, started spitting over and over.
“Go across the road if you’re gonna spit like that,” said Puffer
Perry.
“I’m too scared,” said Juice.
“It’s like twelve feet away,” said Puffer Perry.
“I’m scared too,” said Elliott.
“It’s getting really, really, really dark,” said Juice.
“It’s almost time,” I told them.
“I need to pee,” said Juice. “Is there a bathroom?”
“Go piss on the corn stalks,” said Puffer Perry.
“I’m scared,” said Juice.
I got a flashlight out my backpack. It was small and didn’t
make much light, but it was better than nothing. I shined it at the
corn. “Go ahead,” I told Juice.
“No, you guys are gonna look at my wiener,” he said.
“No one cares about your gay wiener,” said Puffer Perry.
“I need to pee too,” said Bagel.
“Go over there with my brother and pee,” Puffer Perry told
Juice.
“Come,” Juice told Bagel, and the two of them went over
where the light was shining. They started peeing on the corn plants.
“Stop looking at my wiener,” Juice said to Bagel angry. “It’s
private.”
“I want to go home,” said Elliott.
“The adventure’s not even started,” I said.
“I’m scared,” said Juice beside the corn peeing.
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“Me too,” said Bagel peeing.
They shaked their pickles off, then came back and sat down
close together. “It’ll be complete dark in the cornfield, Brunswick,”
said Juice. “Look between the corn plants, you can tell. It makes me
feel scared. I don’t know if I can do this.”
“Me too,” said Bagel.
“I want to go home. I want to be eating clam chowder with
mama et papa,” said Elliott, but no one laughed this time, everyone
was too scared to laugh.
“I’m scared too,” I told them, “but sometimes, in life, a guy’s
gotta do something, even if it’s scary. Cause it’s his Destiny. So
much’s pointed me here, you guys. I’d messed up big the first time,
by being scared, and not seeing Ghost Girl, cause of making me and
Billy go home early, so since then, everything’s gone wrong. My
family’s gone missing one by one. But to see Ghost Girl, I’ll’ve done
this even though scared, and made the mission complete. And
things’ll go back to normal I think, such as they do in these stories.”
“But do we all gotta see the ghost?” said Juice. “It’s gonna give
me nightmares.”
“It’ll give me nightmares, too,” said Elliott sniffling.
“Me too,” said Bagel with a mouthful of mould.
“Stay here then,” Puffer Perry told them. “I’ll go. I’m not
scared. I don’t get scared. Ever. My mom says it’s because I’m a
sociopath.”
“What’s that?” I said.
“Means I’m brave,” he said.
“Fine,” I said. “One team member’s better than none I guess.”
Juice took the laces out his crap shoes so to make Bagel a
second leash. We tied the original from Elliott’s left wrist to Bagel’s
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right ankle, and the new one from Juice’s right wrist to Bagel’s left
ankle. I handed Juice the flashlight then. The night’d turned
hundred percent dark. Juice aimed the light at the corn plants. Me
and Puffer Perry walked to the lighted plants.

“Butter knife,” I asked Perry.
“Check,” he said.
“Courage,” I said.
He patted the post-it on his chest twice. “Double-check.”
We stepped inside the cornfield. It was the most pitch dark
black I’d ever seen. You couldn’t see corn plants a millimetre in front
of your face. You couldn’t see the moon or the stars, neither, too
much corn plants bending over from above.
“Ghosts glow green in the dark,” I told Puffer Perry.
“You already said,” he said.
“They glow green like Emerald City, only hazier and a lot
more scary.”
“What’s Emerald City again? That south of Camo County?”
“It’s from Wizard of Oz.”
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“Oh. I don’t know Oz. That’s a kid’s movie.”
“Keep your eyes peeled for green’s all I’m saying.”
“I can’t see a thing, Brunswick. How are we going to make it
back to the others?”
I’d thought about that lots priorly, how to not get lost in a
cornfield at night. I’d invented a Return Plan. How it works is every
direction you go, flip and do the opposite to re-step your steps. So,
if you’ve been walking forwards, then, going backwards’ll lead you
back to the road. Or, if walking forwards, then turning left, then
right, you’d do a left-right-backwards, back to the road. It was simple
directional math.
So far, me and Puffer Perry’d gone forwards, then took a
diagonal-left, straightened forwards, and then a sharp right. We
didn’t talk much. We didn’t wanna give Ghost Girl any chance to
escape being hunted. To make sure we were together still though,
I’d do a quick sound of Dink hissing, then Perry’d hiss back at me.
Anyways, we’d searched maybe ten or twenty minutes when
all a sudden my heart started feeling scared like never before. I was
glad it was so dark so Perry couldn’t see my face making a face a face
makes when trying not to spaz in fear. I couldn’t stop picturing gory
things: Ghost Girl’s raped murdered body. I couldn’t stop thinking
bad sad thoughts: Mom and Dad not wanting to be my Mom and
Dad. But I got pushed forwards and given braveness though, by
thoughts of Billy, the look that’d be on his face when I tell him I’d
seen her. How proud he’d be telling Rebecca Perkins they’re real.
“Brunswick,” Puffer Perry said quiet.
The darkness’d changed all a sudden. It’d lit in spots. Like a
bit lighter darkness’d appeared in clumps above us, such as dark grey
clouds floating up into the black sky.
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“You see?” Perry whispered.
“Yes,” I said.
“You hear that?”
“Yes.”
“Do ghosts crackle in the dark?”
We moved slow in direction of the crackling sounds and the
ghostly clouds. Both of them was growing bigger, and there was a
brightness that grew too, then burning colours.
“Fire!” Perry said loud.
I could sort of see him now, he was flickering, partly-blocked
by corn plants. He had his puffer out and was puffing it into his
mouth, his eyes staring forwards.
The fire was still a ways away but I could already feel the
hotness of it.
“We should head back to the road,” said Perry.
The smoke of the fire exploded bigger and higher by the
second, the burning spreading faster, you could see more oranges
and yellows and reds by the millisecond.
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“Brunswick?” he said. “Are you coming?”
I sort of took a step or two forwards then stopped again.
Puffer Perry ran away.
“Left, backwards, diagonal-right, backwards,” I shouted after
him, but facing the fire still. I wasn’t feeling scared anymore. I wasn’t
feeling not-scared, neither. I think I was maybe trying to think what
was the rightest thing to feel.
If I was a Billy, what would I feel?
I could feel my heart’s pumpedge inside my ears. I took more
steps forwards. The fire in my guts burned as the cornfield burned
till it all felt like the same thing. I crouched in a ball in the cornfield,
but kept my eyes up, I tried to spot green in the fire and smoke.
No one believes what I say happened next, but I don’t care, I
know what happened, I know what’s truth. I saw green then. It was
hazy, how Billy said it’d be. It floated out from the fire, through corn
plants towards me. I would’ve got my knife ready but didn’t have it,
I must’ve dropped it not realizing. So I took the Courage off my shirt
and squeezed that instead. The green got closer. The closer it got,
the more it took shape of a person. The more it was the shape of a
person, the more it was Billy.
“Billy?!” I said.
“You need to go, the fire’s spreading.” He crouched in front of
me. His facialized features was very hazy, but they definitely
belonged to him. His voice was echoey but it was his voice. “You
need to be brave like a ninja and run as fast as you can.”
“Ninjas don’t run from things,” I said.
“Sure they do. They run. Ninjas do what’s smart.”
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The crackles kept getting louder and cornfield brighter, the sky
cloudier and me scareder and scareder. Could hardly think a single
dumb stupid sped thought.
“I don’t wanna be alone!” I cried.
“Mom is with a high school friend named Pam David in
Stradfater City, that’s one-thousand four-hundred and seventy-two
miles west. She’s working at a shoe store called Used Shoes. Dad’s
squatting in a trap house in Pencey Place eight-hundred and thirtyfour miles south. Find them or forget them, it shouldn’t matter.
You’ll be just fine, Brunswick. I can see that much. It’s gonna get
hard, and stuff’s gonna hurt, and things’ll be lonely and confusing
sometimes, but worth it, you’ll see, in the end, your life was more
laughing than crying, your time was more adventures than not. But
first, you gotta run faster than you ever have before.”
I couldn’t tell if he was in clothes or naked like a perv. He was
so hazy, he was sort of see-through. Even though crouched, no part
of him actually touched the ground.
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“If you sit here you’re going to die,” he said. “Get up.”
I got up.
“If you run now, you’ll live.”
He pointed acrossways over my shoulder. Some of the haze
coming off his finger touched my shoulder and the burn inside my
guts cooled immediate. I turned the direction his finger was in and
ran. It wasn’t the most easy, I kept smacking into corn plants, I had
to push or go around them, but still, I could feel I was running faster
than ever before. Cause I had courage in my hand, much better than
a knife, and Billy at my back. One point I tripped and got confused
direction-wise. He was there. He didn’t say nothing, just pointed me
back on path. I stood up on my own. I told him thanks. Thank you
for being my big brother and teaching me lots about all kinds of neat
stuff. Then ran like a bullet again till I’d burst out the cornfield
landing safe and sound at the side of Hedgehog Road.
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XVII. The Final Telling of My Big Adventure
It wasn’t much longer till Officer Irvine came. First I heard the siren
and wondered what of the many many things a cop’d be showing up
for. It could’ve been so much: cornfield fire, broken-leg Nazi, tenyear old driving stoled truck, field of stoled planks, kids tied by leash
at side of dark road. Turns out though it was none of that. Turns out
it was me. The lady across the alley’d noticed strange sightings of no
parents inside my apartment, so called the cops, who’d got let in by
the Super, who’d found the note I’d left my family about going to
the cornfield on Hedgehog Road.
Officer Irvine pulled over. He stepped out of his car, partlooking at me, but mostly up at the largening smoke in the sky.
“Yikes,” he said.
He called firetrucks and ambulances, all that, and I told him
about everything I’d just listed: the fire, Lou in the field, ec setra.
Then pointed down the road to the little light of the little flashlight,
told him that’s where my friends were.
We drove down to them.
Officer Irvine took the leash off Elliott, Juice, and Bagel, then
got us to sort of stand in a line. We waited for Emergency Workers.
It got boring waiting. Juice suggestioned we go find some sticks to
play with but Officer Irvine said no. One point Kofi drove by with
Puffer Perry in the passenger seat. Officer Irvine watched with his
mouth hanged open. Then told cops over his radio the colour and
type of make and license plate of the truck.
Firetrucks and ambulances, more cops, even some farmers
started showing. It got busy soon. Emergency Workers looked me
over, and my friends too, asking questions, telling us to go with them.
But you already know all of what happened from those parts on.
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I can tell no one’s believed me about Billy so far. So I dunno if
anyone’s gonna search where I’d said he said our parents are. I’ve
not heard of Stradfater City or Pencey Place myself, but that doesn’t
mean they’re not there, such as, just cause you haven’t seen
something yourself doesn’t mean it’s not real.
I dunno what’s happening though, like where my friends are
right now, or Lou, or where I’m supposed to sleep tonight. I’ve sort
of just been sitting here nonstop, talking way too much.
The lady before you could tell I’d got tired of talking, so told
me to relax a minute. She gave me a pudding and sat with me quiet.
Then started going on in a corny mom voice, telling me how I
must’ve felt. Letting me know she felt sorry.
I like that you didn’t act that way or ask the same questions
everyone else did. I’d got bored remembering dates and times. I
almost never know the right time of anything. All I know’s I’m a kid,
so’ve got more time ahead than behind. That’s something Sarah
reminds me when I get mad Wonder Years is a dumb rerun.
I liked when you started by asking about Billy, what’s some of
my favourite things he’s taught me, such as: orgasms, or: anything
sharper than a butter knife’ll cut you when in your pocket, or: Dinky’s got Cat
Stamina, he can survive any Fuffling.
I think I’ve told the wholest version of my story now. I’ve
admitted the stuff I’ve done, and talked about my friends too, what
they might’ve done wrong, too. We’ve all done some not-allowed
things this week, and breaked rules, and got in trouble. We skipped
school. We stoled planks. Kofi hit a rooster with Lou’s truck. But
none of them’s trouble-only. Not even Tall Brandon. Everyone I
know can be nice, and funny, good at things, fun to play with. A few
of us are even Ghost Detectives for josh sakes! So, I think what I’m
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saying’s I hope no one goes to jail cause of the things I’ve told
tonight. Same with Mom and Dad, too. I don’t want cops finding
them thinking they’re bad, or automatically not-good, just for
leaving me and Billy alone a few days.
Even Lou can be a neat guy sometimes.
Thing is I guess, me myself specific, I know I’m only ten years
old. I know I’m major sped. I know teachers don’t think I’ll ever be
smart at stuff, and Nazis don’t think I’ll ever be not Jewish at stuff.
That I can’t do instructions easy. My talking’s no good. Girls’ve told
me I got crummy clothes, Store Owners’ve told me they know I’m
not gonna buy nothing so get my hands off their cap guns. Even
Mom and Dad didn’t give enough a crap about me and Billy to not
go work at Used Shoes or squat in a Trap House. And so then,
sometimes, a guy can start thinking no one can see he can be more
than the things other people don’t see in him. But I can.
I used to think about this stuff and it’d make my guts hurt.
That’s not gonna happen anymore. It changed in the cornfield. Billy
told me, “You’re gonna be OK, Brunswick. I can see that much.”
And when he said it, I sort of saw too. It wasn’t a specified seeing
though, it was more non-ending and hugely-pictured. It was a
million pictures of me doing all kinds of things, and I was doing them
OK, and I’d be being OK for lots of years to come.
This all that I’ve just said happened, it was only three days.
That’s not very long. It’s not even a full week of school. So imagine
how many days and weeks there’s still to go. Being a kid, at least onehundred-thousand more days’ve gotta be ahead of me still. Or even
more than that, I’m no math-magician. But what I do know’s I’m
Brunswick Stuhlberg, brother of a Billy, so don’t feel sorry. I saw a
ghost tonight. And my life’s gonna be the adventure of a lifetime!
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